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Abstract
Toward Versatile Structural Modification
for Bayesian Nonparametric Time Series Models

Unsupervised learning techniques discover organizational structure in data, but to do so
they must approach the problem with a priori assumptions. A fundamental trend in the
development of these techniques has been the relaxation or elimination of the unwanted
or arbitrary structural assumptions they impose. For systems that derive hidden Markov
models (HMMs) from time series data, state-of-the-art techniques now assume only that
the number of hidden states will be relatively small, a useful, flexible, and usually correct
hypothesis.
With unwanted structural constraints mitigated, we investigate a flexible means of introducing new, useful structural assumptions into an advanced HMM learning technique,
assumptions that reflect details of our prior understanding of the problem. Our investigation, motivated by the unsupervised learning of view-based object models from video
data, adapts a Bayesian nonparametric approach to inferring HMMs from data [1] to exhibit biases for nearly block diagonal transition dynamics, as well as for transitions between hidden states with similar emission models. We introduce aggressive Markov chain
Monte Carlo sampling techniques for posterior inference in our generalized models, and
demonstrate the technique in a collection of artificial and natural data settings, including
the motivating object model learning problem.
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Summary of Contributions

This dissertation presents a number of original contributions to machine learning and vision research, including the following:
¶ — We introduce a very broad, very flexible class of Bayesian nonparametric realizations
of hidden Markov models. This class is distinguished from prior work because it allows
users to specify a wide range of structural characteristics that might be present in hidden
Markov models that are inferred from data. The variety of structure that can be accommodated by our model family is unmatched by existing Bayesian nonparametric hidden
Markov model methods. We focus on a particular type of structure: “sub-behavior” structure, or the presence of distinct behavioral regimes in the data. Besides learning dynamic
models of the data, our technique segments the data by inferring which sub-behavior is
active at any given time.
¶ — We introduce a new collection of efficient sampling techniques for the difficult inference challenges posed by our model family. Some of these may be used for other classes
of Bayesian nonparametric hidden Markov models, while others are unique to the subbehavior structure explored in this dissertation. The discrete optimization problem entailed by sub-behavior identification, for example, frustrates ordinary Bayesian nonparametric sampling-based approaches—our methods overcome its hurdles.
¶ — We anticipate a research problem in the study of biological and computational vision: namely, how a vision system can derive an indefinite number of distinct object models from the visual similarity and temporal persistence cues present in videos of objects.
This problem attracts minimal study today, but will become increasingly pressing as we
attempt to design and understand systems that can form rich, coherent ontologies of visual phenomena in an unsupervised way. We show how our framework can be adapted to
incorporate fundamental cues that characterize distinct, individual objects in videos, cues
that allow the successful unsupervised derivation of view-based object models from these
videos.
More fundamentally, this dissertation contributes to the ongoing discussion, in machine
learning and other fields, on how to design unsupervised learning methods to identify
and exploit increasingly intricate structure in diverse data sets. The techniques described
here are new, complementary tools in the expanding toolbox for creating and applying
such methods.
1

Chapter 1

Concepts and Context, and a Guide
Imagine for a moment a healthy infant boy of about four and a half months. This time
in his life is characterized by some of the most explosive developmental growth he will
ever know. The early rush of post-natal weight gain is just beginning to taper below a
pound per month; new experiences for him include laughter, rolling, and maybe even
teeth. The sensory world is growing for him as well: basic language sounds are explored
through imitation, and with new motor abilities, arms and hands reach, touch, and grasp.
We might assume that the visual experience of our baby boy is also increasing in richness:
after all, by now he can reliably distinguish colors and finer details in what he sees [3].
In fact, this is almost surely an understatement, since the fourth month marks not only an
achievement in visual acuity but also the opening of a new frontier in visual understanding. Now, for the first time, our infant is beginning to see the world not as a mixture of
color and light but as a society of distinct, discrete objects. He notices basic cues that indicate how his visual perceptions can be divided up into separate things. Coherent motion
is among the first: parts of an object unify into a single whole if they are perceived to move
together [4, 5]. In ensuing months, he will develop the ability to delineate objects based on
other information, such as color and texture [6, 7]. Well within eight more months—that is,
within the infant’s first year of life—he is in possession of an essentially mature object perception apparatus: one capable of recognizing many familiar objects and learning many
more [7].
Nearly all aspects of this accomplishment are awe-inspiring, but perhaps one of the most
amazing individual feats is the creation and curation of visual object representations. At
four and a half months, the taps open on a novel stream of information—observations of
2
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individual objects—for which the infant must derive a coherent and useful semantics. On a
moment-to-moment basis, we might imagine then that the infant visual system determines
the answers to questions like the following:
• Is the object seen at this moment novel or familiar?
• If it is a familiar object, how should this visual information be used to improve or
change the visual representation that describes this object?
• If it is a novel object, how should the visual information be used to create a new
object representation?
These questions about the organization of visual object information are formidable for a
number of reasons. First of all, this problem is for the most part an unsupervised learning
problem—while there are non-visual cues that accompany many objects, there is no way
for a baby to tell for certain which object they are seeing at any given moment. Babies do
not have access to object labels—when they see a toy giraffe, say, there is no side information to indicate that this visual experience should be used specifically to improve their
conception of what a toy giraffe looks like and not (for example) a toy horse. The infant
visual system must do data association on its own, at the scale of hundreds or thousands of
objects. Furthermore, the number of objects that must be learned—a very useful tidbit of
prior knowledge that is commonly guessed or conceded a priori to machine learning systems in a wide variety of unsupervised settings—is not known. Finally, the visual system
must make the most of the information it receives, since many of our encounters with objects are chance events yielding incomplete information about visual appearance. A baby
may see a car from a variety of angles, but he can hardly pick one up and examine it to get
a good idea of what it looks like from all vantages.
Infants face all of these challenges when they organize their experiences of objects into
an understanding of what objects look like, and yet they meet them, expertly and without apparent conscious effort, earning a mature object recognition system within months,
after which they go on to learn more novel objects for the rest of their lives. This breathtaking ability is as intriguing as it is impressive. What is required of a system that can
organize information in this way? How can a learning mechanism provide useful answers
to questions like the three listed above without requiring an unrealistic amount of prior
guidance? Can a mechanism that has abilities like these be realized on a computer? These
are the questions that led to the investigations presented in this thesis.
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What this thesis is actually about

This thesis explores a probabilistic model for time series. It is, in other words, mostly a
machine learning thesis, an exploration of a general purpose method for finding latent
structure in data. After such an enthusiastic characterization of infant visual learning, it
may be surprising to discover that infants or infant vision or vision generally are not a
key topic of this dissertation. Nevertheless, the remarkable visual object learning ability
of human beings has remained a distant guiding light toward which we have steered the
design of the techniques described in this document. The novel features of the methods we
introduce were all conceived through meditations on what capabilities might be necessary
for a system that handles the three questions about visual object information organization
listed above.
Put briefly, we present a fairly general, fairly flexible elaboration on the hidden Markov
model (HMM) [8]. HMMs have been used for decades to find structure in sequence data.
They model the underlying cause of the data as a random walk among a discrete collection of noisy-data-emitting states, governed by a table of the probabilities of transitioning
from one state to another. Within this framework, HMMs can indicate which parts of the
sequence are caused by the same thing. Speech understanding is often cited as an application of HMMs: here, hidden states are presumed to emit the sounds of specific components
of speech (usually phonemes). By inferring a random walk trajectory through the states
that matches a recording of speech, it is possible to identify the sequence of phonemes in
the audio [8]. HMMs can also be applied in situations where the semantics and dynamics of the hidden states are not known beforehand—instead, an inference algorithm (often
the Baum-Welch algorithm [9]) is applied to find good ways to associate a fixed set hidden states with observations, as well as the transition probabilities between these hidden
states. These latter applications fall squarely under the rubric of unsupervised learning:
the objective is even more to discover the structural underpinnings of not just a single
sequence (e.g. a speech sample) but of a data generating process (e.g. speech).
No unsupervised learning method starts completely from scratch. A system that attempts
to find structure in data cannot consider all possible types of structure (there are far too
many to enumerate, let alone explore). Instead, it examines the data with a particular class
or classes of structure assumed a priori, and the work of learning involves determining
good ways to fit the a priori structure to the data. Let us consider data clustering and the
K-means algorithm. It is easy to recognize that the K parameter—the number of clusters
to find in the data—is an important a priori structural stipulation. Additional structural
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assumptions are bound up in the within-cluster sum of squares objective function, which
one could argue is best suited to circumstances where the data in clusters are assumed to
be distributed according to normal distributions with spherical (i.e. isotropic) covariance.
The progress of unsupervised learning research is marked by a change in the nature and
severity of structural assumptions that are built into the learning techniques. K-means
was invented as far back as the 1950s [10] (and on numerous subsequent occasions); in the
following decade, techniques arose that assumed that data within partitions could be distributed as something other than spherical normal distributions ([11], as identified by the
now-famous Expectation-Maximization paper [12]). Meanwhile, several complementary
efforts now give us options more flexible than direct specification of the number of clusters
K—we can deduce this now through methods including various information criteria (e.g.
AIC [13], BIC [14]) and, most importantly to this dissertation, Bayesian nonparametric approaches (e.g. [15]), about which much more will be said later. An optimistic view of these
developments and others suggests that researchers are learning how to strip away extraneous structural assumptions in techniques for clustering, leaving in the end something
close to the essence of the problem: that data tend to come in a relatively small number
of groups, and that within these groups, the data tend to have something important in
common.
A similar progression of improvement has taken place in time series modeling, with comparable developments. Most relevant to this thesis is a Bayesian nonparametric realization
of hidden Markov models: the Infinite Hidden Markov Model (IHMM) [1, 16], which the
work presented here generalizes. In the most immediately practical terms, the IHMM is
like an ordinary HMM, but the procedure that “fits” it to data allows it to allocate a variable
(but not overindulgent) number of states to describe the data. By contrast, the Baum-Welch
algorithm requires you to specify this quantity a priori, which can be a difficult judgment
for many datasets.
Within the progression of these developments, the contribution of this thesis is to provide
a partial answer to the following question: given the progress in distilling the spurious
structure out of Markov time series models, how can we go about putting some desirable
structure back in? That is, we presume to know something more about the dynamic behavior of our data beyond the fact that it can be modeled by a Markov process. How can
we take advantage of this knowledge?
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As an example, consider an ordinary Western pop song. This time series seems suited to
modeling with a hidden Markov model: combinations of notes are discrete entities yielding noisy observations (audio data), and the melody and harmony derives from a trajectory through these discrete “states.” Very good, but we know more about pop music than
that. Most songs in this category will feature a structure of distinctive, repeated sections—
choruses, verses, and so on. Can we somehow incorporate this additional structure into
our model of the song? There could be benefits: depending on how this knowledge is
incorporated, inferring model parameters for a new song could automatically “segment”
the song according to its phrasal structure, which is a useful kind of analysis. More subtly,
a correct but not overly restrictive structural assumption (“pop songs come in sections”)
could help the inference system make the most out of the data it has. There are many different HMMs that could be used to describe a pop song, but one that does it well likely
has an internal organization that reflects the song’s phrasal structure. By avoiding interpretations of the song that lack this characteristic, an HMM learning system that is biased
to seek out this structure may do a better job at coming up with a good model.
The approach taken by this dissertation is thoroughly Bayesian in nature. We will present
a technique that imbues Bayesian nonparametric realizations of hidden Markov models
with flexible, descriptive, structured priors, starting with the kind of “sectioned” arrangement we see in our pop song example and moving on to more elaborate structure. If the
data are ambiguous, these priors can hint at the “right” kind of structure for our unsupervised learning system to discover. If there is enough data to disprove the initial structural assumptions, on the other hand, the prior will be more or less disregarded. This
flexibility helps prevent our method from getting caught up in its own built-in misconceptions, which is perhaps a quaint way of characterizing an application of K-means with the
“wrong” K, for example.

1.2

The epic backstory: motivations and concepts

So far we have expressed an abiding enthusiasm for infant object learning and offered a
high-level characterization of the machine learning-related contributions of this dissertation. What on earth do these topics have to do with each other?
Object representations are the connection. Trivially, the human visual system must be using some kind of representation of the objects it learns to see. If we subscribe to the classic
analytical program for understanding vision set forth by David Marr, then examining the
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nature of these representations is an important part of understanding human vision as a
whole—specifically, for understanding the algorithmic basis by which the visual system
solves some of the problems that it solves (like the three questions mentioned at the beginning of the chapter). Investigations along these lines take many forms, but one form
involves proposing a particular kind of representation or algorithm for a vision problem
and comparing the structure, performance, behavior, shortcomings or other attributes of
the proposal with analogous properties of human vision systems. Good proposals are
those motivating new and interesting comparisons that extend our insight into how human vision works.
We will see examples of this kind of investigation shortly, but before moving on we should
remind readers that this thesis is not one of them! Instead, it examines a machine learning
technique devised as a part of such an undertaking, one that more or less took on a life of
its own. Nevertheless, we hope it might be of mild interest to vision researchers in addition
to the machine learning community. Our motivating story continues...
¶ View-based object models — In computer vision, there are numerous approaches to
representing the visual appearance of objects, and all but the simplest of these try to account for the many ways an object can look under different viewing conditions. These
techniques range widely in complexity and are designed with different applications in
mind. Some of the simpler ones attempt to isolate a few robust statistical measurements
that have a good chance of being present whenever the object appears in visual data—a
very desirable property for object detection (e.g. [17, 18]. These approaches often aren’t
very good for describing what objects look like, however, because the statistics themselves
abbreviate or omit many details about object appearance, and “inverting” their construction from data can be difficult or impossible. By contrast, other methods attempt to construct full 3-D models of entire objects or even entire scenes. These elaborate models can
be useful for detection, but they can also be used to synthesize the appearance of objects
under new conditions for visual presentation [19, 20].
Falling somewhere between these extremes of complexity are what we shall call viewbased object models. These approaches attempt to represent the appearance of an object
with an ensemble of simpler representations, each dedicated to capturing a more limited
range of possible visual phenomena associated with the object. These simpler representations are called views. View-based approaches are useful for dealing with variation in
object appearance due to pose: since an object seldom looks the same from all angles,
different views can capture the appearance of an object within specific, limited angular
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viewpoint ranges—a model of how a car looks might therefore have a view to capture its
appearance from the front, a view for the rear, several for various oblique viewing angles,
and so on.
¶ View-based object models in computer vision — View-based object models have been
visited again and again in computer vision research. Early approaches constructed models called aspect graphs, where each view subtends a range of 3-D viewpoints (aspects)
that are somehow deemed to be similar (see [21] for an early reference and [22] for a review). For the edge-based geometric models popular in early vision, “similarity” often
had to do with the visibility and topological arrangement of edges and vertices. As edgebased view models fell out of favor, new view representation strategies took their place,
along with new criteria for determining which views were needed in a model. We present
some examples here to give a sense of the breadth of the development. In [23] and [24],
views are represented by shape statistics like silhouette skeletons, and allocation of views
determined by a similarity-based clustering. Active appearance models, which are linear
models of appearance variation, make up the view representations in [25], though the view
angles are specified a priori. The same is true of [26] and [27], though here the views are
characterized by collections of image features in the first case and separate, view-specific,
discriminative classifier-based object detectors in the second.
A recent effort of note is the work of Fei-Fei, Savarese, et al. on models of rigid objects
[28, 29], where views comprise arrangements of object parts (which are themselves configurations of image patches). View angles are specified beforehand, though in [28], nearly
all of the (many) views do not have training data during model learning, and so their
contents must be inferred. This is possible thanks to the known geometric relationship between views, which allows both models to share information about the locations of parts
and features.
A few systems employ temporal information to create object representations. In [30], features are tracked through image sequences; views are collections of features and the geometric relationships between features in rotationally adjacent views (which are spaced
at prespecified view angles) are known. Much earlier, Seibert and Waxman explore constructing HMM-based view-based object representations in an unsupervised manner [31],
an goal similar to the one that motivates the machine learning techniques explored in this
dissertation. We will comment on this model in greater detail in the next subsection.
¶ Connections to visual neuroscience — The ventral visual stream in primate brains is a
series of cortical areas centrally involved in visual object recognition. Roughly speaking,
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each of these areas is assumed to build increasingly high-level, abstract representations of
the contents of visual scenes as information propagates between low-level areas at the rear
of the brain (e.g. primary visual cortex) and more anterior high-level areas. We expect
this information propagation to be bidirectional: low-level areas feed information forward
into high-level areas, which in turn supply biases based on their interpretations of the
data in the opposite direction, helping lower-level areas sharpen their representations (c.f.
[32, 33]).
In macaque monkeys, the anterior end of the ventral stream is inferotemporal cortex (IT),
a region of the temporal lobe. It is here (and in a few adjacent structures) that neural responses correlate with image structures complex enough to be considered object parts or
even views of whole objects [34–36]. Some cells are tuned especially for faces [37, 38];
recent fMRI studies report regions of temporal cortex selectively activated by object categories (e.g. faces, body parts, inanimate objects) [39]. One study reports the presence of
some IT neurons selective for 3-D structures as opposed to 2-D patterns [36].
Neurons in IT are often reported as relatively insensitive to the position and scale of stimuli
but selective for limited ranges of angular viewpoint (e.g. [40, 41]). Booth and Rolls report
the presence of viewpoint-invariant cells but acknowledge a majority of view-selective
ones [42], while the aforementioned 3-D study reports that even cells sensitive to 3-D
structure are specific to particular viewing angles. This selectivity has encouraged some
authors to propose that IT employs a view-based approach to represent objects and object
parts [40, 43–45].
A few papers suggest predictive behavior on the part of IT neurons. After several presentations of stimuli pairing visual patterns to which two IT cells are sensitive, either at
the same time [46] or in sequence [47], these studies found that some cells would show
activity above baseline when their “partner” cell’s stimulus was shown—and then continue elevated activity for a stimulus-free delay interval before their preferred stimulus
appeared. Although the investigators do not speculate on the relevance of their findings
to object modeling, the ability to predict the future appearance of an object is a desirable
property for a vision system that can track an object over time despite appearance changes.
¶ So, why hidden Markov models? — All of the view-based object models described in
the cited computer vision articles express some kind of relationship between the views in
the model. Almost always, this relationship is geometric: views are typically associated
with viewing angles or angular ranges. Some models go even further: if a view consists of
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spatially arranged features, for example, then the model defines or implies some transformation between the features in one view and some of the same features (those that are still
visible) in other views.
This is a logical approach to take, but it rests on the critical assumption that the object itself
is rigid or near-rigid. [25] is perhaps an exception—the active appearance models that
make up the object views permit some learned variation in the appearance of the object
corresponding to shape changes like facial expressions. There are limits to this variation,
however—a considerably articulated object would exhibit changes in appearance beyond
the slight deformations that active appearance models are intended to handle.
A simpler view-based object model approach might express a more basic relationship between object views: probability of succession over time. Under the most straightforward
realization of this strategy, object views are more or less independent entities, except the
model is supplemented with some understanding of how views might appear in sequence
in a video of the corresponding object. Although simpler, this representation still codes
the kind of information that is useful for tracking an object in video data: information that
allows specific predictions about how the object might look in the near future, so that the
tracker won’t waste time or risk errors searching incoming video frames for views of the
object it is unlikely to see. Models that code 3-D structure allow for these predictions via
imposing a range of probable future geometric transformations on the model during tracking; the simpler approach that we are elaborating now would simply assign probabilities
to certain object views that might appear soon given views observed in the recent past.
As the reader has likely surmised, this thesis uses hidden Markov models as the basis for
the simpler view-based object representation just proposed. Individual object views are
expressed as hidden states in hidden Markov models. Information about the succession
of object views manifests itself as the Markov transition matrix, which simply codes the
probability of seeing a particular view of an object given the view seen immediately prior.
The relationships between hidden states/object views and the observations or statistics
actually derived from the video data are expressed in terms of the HMM’s observation
models: each view has one, and each one describes what statistics might be observed
given the presence of the object in a configuration that corresponds to its view.
Held up against models like [28], which make extensive use of 3-D relationships between
views to build models, this HMM-based approach has theoretical advantages and disadvantages:
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1. The stricter near-rigid-body structural assumptions of models leveraging 3-D structure probably permit through geometric calculations better prediction and synthesis of what an object might look like from a novel or intermediate viewpoint; basic
HMM-based models have only their constituent views and no intrinsic means of interpolating between or extrapolating from them.
2. These assumptions also permit the 3-D leveraging models to easily share statistical
information between object views—this typically takes the form of shared features
between the views, as in [26, 28, 29] and others. A basic HMM-based approach must
learn each view more or less anew, and thus the representation contains some redundant information.
3. HMM-based approaches have greater flexibility (no pun intended) to learn models
of objects that violate the structural assumptions used by 3-D leveraging approaches,
including highly deformable objects (e.g. a Transformers robot toy). Nearly any kind
of appearance change whatsoever1 can be accommodated in an HMM approach—all
that’s needed is a state or states in the HMM that describe the appearance.
4. HMM-based approaches can readily learn and model idiosyncratic temporal relationships between object views that reflect the typical visual behavior of objects. A
car, for example, is much more likely to rotate 10◦ about its vertical axis than 10◦
about its longitudinal axis, though from an a priori geometric perspective these rotations are equally significant. Better modeling of idiosyncrasies like these might yield
better object appearance predictions while tracking.
These contrasts hold strictly only for the most straightforward 3-D structured and HMMbased modeling approaches—clearly, a little ingenuity in either camp could help make up
for comparative shortcomings, or better yet, bring both kinds of model together somehow.
We also remind the reader that this thesis will not examine the relative practical advantages
and disadvantages of the two modeling strategies. We present this comparison simply to
bring the nature of HMM-based approaches to view-based object models into clearer relief.
¶ More motivation — Now that we’ve summarized some of the background and traits
of various view-based object modeling strategies, we can recount our interest in HMMstructured view-based object models a little more completely. Our original aim was to
tackle a problem similar to the unsupervised object model learning problem solved by infants discovering the world of visual objects. We intended to develop a system capable
1 Invisibility

doesn’t count.
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of analyzing video data of natural scenes, extracting independently moving objects inside
the data, and constructing view-based object models from these moving objects. Given the
complexity of this task, we concluded that a basic but flexible object representation was
necessary. The simplicity of a view-based representation seemed appropriate, particularly
considering its long history in computer vision as well as its relevance to our understanding of biological vision systems. Given that natural movie objects cannot be relied upon
to be rigid, that natural movies contain great volumes of data, and that these data were
expected to be particularly noisy, the more elaborate, computationally demanding 3-D object models seemed a poor choice. We chose HMM-based approaches as a middle ground
between model simplicity and expressiveness.
Unsupervised object extraction from videos is a topic that continues to attract some research, such as [48–50]. These investigations are limited for now, likely because the problem is difficult and even simple approaches are complex to design, time-consuming to
implement, and computationally taxing. In what research exists, the criteria and methods
for organizing visual data into object representations are usually provisional—based on a
variety of indices and invented measures of uniqueness—and often limited to only a few
objects. Object representations themselves are in most cases simple single-view models
(as in [48]) or if they are more complex, they too are applied to learning only a few object
models [49, 50]. With this in mind, we set out to build an important component of a system
for unsupervised object extraction from videos, one that could construct HMM-structured
view-based object models of multiple objects from segmented, unstructured video clips
of the objects, one that reasoned in a principled way about how to organize the data into
objects based on the evidence it was shown. The investigations that departed from this
starting point are presented in this thesis.

1.2.1

Gestalt laws and HMM learning for view-based object models

Now that our object model learning task has been established as a problem of learning
hidden Markov models, we can muse still further about the structure of our data—video
clips of objects—and of the structure we hope for our learned object models to acquire.
By integrating this kind of structural information as best we can into the learning mechanism, we can hope to do a better job of deriving object models than we might have done
otherwise.
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The first and most elementary cue is the temporal persistence and continuity of objects in
our visual experience. Typically, objects do not rapidly flash in and out of existence—as
long as we are looking toward them, they tend to remain present in our vision, although
their appearance may change as time goes by.
A second important cue is the continuity of object appearance over time. Most changes in
object appearance happen smoothly, particularly those due to movement or deformation:
as a turning car rotates, for example, its appearance varies only slightly from one fraction
of a second to the next. Exceptions to this rule might include lighting changes: turning off
a light in a room changes the appearances of objects inside very rapidly. The majority of
our visual experiences of objects, however, do not exhibit this kind of involuntary, abrupt
change.
A third cue involves the similarity of object appearances. Although objects do change in
appearance over time, in many cases, the possible appearances of an object have some
common traits. Color is an example: most views of a can of Coca-Cola have at least some
red in them; often, red predominates.
Not coincidentally, these three cues are rather direct realizations of Gestalt “laws” for visual perception [51]. The first cue relates most closely to the Gestalt principle of proximity,
which dictates that perceptual data are more likely to be grouped into a whole if they occur
near each other. In this case the proximity is temporal instead of spatial. The second cue,
as hinted, reflects the law of good continuation: that we are more likely to group visual data
if they appear in alignment. The kind of alignment most appropriate to our problem is the
similarity of temporally adjacent visual measurements mentioned above. Finally, the third
cue is effectively the Gestalt principle of similarity.
These cues can help an object model learning system determine which video data belong to
which objects, and in what way. How can they be incorporated into techniques from inferring hidden Markov models from data? At last we come to questions this thesis addresses
directly. Recall from the beginning of this section that unsupervised learning methods for
HMMs have shown a steady decrease in the amount of a priori structure that must be specified by the user, and that having dispensed with these strictures it would be worthwhile
to investigate putting useful structure back in. The object cues just enumerated are good
examples of the kind of structure we would like to be able to impose.
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In the end, using the techniques of this dissertation, we specified a prior probability distribution over hidden Markov models where HMMs with the following characteristics were
most probable:
• A limited (but not fixed) number of hidden states almost surely accounts for most of
the data drawn from the HMM.
• Hidden states are partitioned into a limited (but not fixed) number of exclusive
groupings (or sub-behaviors) where
– transitions between states in the same group are more probable than transitions
between states in different groups,
– transitions between states in the same group are additionally more probable
when the observation models for the states (in other words, the object views)
are similar, and
– observation models for states in the same group are correlated; specifically, they
have common traits corresponding to the global appearance characteristics of
an object.
The first characteristic corresponds to the minimally structured prior entailed by models
like the IHMM mentioned at the start of this chapter. The other two characteristics capture
the three Gestalt principles cited above using new methods introduced here.
When data comprising segmented, unstructured video clips of objects are combined with
this prior using Bayes’ rule, the structure intrinsic to the prior results in a posterior distribution over HMMs that favor the following traits:
• Hidden states correspond to distinct, sensible object views for the various objects.
• Hidden states with observation models showing the same object are typically grouped
into a sub-behavior that corresponds to that object.
• Observation models for states in a sub-behavior can be explained by a single shared
“generating distribution” that codes common appearance traits of the corresponding
object.
• Transitions between object views reflect the statistics of object appearance change observed in the data, or, where sparse or absent, the view similarity-based assumption
coded in the prior.
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We are not the first to propose view-based object models based on hidden Markov models, nor a system for learning them in an unsupervised way. As mentioned earlier, in [31],
Seibert and Waxman considered the same problem in 1992. Their efforts were ambitious
for the time—they, like us, attempt to derive the number of necessary hidden states and
number of objects from the data. Nevertheless, there are fundamental differences between
their methods and ours. Seibert and Waxman allocate hidden states/views without using temporal information—instead, they employ appearance-based clustering on the input
data. Most of the states are shared between the object models, and the distinction between
objects is derived almost exclusively from the dynamics of the object video (that is, the
states traversed as the object’s appearance changes over time) and seldom from the object appearance directly. There is no provision for incorporating prior assumptions about
the transition relationships between object views. Finally, the mechanism for determining
whether to create a new hidden state or object model is based on simple thresholding.
Eighteen years later, the method we describe jointly infers which hidden states to allocate
and how to arrange these into separate object models, instead of making final decisions
about the former before embarking on the latter. This inference is not based on thresholding but instead derives from a flexible, structured prior that can incorporate assumptions about dynamics based on appearance. Our approach can use both the appearance
of individual views and the dynamic characteristics of view sequences to allocate views
exclusively to individual object models. We consider approaches of comparable complexity to [31] in §6.4.9 and find that the advanced features of our model confer worthwhile
advantages.

1.2.2

The specificity/invariance tradeoff

We now relate our motivating object model learning goal to an additional, important context: that of learning effective representations for visual object recognition. We do not employ our learned object models to recognition tasks in this thesis, which instead focuses on
unsupervised means for organizing video data into an indefinite number of distinct object
models, a complementary and perhaps overlooked task. Nevertheless, the considerations
that motivate both research areas are very similar.
Most object recognition representation learning research recognizes a fundamental tradeoff between specificity and invariance. Object detection systems engineered for invariance
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F IGURE 1.1: A cartoon depiction of the specificity/invariance tradeoff (§1.2.2) for a 2-D
recognition problem. Let the black line be the set of valid appearances of an “object”
(if you like, imagine that our camera takes a 2 × 1 pixel image). If an appearance measurement falls within the green ellipse, the first object recognition system will register
a detection. It is overly specific, however, and fails to “go off” for most object appearances. The second system, identified by the blue ellipse, achieves total invariance at the
expense of false positives—while it will register a detection for all possible measurements
of the object, it will also register a detection for many other measurements besides. A
view-based approach would attempt to build a good recognition system by using multiple high-specificity detectors to “cover” most valid object appearances (not shown).

are made to be sensitive to their target objects under a variety of viewing conditions. Unfortunately, the same sensitivity that makes their detections robust to changes in pose,
illumination, and other factors also increases the rate of false positives by making it more
likely for things that are not the object to “fool” the detector. Conversely, systems designed
for specificity are sensitive to a smaller range of appearances, making false positives less
likely but increasing the chance of false negatives. This tradeoff is portrayed graphically
in Figure 1.1.
Systems that learn representations for visual object recognition are designed to explore
or mitigate this tradeoff as best as possible, and hopefully to “carve out” a portion of
appearance space that corresponds well to the target object. All of these systems do so
by looking at visual training data that show an object or objects, but the ways they use
this data differ. Stringer and Rolls [52] identify two learning strategies: trace learning and
continuous transformation learning:
• Trace learning systems monitor changes in visual appearance within videos, building representations of the appearance variation of objects as they changes over time.
Intuitively, if two visual appearance measurements happen in short succession, they
probably came from the same object, even if they look fairly different.
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• Continuous transformation learning systems, in contrast, use appearance similarity
to “grow” object models: intuitively, if two visual appearance measurements look
similar enough, they probably came from the same object. Applying this visual similarity judgment across a dataset allows a representation learning system to unite
similar observations of the same object and “carve out” a range of visual appearances.
Trace learning systems require video data input, while continuous transformation learning systems do not. The learning approach related in this thesis uses trace learning as
its primary cue for constructing view-based object models, although its incorporation of
“generating distributions” to describe shared traits of object views gives it some ability to
cluster views based on visual similarities. This capability is more akin to continuous transformation learning. In any case, a brief survey of several methods applying either strategy
can help establish our approach in context.
The first widely-cited continuous transformation learning system is Fukushima’s Neocognitron [53], a multi-layer neural network that learns to recognize line-drawn letters in spite
of scaling and translation on the 2-D plane. These letters are learned in an unsupervised
way, in the sense that there is no signal during training to indicate which letter is which—
instead, carefully engineered competitive interaction between network units result in output layer units acting as “grandmother cells” uniquely associated with each letter. The basic architectural principles of the Neocognitron—layers in which units receive input from
a spatially-localized collection of units in the previous layer, and local lateral inhibition
to promote competitive interactions—are common to several subsequent approaches. Notably, Riesenhuber and Poggio study recognition of 3-D objects resembling bent wires [54],
using a winner-take-all operation in certain layers to effect competition, while Stringer and
Rolls employ a more conventional arrangement of inhibitory units to simultaneously learn
multiple models of rotating polyhedra [52].
Neural networks are not the only option for continuous transformation learning. A number of papers attempt to identify useful representations of visual features (e.g. edges and
corners, not whole objects) by proposing a bipartite interpretation of the image data. Visual measurements owe their variation to two factors: which feature is present, and the
parameters of certain types of variation in that feature’s appearance. Instantiations of this
approach include bilinear models [55, 56] and more elaborate methods involving Lie operators [57]. Occasionally these approaches is extended to whole objects, but almost always
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on a very provisional basis. Finally, a few investigations simply consider numerous singleview recognition system “building blocks” (such as input features [58] and discriminative
classifier kernels [59]) and employ supervised learning approaches that attempt to identify
the best components to use for particular recognition tasks.
Neural network approaches to trace learning typically include variations on decay dynamics in unit activation or delay line-based network architectures so that activation from
earlier stimuli can continue to have an effect on learning effects caused by subsequent
data. Ideally, this leads to association of both stimuli (and their temporal neighbors in the
data) with a singular object. Here, too, competitive interactions between units is necessary for the networks to evolve the capability to distinguish objects. Földiák presents this
early on with a network that learns simple line features [60], with later efforts by Becker
[61], Einhäuser [62], and Stringer et al. [63] directed toward more complex objects. Closely
related to these are the recent efforts of Mobahi et al. [64], which combine deep belief
networks with a training rule that attempts to build similar representations of temporallyadjacent inputs and distinct representations of non-adjacent ones, a slightly different realization of the competition inherent in the cited neural network approaches.
As with continuous transformation learning, efforts directed at image features rather than
whole objects exist. Wiskott and Sejnowski build a learning framework that distinguishes
between characteristics of image sequences that change slowly over time from those that
change quickly—the idea being that the former are more likely to correspond to object
features, which are presumably present for extended periods, while the latter correspond
to transient changes in viewing conditions [65]. Cadieu and Olshausen consider a similar
decomposition [66], but after observing that fast-changing image measurements are often
oscillatory in nature, elect to use complex basis functions in their model.
Finally, there are a few object recognition representation learning systems that use HMMs
to model certain aspects of temporal variation in object appearance. Both Dean [67] and
George and Hawkins [68] employ multi-layer representations with units in each layer using HMMs to model the temporal behavior of groups of units in previous layers. These
intricate representations do not learn view-based object models explicitly, and often parameters like the number of HMM states in each unit are specified beforehand. Most applications to moving images involve learning translation, scale, and slight deformation invariance for a set of stick-figure drawings introduced by George and Hawkins in an earlier
paper—the purpose of HMMs in these efforts is to model the dynamics of these variations
within the range of stick-figure data for which a unit is sensitive. It may be most apt, then,
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to regard the use of HMMs in these efforts as a bid to more explicitly determine the kinds
of invariance to which individual units are tuned, and not as an overarching strategy for
visual object modeling.
All of the techniques mentioned here use some of the same intuitions that the approaches
in this thesis use to distill object models from video. Most of them are applied to actual
object recognition; our system is not. Some employ neurally plausible computations; we
do not investigate how our approach might be realized in cortical circuits. Nevertheless,
the mechanisms we will describe have important new capabilities. Of the systems cited
above that confront the problem of building representations of multiple objects at once,
none have a really satisfactory means of explicitly learning distinct object models in an
unsupervised way. Several employ a supervised learning paradigm [58, 59, 64, 67, 68];
nearly all of the rest either give the learning systems the number of objects beforehand
[60, 61] or specify a large number of output layer units with the expectation that at least
one unit (and often more) will reliably “fire” if and only if a particular object is present [52,
62, 63]. Note that identifying which units are the good ones requires comparisons between
unit responses and “ground truth” object labels for a presentation of target objects—this
judgment is arguably not quite the same thing as unsupervised learning of individual
object models.2 A standout is the Neocognitron [53], which appears to expect one and
only one active output unit per object; that said, the paper gives the impression that this
behavior requires very careful tuning of the network parameters.
By contrast, our methods are designed to learn an explicit collection of object models.
With data from seven objects in the training data, we intend our system to learn seven
object models; with ten, ten; and so on. This is a problem that our brains solve: we have
hypotheses about which visual objects are distinct, and we recognize objects for the most
part as discrete, semantically distinct entities. We do not guess beforehand how many
objects it is necessary to know, nor do we require ground truth to vet candidate object
representations. We expect that solving the problem of constructing clearly delineated
object representations will be of increased relevance to building and understanding vision
systems in the future, particularly those that “mine” objects from real-world experience.
Several approaches cited above also rely heavily on competition for useful organization
of object models. It is worth noting that our approach employs similar dynamics as it
learns: object views and even entire object models come from the system navigating the
2 A controversial statement, to be sure. We don’t mean to imply that these approaches are not learning
anything per se, but perhaps instead that the completing steps of proposing the distinct objects that make up
the world, and associating data with those objects, is important—and missing.
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tradeoff between describing input data accurately and describing it parsimoniously. Competition also promotes parsimony by preventing multiple neural network units (or sparse
belief network representations, or conceptually similar computational entities) from representing the same thing. That said, the connection between competition and parsimony
is sometimes not made explicit in the object recognition representation learning literature.

1.3

Bayesian nonparametric models

The technique described in this dissertation derives hidden Markov models from data by
exploiting a probabilistic framework based on Bayesian nonparametric models. Here we
attempt to clarify what that means and compare our efforts to contemporary related work.
Traditionally, nonparametric statistical models have been those where the properties of the
model originate in a rather immediate-seeming way from data associated with the model,
rather than from parameters derived from the data or specified a priori. Regrettably, few
descriptions dare to get much more specific than this (note similar caution in e.g. [69]),
since use of the term has historically been somewhat cavalier. Regardless, an illustrative
example of a nonparametric model is the familiar kernel density estimator of probability
distribution functions [70], where the mean, variance, and other properties of the estimated
PDF are functions of all the data samples associated with the estimate.
In light of nonparametric models’ close relationship to the data, it is common to observe
that “nonparametric” is a misnomer and that the data are themselves the (many) model
parameters. This leads to the approach of Bayesian nonparametric models, which are explicitly characterized as having an infinite number of parameters. In this setting, the finite
data used with the model provide evidence for what these parameters might be. What
makes these models practical are clever formulations that do not require the actual representation or storage of infinite collections of parameters in applied settings—usually the
amount of information that must be stored is of the same order as the amount of available
data, and in some cases far less is necessary. In a Bayesian framework, once the data contributes the evidence it can, a prior expressed over the parameters also pitches in to help
answer the questions about the parameter values that must be answered in the course of
everyday operations like inference.
Several Bayesian nonparametric models are related to familiar finite-dimensional parametric models. The Dirichlet process is a countably infinite dimensional generalization of the
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Dirichlet distribution where finite marginal distributions are Dirichlet distributions [71];
likewise, in a Gaussian process, finite marginal distributions are Gaussian distributions
[72]. Indeed, an exciting new paper on extending parametric models to fully Bayesian
nonparametric models has recently appeared [73]. As this paper notes, however, other
models have appeared where the connection to finite, parametric distributions is obscure
or absent.
Our technique is derived from the hierarchical Dirichlet process [1], a nonparametric Bayesian
model we describe in considerable detail in Chapter 2. The same paper that introduced the
hierarchical Dirichlet process also introduced the popular formulation of the infinite hidden Markov model that we mentioned at the start of §1.1—referred to in the paper as the
HDP-HMM. This is the model we extend to achieve the data organization goals we set out
in this chapter.
Our model is not the first to extend the IHMM, although to our knowledge there have
only been a very few, specialized efforts. Fox et al. introduced a model where transitions
between a hidden state and itself are more likely than they are in the original IHMM,
a useful characteristic for dynamic processes that remain in the same state for extended
periods [74]. This same group then uses this model as a basis for learning switching linear
dynamical systems from data: each state in the HMM is associated with a linear model
that can describe a limited degree of temporal variation in the data [75]. This approach is
capable of describing a wide range of dynamic behavior in the data: effectively, the linear
models describe small changes in the behavior while transitions between states capture
broader variation. This idea of switching between dynamic models could also be related
to the model we introduce in Chapter 3, since both could be said to isolate distinct dynamic
behaviors in the data. However, the goals and methods for doing so are very different for
both models: our model, by contrast, imposes a sub-behavior structure on the discrete
states themselves.
An important area of related work is the effort to develop models that induce useful dependence among multiple random measures. For the purposes of this discussion, the
random measures of interest are probability distributions over a countably infinite set of
outcomes—as Chapter 2 will demonstrate, these measures are what one draws from a
Dirichlet process. These measures are useful for mixture models, for example, where the
outcomes are parameters associated with the mixture components, and the probability distribution specifies the components’ mixing proportions. It can be useful for these measures
to vary over time: when finding topic clusters in a document database, for example, the
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importance (i.e. probabilities) of various topics (mixing components) can wax and wane
to match various trends. This temporal dependence is achieved in various ways in a number of papers, including [76–80]. Additional research now pursues dependence structure
between random measures that varies with spatial location or other kinds of covariates,
including [81–85].
The means by which these models and others achieve their desired dependences are varied, intricate, and interesting in their own right, but beyond the scope (or even the already
taxed capacity) of this document. Whether any of these new approaches may be adapted
to devising novel, flexible techniques for learning hidden Markov models from data is
an open and exciting research question. That said, the means by which we modify the
IHMM in this dissertation is itself a means of generating random measures with useful
dependence, and it may be interesting to determine whether it, too, could be applied to
problems like those in the papers cited above.
One final comment completes our overview of related work in Bayesian nonparametric models. We note that Dunson and colleagues have devised Bayesian nonparametric
schemes for clustering time series [86] and even identifying sub-behavior structure in individual time series [79, 87]. Their approach differs considerably from the one we will
espouse here, however. For the latter task, it is necessary to divide the time series data
into short clips for which HMMs with a preset number of states are fit; a time-dependent
Dirichlet process model expresses a discrete prior over the space of such HMMs, and thus
those clips that are adjacent may be expected to draw the same HMM from the prior (and
thus deemed to engage in the same sub-behavior). Our approach does not require breaking data into clips for sub-behavior identification, a problematic proposition both for short
sequences and sequences that change slowly. In these cases, the prespecified duration of
clips and the locations of clip boundaries would likely have an impact on the inference
outcome. Furthermore, our method permits the specification of additional structure beyond the presence of sub-behaviors, and it does not mandate a preset number of states for
each sub-behavior.

1.4

Goals, and a roadmap for readers

The goals of this dissertation document are as follows:
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1. Introduce a new unsupervised learning scheme for hidden Markov models that allows the user to introduce useful structural assumptions, and that flexibly merges
these assumptions with evidence from the data to construct learned models.
2. Describe effective inference methods that allow these techniques to be applied to
real-world problems, and that do not require end-users to specify burdensome amounts
of information about their problem (e.g. derivatives of probability distribution functions).
3. Provide sufficient detail on these methods to allow readers to implement them themselves.
4. Provide a tutorial introduction to Bayesian nonparametric probabilistic models based
on the Dirichlet process.
5. Demonstrate these techniques on a selection of unsupervised learning problems, including an object model learning task that captures the motivating challenges behind
this thesis (§1.2).
This thesis was written for an imaginary reader—a very patient second-year student at the
Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon University with a machine learning research focus. It
is assumed that this reader has a working familiarity with Bayesian probabilistic methods
and graphical models, as well as hidden Markov models and basic concepts in unsupervised learning. Some understanding of sampling and why it is useful for inference would
be most helpful. Beyond this background, adequate explanations for remaining terms left
unexplained in the text could at the time of this writing be supplied by Wikipedia.
The tutorial, theoretical, and practical information in this dissertation is mixed together in
a narrative exposition that very roughly mirrors the path followed by the development of
the research itself. Although we feel that this narrative provides a convenient framework
for introducing and describing all of the concepts and methods encompassed by the work,
readers may appreciate being able to approach the material in a way that suits their interests and time. Accordingly, we offer the following focus areas for those wish to pick and
choose from the contents of the following chapters.
• A tutorial introduction to Bayesian nonparametric methods derived from the Dirichlet process, their application to time series modeling, an overview of our generalizations of existing time series models, and some theoretical considerations: Chapter 2,
Chapter 3 introduction, §3.1, §3.2, §3.4.9, Chapter 5 introduction, §5.1, §5.2, §5.3.1.
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• A look at the theoretical and practical contributions of this thesis for readers already
familiar with Dirichlet process-derived time series models: Chapter 3 introduction,
§3.1, §3.2, §3.4.5, §3.4.6, Chapter 4, Chapter 5 (especially §5.1 and §5.3.7).
• For those who wish to implement the methods of this dissertation: §3.4, §4.5 (but
useful information in §4.3, §4.4), §5.3 (especially §5.3.7).
We note that in service of the second goal listed above, there are several portions of this
document that delve into considerable technical detail. Readers who are not interested
in the considerations necessary for implementation but who wish to get a glimpse of the
clockwork may enjoy reading the opening portions of the sections and subsections listed in
the following “gist tour”: §2.1, §2.2 but skip §2.2.1, Figure 2.5, §2.4, §3.1, §3.2, §3.4.5, §3.4.6,
§3.4.3, §5.3.7, §4.1, §4.2, Chapter 5 introduction, §5.1, §5.2, §5.3.1, and of course the results
in Chapter 6.
Finally, we humbly submit that this document contains the most evocative characterization
of the famous Chinese Restaurant Process ever written. This appears at the end of §2.2.5.

Chapter 2

Mathematical Background
The probabilistic models described in this thesis build on developments in Bayesian nonparametric statistics dating back to the early 1970s. These developments have exploited
the properties of the Dirichlet process, a countably infinite-dimensional generalization of
the Dirichlet distribution, for a wide range of statistical modeling and machine learning
problems. More than many mathematical concepts, the Dirichlet process and inference
in derived and related models has inspired a cottage industry in explanatory metaphors;
this chapter honors this tradition by presenting our preferred conceptual tools for thinking
about these stochastic entities, as well as more formal mathematical foundations. Finally, it
presents the Infinite Hidden Markov Model (IHMM), an existing Dirichlet process-based
time series model that ultimately inspired the novel techniques presented in this thesis.
This introduction to the IHMM also establishes some useful idioms employed in later
chapters.

2.1

The Dirichlet distribution

We begin with the ordinary, finite-dimensional Dirichlet distribution, a probability distribution over proportions. As such, the domain of the order K + 1 Dirichlet probability
distribution function (PDF) is the set of (K + 1)-dimensional vectors v = [v1 , v2 , . . . , vK+1 ],
where 0 < vk < 1 and ∑kK=+11 vk = 1. This set an open analog to the closed set known as
the standard K-simplex, which allows vk to take the values 0 and 1. In this thesis, terms
of the form “K-simplex” without further qualification will refer specifically to the open
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Dir(2,3,4)

Dir(20,30,40)

Dir(0.2,0.3,0.4)

F IGURE 2.1: The 2-simplex (top left, shaded green), a bounded, convex subset of R3 , is the
domain of the order 3 Dirichlet distribution. Collections of samples from three separate
Dirichlet distributions, displayed by rotating the 2-simplex into the paper plane, show
that large parameters concentrate probability mass around a single mode (bottom left),
while small parameters push probability mass toward the edges of the simplex (bottom
right).

set just described. A point in the 2-simplex like v = [.6, .35, .05] might describe your relative preferences for three types of food, or the chances of the three different outcomes of
a particular experiment. A Dirichlet distribution can model uncertainty in proportional
quantities like these.
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The PDF for the Dirichlet distribution on the K-simplex is
Dir(v1 , . . . , vK+1 ; α1 , . . . , αK+1 ) =

Γ ( α 1 + . . . + α K +1 ) α1 −1
α
−1
· . . . · vKK++11 ,
v
Γ ( α 1 ) · . . . · Γ ( α K +1 ) 1

(2.1)

where the αk parameters are positive real numbers. Because the vk must sum to 1, some
texts replace vK+1 with (1 − v1 − . . . − vK ). This substitution makes it clear that the Dirichlet distribution is a multivariate generalization of the beta distribution. Figure 2.1 shows
how different αk values modulate the density of the Dirichlet distribution on the 2-simplex.

2.1.1

The Pólya urn interpretation

One convenient interpretation of the Dirichlet distribution involves the Pólya urn, a probabilistic ball-and-urn scheme where balls of K + 1 different colors are drawn from an urn.
With each draw, the selected ball is returned to the urn with another ball of the same color.
Assuming that the urn initially contained α1 balls of color 1, α2 balls of color 2, and so on,
then as the number of draws approaches infinity, the eventual proportions of the different
ball colors will be distributed as Dir(α1 , . . . , αK+1 ).
The following proof of this interpretation comes from [88]. Replicating it here introduces
a useful concept that we will revisit later. Let X1 , X2 , . . . , X N = h X N i be a sequence of
N colors sampled by draws from a Pólya urn whose initial ball counts are α1 , . . . , αK+1
as described above. For generality we will allow these initial ball counts to be fractional,
though new balls placed in the urn after each draw will always be “whole” balls of mass
1.
Theorem 2.1. (From [88]) Given the above definition of h X N i,
(N)

1. the proportion of balls in the urn allocated to any color k after N draws, abbreviated πk ,
converges with probability 1 to a fixed proportion πk∗ as N → ∞,
2. the proportions π ∗ = [π1∗ , . . . , πK∗ +1 ] are distributed as Dir(α1 , . . . , αK+1 ), and
3. given π ∗ , the individual sequence colors X1 , X2 , . . . are independent, and each is distributed
as π ∗ .
Proof. (From [88]) We attack statement 1 first. If we assume that statements 2 and 3 are
true, then we can achieve results identical to the Pólya urn scheme by adding new balls
to the Pólya urn in a different way: first drawing π ∗ ∼ Dir(α1 , . . . , αK+1 ), then drawing
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Xn ∼ π ∗ independently N times, all while adding a new ball of color Xn to the urn each
time. By the strong law of large numbers, the proportions of ball colors in the sampled
sequence h X N i approaches π ∗ with probability 1 as N → ∞. As for the contents of the urn,
after adding N new balls,
(N)

πk

=

ck + αk
,
N + ∑j αj

(2.2)

where ck is the number of Xn samples with the color value k. As N grows large, the ck and
(N)

N terms dominate the fraction, and thus πk

h X N i, which converges on

converges on the proportion of color k in

πk∗ .

We now establish the equivalence of h X N i as drawn from the Pólya urn and from π ∗ . Let
ck,n denote the number of balls of color k that have been added to the urn with the n − 1
previous samples. The probability of h X N i as sampled from the Pólya urn is
(2)

(1)

(4)

(3)

π X1 · π X2 · π X3 · π X4 · . . . =

=
=

c X1 ,1 + α X1 c X2 ,2 + α X2 c X3 ,3 + α X3 c X4 ,4 + α X4
·
·
·
· ...
0 + ∑j αj
1 + ∑j αj
2 + ∑j αj
3 + ∑j αj
Γ(∑ j α j )
Γ( N + ∑ j

K +1

αj ) ∏
j =1

Γ(c j + α j )
Γ(α j )

Γ ( α 1 + . . . + α K +1 ) Γ ( c 1 + α 1 ) · . . . · Γ ( c K +1 + α K +1 )
·
.
Γ ( α j ) · . . . · Γ ( α K +1 ) Γ ( c 1 + α 1 + . . . + c K +1 + α K +1 )

Meanwhile, P(h X N i) according to the π ∗ sampling scheme can be computed by integrating
out π ∗ in P(h X N i | π ∗ ) P(π ∗ ):
P(h X N i) =

=

Z
K4

Z

∗c

K4

=
=
where

R

K4

P(h X N i | π ∗ ) P(π ∗ ) dπ ∗
π1∗ c1 · . . . · πK+K1+1 ·

Γ ( α 1 + . . . + α K +1 )
Γ ( α j ) · . . . · Γ ( α K +1 )

Γ ( α 1 + . . . + α K +1 ) ∗ α1 −1
∗α
−1
π
· . . . · πK+K1+1 dπ ∗
Γ ( α j ) · . . . · Γ ( α K +1 ) 1

Z

∗c

K4

π1∗ c1 +α1 −1 · . . . · πK+K1+1

+ α K +1 − 1

dπ ∗

Γ ( α 1 + . . . + α K +1 ) Γ ( c 1 + α 1 ) · . . . · Γ ( c K +1 + α K +1 )
·
,
Γ ( α j ) · . . . · Γ ( α K +1 ) Γ ( c 1 + α 1 + . . . + c K +1 + α K +1 )

denotes integration over the K-simplex. The integration may be verified by

reflecting on the definition of the Dirichlet distribution (2.1), which would divide the integrand above by the integration result to achieve a distribution function that sums to 1.
This derivation shows that h X N i has the same probability under both sampling schemes.
Guarantees about convergence under one scheme therefore transfer to the other; here, this
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verifies that the Pólya scheme yields h X N i samples that converge on a Dirichlet distributed
π ∗ as N → ∞.

2.1.2

Properties and thought experiments

The final derivation in the proof reveals one of the Dirichlet distribution’s most important
properties: its role as the conjugate prior of the multinomial distribution. Consider a multinomial distribution over K + 1 possible outcomes whose probabilities are represented by
a hidden stochastic vector π. After a finite number of draws from π, let ck indicate how
many such trials yielded outcome k. An integration nearly identical to the above derivation shows that if we impose a Dirichlet prior Dir(α1 , . . . , αK+1 ) on π, its posterior density
after the trials is the Dirichlet distribution Dir(α1 + c1 , . . . , αK+1 + cK+1 ).
That aside, the Pólya urn view of the Dirichlet distribution, particularly the idea of generating proportional vectors via infinite draws from the urn, makes certain useful properties
of the Dirichlet distribution easier to visualize:
¶ Variance — Larger α parameters yield Dirichlet distributions that concentrate mass at a
small region of the simplex—a region centered at the proportions achieved by rescaling the
α parameters to sum to 1. The Pólya urn metaphor permits a simple thought experiment
that affirms this inverse relationship between α mass and variance.
Note from Equation 2.2 that as the number of balls N + ∑ j α j within the urn increases,
the effect on the proportions π ( N ) of depositing a new ball diminishes; this is essentially a
restatement of the convergence property in Theorem 2.1. As long as the number of balls
originally placed in the urn is much larger than the number of new balls, the color proportions will not deviate much from the original arrangement; or, as long as αk  ck , the
α terms dominate Equation 2.2. Larger α terms cause this dominance to persist through
more draws—long enough that by the time the new ball counts ck become significant, the
effects of adding new balls are minimal, and the proportions π ( N ) within the urn have
nearly converged on their limiting proportions π ∗ .
¶ Aggregation — Assume π ∗ = [π1∗ , . . . , πK∗ +1 ] ∼ Dir(α1 , . . . , αK+1 ). Then
0

∗
∗
∗
π ∗ = [π1∗ , . . . , πm
+ πm
+1 , . . . , πK +1 ] ∼ Dir( α1 , . . . , αm + αm+1 , . . . , αK +1 ).
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Preparing the urn
Inserted α1 balls of color 1
Inserted α2 balls of color 2
Inserted α2 balls of color 3
···
Inserted αK+1 balls of color K + 1
Drawing from the urn
Drew a ball of color 3. Returned it with another.
Drew a ball of color 8. Returned it with another.
Drew a ball of color 19. Returned it with another.
Drew a ball of color 10. Returned it with another.
···
F IGURE 2.2: An excerpt from an imaginary “experimenter’s logbook” narrating the progression of a Pólya urn experiment. To achieve a collection of balls in the urn whose color
proportions are Dirichlet distributed, the experimenter must continue drawing forever, so
this excerpt is relatively short.

More generally, any vector made by replacing any subset of the components of a Dirichlet
distributed vector with the sum of those components is also Dirichlet distributed, and the
parameter for this replacement component is the sum of the parameters for the subset.
One way to visualize this outcome through the Pólya urn interpretation is to imagine an
experimenter keeping a detailed log of their Pólya urn experiment with balls of K + 1 colors, as in Figure 2.2. If the experimenter later edited the transcript to replace all occurrences
of the number 19 (for example) with the number 8, the resulting notes would be indistinguishable from the log of a Pólya urn experiment without balls of color 19, where color
8 was initially allocated α8 + α19 balls, and eventually wound up with α8 + α19 + c8 + c19
balls at the experiment’s conclusion. It follows that the proportion of color 8 balls in the
“edited” experiment would be the sum of the proportions of color 8 and color 19 balls in
the original experiment.
¶ Subset proportions are Dirichlet — Assume π ∗ ∼ Dir(α1 , . . . , αK+1 ). Given any subset of the components of π ∗ (e.g. {πs∗ : s ∈ S} and S = {3, 5, 8}) the relative proportions of these components (π3∗ /A, π5∗ /A, π8∗ /A, where A = ∑s∈S πs∗ ) are independent
of the sum of these components (A) and the relative proportions or sums of any other
non-overlapping subset of components of π ∗ . Moreover, these relative proportions are
Dirichlet distributed, with the parameters for this distribution identical to the parameters
for the corresponding components in the original Dirichlet distribution (α3 , α5 , α8 ).
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To visualize this property of Dirichlet distributions, consider again the experimental log
in Figure 2.2. Now imagine the experimenter crossing out all lines referring to colors outside of some chosen subset S. The remaining lines would be indistinguishable from a log
describing a Pólya urn experiment on just the colors within S—regardless of whether the
preserved lines made up 9% or 99.99% of the original text, and regardless of any of the
color proportions in the crossed-out lines. This independence is analogous to the independence properties mentioned above.
The two elegant properties of Dirichlet distributions just mentioned are established more
rigorously in the following proof, which contains a derivation that we will revisit later:
Theorem 2.2. Dirichlet distributed random vectors exhibit the aggregation property, and the relative proportions of subsets of components of these vectors are also Dirichlet distributed.
We begin with the aggregation property. To prove this, we consider without loss of generality the aggregation of the first two dimensions in an Dirichlet distribution on the Ksimplex. Stipulating the first two dimensions does not restrict generality because the dimensions of a Dirichlet distribution may be permuted freely, and an arbitrary number of
dimensions may be aggregated by applying the two-state aggregation recursively.
Proof. Let π1∗ , π2∗ , . . . , πK∗ +1 ∼ Dir(α1 , α2 , . . . , αK+1 ). Now consider the transformation g =
Φ(π ∗ ) where g1 =

π1∗
∗
π1 +π2∗

∗ for all m ≥ 3. The determinant of
, g2 = π1∗ + π2∗ , and gm = πm

the Jacobian for the inverse transformation Φ−1 ( g ) is
g2

g1

0 ···

− g2 ( 1 − g1 ) 0 · · ·
0
..
.

0
..
.

1 ···
.. . .
.
.

= g2 .

Thus
p( g1 , g2 , . . . , gK+1 ) = Dir(Φ−1 ( g )) · g1

=

Γ ( α 1 + α 2 + . . . + α K +1 ) α1 + α2 −1 α1 −1
α
−1
g2
g1 (1 − g1 )α2 −1 g3α3 −1 · . . . · gKK++11 .
Γ ( α 1 ) Γ ( α 2 ) · . . . · Γ ( α K +1 )

Integrating away g1 leaves g2 , the aggregation of π1∗ and π2∗ , and the rest of the proportions
from g3 on. Since

Z 1
0

g1α1 −1 (1 − g1 )α2 −1 dg1 =

Γ ( α1 ) Γ ( α2 )
,
Γ ( α1 + α2 )
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the gamma functions cancel in the following:
p ( g2 , g3 , . . . , g K + 1 ) =

=

Z 1
0

p( g1 , g2 , g3 . . . , gK+1 ) dg1

Γ ( α 1 + α 2 + . . . + α K +1 )
α
−1
gα1 +α2 −1 g3α3 −1 · . . . · gKK++11
Γ ( α 1 + α 2 ) Γ ( α 3 ) · . . . · Γ ( α K +1 ) 2

= Dir(α1 + α2 , α3 , . . . , αK+1 ).

Now for the property that the relative proportions of a subset of the dimensions of a Dirichlet distributed random variable are also Dirichlet distributed, with the Dirichlet parameters identical to the corresponding parameters in the original distribution. To prove this,
we consider without loss of generality the subset containing all but the last dimension of a
Dirichlet distribution on the K-simplex. As before, permuting the dimensions and applying this proof recursively establishes its validity for all possible dimension subsets.
Proof. For this proof we recall that πK∗ +1 = 1 − ∑kK=1 πk∗ . Thus it is valid to say: let
π1∗ , π2∗ , . . . , πK∗ ∼ Dir(α1 , α2 , . . . , αK+1 ), since the missing πK∗ +1 is completely determined
by the values of the other K dimensions. Now consider the transformation g = Φ(π ∗ )
∗ /g for all m < K. The determinant of the Jacobian for
where gK = ∑kK=1 πk∗ and gm = πm
K

the inverse transformation φ−1 ( g ) is
gK

0

···

0

g1

0
..
.

gK
..
.

···
..
.

0
..
.

g2
..
.

0

0

...

gK

g K −1

− gK − gK

...

= gKK−1 .

K
− gK (1 − ∑ m
=1 g m )

Thus
p( g1 , . . . , gK ) = Dir(Φ−1 ( g )) · gKK−1

=

Γ(α1 + α2 + . . . + αK+1 ) −1+∑mK =1 αm
g
( 1 − g K ) α K +1 − 1
Γ ( α 1 ) Γ ( α 2 ) · . . . · Γ ( α K +1 ) K

 α K −1
α
−1
· g1α1 −1 g2α2 −1 · . . . · gKK−−11
1 − ∑nK=−11 gn
.
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Here, gK represents the aggregate mass of the first K dimensions of the Dirichlet random variable π—that is, all dimensions but the very last one. The remaining quantities
g1 , . . . , gK−1 determine the ways in which the first K dimensions of π divide up the mass
in gK . We will integrate away gK to attain only these relative proportions. Since
Z 1
K
−1+ ∑ m
=1 α m
0

gK

( 1 − g K ) α K +1 − 1 =

Γ ( α 1 + α 2 + . . . + α K ) Γ ( α K +1 )
,
Γ ( α 1 + α 2 + . . . + α K +1 )

the gamma functions cancel in the following:
p ( g1 , g2 , . . . , g K − 1 ) =

=

Z 1
0

p( g1 , g2 , . . . , gK−1 , gK ) dgK


 α K −1
Γ ( α 1 + α 2 + . . . + α K ) α1 −1 α2 −1
α
−1
K −1
· . . . · gKK−−11
1 − ∑m
g1 g2
g
=1 m
Γ ( α1 ) Γ ( α2 ) · . . . · Γ ( α K )

= Dir(α1 , α2 , . . . , αK ).

2.2

The Dirichlet process

We now confront an infinite generalization of the Dirichlet distribution, albeit one that
is infinite in a particular and useful way. The Dirichlet process is a discrete distribution
over a countably infinite set of atoms, which are drawn independently from some finite
base measure. To build an intuition for what kind of uncertainty is modeled by the Dirichlet process, which may lead to an understanding of what it is good for, we start with
a commonly-presented imaginary mechanism that generates Dirichlet process samples.
This mechanism has two core components. The first is a base measure, which can be any
finite measure (for now, a non-negative function with a finite integral), like this 1-D normal
density on the reals.
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The second component is some mechanism capable of dividing the unit interval [0, 1] into
a countably infinite number of pieces. The sizes of these pieces, or in other words the
proportions of the interval taken up by the pieces, should be Dirichlet distributed—or
something akin to that, since it’s impossible to write an expression for an order-∞ Dirichlet
density. Critically, this arrangement allows for each proportion to take on a unique size,
and thus not all of the proportions have to be infinitesimally small: some can be much
larger than that, occupying sizable fractions of the interval. If we sorted such a set of
proportions by size and concatenated them, they might look like this.

In this image, the horizontal widths of the rectangles indicate the sizes of the proportions;
height and color are added only to make the intervals easier to see. Note how the sorted
proportions become smaller as we near the 1; depending on the capabilities of your printer,
you may not be able to make out the infinite number of very tiny intervals crowding there.
Once we’ve generated this infinite collection of proportions, we assign each proportion
to a random draw from the base measure—an atom. We depict this pairing in progress
fancifully below.
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This pairing of proportions and atoms is a sample from a Dirichlet process, and by itself it
represents a discrete distribution over the atoms, where each proportion indicates the likelihood of drawing its paired atom from the entire set of atoms. Since there are a countably
infinite number of proportions, there are as many outcomes of this distribution.
The following make-believe example application of the Dirichlet process occupies the vast
sub-genre of foodservice-related metaphors. Consider a diner with no menus: the customers order whatever comes to mind. The universe of possible meals is enormous and,
depending on ratios of ingredients and so forth, continuous in at least some dimensions.
In contrast, the ordering behavior of the customers appears discrete, chiefly because in
some cases more than one customer orders the same thing: a hamburger, scrambled eggs,
and so on; some items are well-known and popular. Nevertheless, at any moment a new
patron could arrive and demand a unique dish of their own imagining.
A restaurant manager wishing to model the customers’ relative preference for meals could
find Dirichlet processes useful. Having served only a finite number of customers, the manager can’t know her clientele’s exact tastes; instead, she must incorporate her observations
into a distribution that reflects her uncertainty. Using a Dirichlet process, the atoms are
dishes covered by some base measure over all possible meal items (we’ll just assume that
she has such a thing), and the associated proportions reflect customers’ relative preferences
for the dishes. Through the properties of the Dirichlet process, this model can account for
the infinity of possible dishes, the repeated ordering of popular meal choices, and of course
the lack of certainty in the exact arrangement of the proportions. Naturally, the task of inferring the parameters for—or even using—such an infinite model seems daunting at first,
but we will soon introduce techniques that make it possible. First, a more rigorous presentation of the Dirichlet process is necessary.

2.2.1

A more formal characterization

We call the tuple F = (Y, Σ) a measurable space if Y is any set (e.g. the natural numbers),
and Σ is any collection of subsets of Y that is closed under complementation and countable
unions (e.g. the power set of the natural numbers). The tuple F is sometimes called a σfield, while Σ is known as a σ-algebra. A measure µ is a function from the members of σ to
the non-negative real numbers such that the measure of the empty set µ(∅) = 0, and the
measure of the union of a countable set of pairwise disjoint members of Σ is the sum of the
measures of those members; thus, in our natural number example above, µ({2, 3, 7, 9}) =
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µ({2, 3}) + µ({7, 9}). Finally, a measure on F is finite if µ(Y ) is finite, and a probability
measure if µ(Y ) = 1.
These concepts allow us to characterize the Dirichlet process as follows: given a measurable space F = (Y, Σ) and some finite base measure µ on F, then for any partition of Y into
pairwise disjoint subsets Z1 , . . ., ZK+1 , where Zk ∈ Σ and

S K +1
k =1

Zk = Y, the probabili-

ties π Z1 , . . . , π ZK+1 assigned to these subsets are distributed as Dir(µ( Z1 ), . . . , µ( ZK+1 )). In
simpler terms, if you break a measurable space into any finite arrangement of pieces, the
probabilities assigned to each piece are distributed according to an ordinary, finite Dirichlet distribution, with the parameters computed by evaluating µ on each piece.
Glimmering faintly in the haze of these abstractions is the aggregation property of ordinary Dirichlet distributions. Suppose we are able to consider all the singleton members
of some discrete Y—call them z1 , z2 , and so on—and suppose that these are in Σ. By
the characterization above, the probabilities assigned to these singletons are distributed
as [πz1 , πz2 , . . .] ∼ Dir(µ(z1 ), µ(z2 ), . . .). If we now call Z1 = z1 ∪ z2 , we would expect
from the aggregation property that [π Z1 , πz3 , . . .] ∼ Dir(µ(z1 ) + µ(z2 ), µ(z3 ), . . .), which is
consistent with the properties of the Dirichlet processes and finite measures. This kind of
aggregation—and its integral analog for continuous F—allows us to grapple with inference problems involving Dirichlet processes by mapping them onto problems involving
finite Dirichlet distributions on partitions.

2.2.2

Return of the Pólya urn

Just as we can use the Pólya urn to generate Dirichlet distributed vectors, Blackwell and
Ferguson show that we can use a generalization of the Pólya urn to realize Dirichlet processes [88]. This generalization involves extending the urn to arbitrary measurable spaces
with finite (i.e. normalizable) base measures, and it will eventually serve as the foundation for our Dirichlet process inference techniques. To begin, let µ be a finite base measure;
we characterize our urn scheme as follows. For the first draw, we sample directly from a
probability measure made by normalizing the base measure to sum to 1:
X1 ∼

µ
.
µ (Y )

(2.3)

For the next sample we draw from a modified measure with an additional unit mass at the
last sample—the additional mass is analogous to an additional ball of color X1 placed into
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the urn:
X2 ∼

δ ( X1 ) + µ
.
1 + µ (Y )

(2.4)

And so on. For completeness, after N draws, we sample from this probability measure:
X N +1 ∼

µ + ∑iN=1 δ( Xi )
,
N + µ (Y )

(2.5)

which we will call µ( N ) . If we consider the circumstance where Y is the set of real numbers and µ is a continuous density function over Y, like the normal distribution used in
our example, we can see that µ( N ) nevertheless behaves a lot like a discrete probability
measure, in that for any single real number x, µ( N ) ({ x })—that is, µ( N ) evaluated on the set
containing only x—is not infinitesimally small if (and only if) x equals one of the sampled
Xk . In contrast, µ({ x }) is infinitesimal for every real number x. Using a generalization
of Theorem 2.1, the proof in [88] shows that as N → ∞, µ( N ) approaches µ∗ , a discrete
probability measure over Y with countably infinite outcomes—a sample from a Dirichlet
process over Y with base measure µ.
That said, in the grand literary tradition of foreshadowing, let’s consider the dynamics of
our generalized Pólya urn still further. Taking inspiration from aggregation, let us designate by xk , k ∈ {1, . . . , K } the K unique elements of Y drawn from the urn after N samples.
Also, let Y 0 = Y − x1 − . . . − xK . Together, this collection forms a partition of Y. Based on
Equation 2.5, we can express the probability of X N +1 being one of the xk as
P ( X N +1 = x k ) =

µ( xk ) + ck
,
N + µ (Y )

(2.6)

or, the probability of drawing anything novel this time around as
P ( X N +1 ∈ Y 0 ) =

µ (Y 0 )
.
N + µ (Y )

(2.7)

Here, as with the original Pólya urn explication, ck is the number of draws in X1 , . . ., X N
that selected element xk . Now, if µ is a continuous measure, then µ( xk ) is infinitesimal,
and effectively µ(Y 0 ) = µ(Y ). We simplify for this case accordingly:
P ( X N +1 = x k ) =

ck
,
N + µ (Y )

P ( X N +1 ∈ Y 0 ) =

µ (Y )
.
N + µ (Y )

(2.8)

Note that each draw has a chance of increasing the number of unique elements by selecting
one of the members of Y 0 . This chance is influenced by the magnitude of µ(Y 0 ), and it
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diminishes over time as N increases. Nevertheless, as N → ∞ and µ( N ) converges on µ∗ ,
K → ∞ as well.

2.2.3

The stick-breaking interpretation

The beginning of this subsection presented an imaginary Dirichlet process sampling mechanism with two key components: a base measure and a means of creating a countably
infinite set of proportions. It may be slightly mystifying, then, that both our formal definition of the Dirichlet process and our Pólya urn characterization seem to refer only to the
base measure. In fact the two-component approach to understanding the Dirichlet process
comes from factoring the base measure into its two most salient properties—shape and
size—and considering their effects separately, an exercise that will help illuminate aspects
of Dirichlet process inference further on. The seminal way to realize this separation is the
stick-breaking interpretation, introduced by Sethuraman in [89]. We shall now derive this
interpretation from the generalized Pólya urn described previously.
Consider a base measure µ, and for simplicity let us assume that µ is a continuous density.
We introduce the new shorthand α = µ(Y ) for the integral of µ over its domain—the “size”
referred to earlier—but we can borrow established notation for its shape, the normalized
base measure µ(0) = µ/α. We “initialize” the urn with µ, which is to say that the first draw
will be from µ(0) just as described in Equation 2.3. For the sake of easy analogy, let us also
refer to X1 , the result of the first draw, as a color, specifically as the color C1 , which denotes
the first unique color we drew.1 After the draw, an extra unit mass associated with C1 is
returned to the urn, in keeping with the numerator of Equation 2.4.
Now let us divide the current contents of the urn into two portions: the mass associated
with the color C1 , and the mass associated with all other possible colors. Some contemplation will reveal that since µ is continuous, the first portion has mass 1, while the second
has mass α. By the formal definition of the Dirichlet process, we know that after infinite
draws from the urn, the proportions of the mass allocated to color C1 and to all other colors
combined respectively will be distributed as Dir(1, α) = Beta(1, α).
Before making infinite draws from the urn, though, let’s just draw a few more times and
stop when we get a second unique color C2 . We may have drawn C1 a few times again,
so the masses associated with C1 , C2 , and all other colors are some count c1 , 1, and α
respectively. Using the same logic as before, we know that after infinite draws of the
1 Atom

is an equivalent term to color here, but color emphasizes the Pólya urn metaphor.
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urn, the proportions of mass allocated to these colors will now be distributed according
to the order-3 Dirichlet distribution Dir(c1 , 1, α). This time, though, we invoke the subsetproportions-are-Dirichlet property to focus strictly on C2 and the leftover colors. How are
their proportions distributed within whatever mass in the urn is not allocated to C1 ? Via
direct application of this property, the answer again is Beta(1, α).
This procedure can be applied “recursively” to attain a new proportional sample for a
succession of colors C1 , C2 , C3 , . . . sampled from the base measure. Starting with a unit
interval-sized “stick”, break off a fraction of the stick drawn from Beta(1, α) and assign it to
C1 . Next, break off from the remaining stick a fraction drawn from Beta(1, α) and assign it to
C2 . Continue breaking off pieces of the stick in this way for subsequent colors. Because it’s
impossible to draw 1 from a beta distribution, we are assured of never using up the stick;
however, since we continue to take fractions of smaller and smaller pieces, the proportions
allocated to successive colors tend to decrease in size.
The stick breaking interpretation is our first practical realization of the Dirichlet process:
rather than requiring infinite draws from an urn, or an order-∞ Dirichlet distribution, this
arrangement needs only samples from a beta distribution, which can be generated until
the investigator tires of it. Significantly, since the first proportions broken from the stick
are usually the largest, samples from the base measure neglected by stopping the stick
breaking at some point are likely to be associated with negligible probabilities.
That said, there are also attractive conceptual properties of this construction, which are
chief motivation for exploring it in depth here. First, the assignment of a countably infinite
collection of proportions broken off of the stick to atoms drawn from the base measure
makes it clear that a sample from a Dirichlet process is a discrete measure. More striking,
perhaps, is the segregation of the roles of the base measure’s size and shape. Note that to
sample C1 , C2 , C3 , . . . , only the shape of the base measure is relevant. Meanwhile, the size
of the measure, α, only turns up in the creation of the proportions.
Before moving on, some further contemplation of this last fact is worthwhile. Consider the
following plots of the density of Beta(1, α) for large and small α.
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The larger α value yields smaller samples from the beta distribution, and hence smaller
stick breaks, than the smaller α value does: conceptually, it will take longer with the large
α value for the pieces to dwindle into insignificance than with the smaller α. Moreover,
the diversity of the sticks will be greater with the larger α: there will be a few sticks at any
given scale and a horde of sticks at smaller scales. In contrast, as α increases, the sticks
tend more to resemble short, uniform-length pieces. A Dirichlet process employing these
short sticks will seem more like a discrete reproduction of the base measure from a collection of uniformly-weighted atoms. Recall that with the original Dirichlet distribution, the
variance was inversely proportional to the magnitude of the parameters; by detailing the
effect of differently sized α values, we have encountered the same property for Dirichlet
processes.

2.2.4

Dirichlet process mixture models

Our prolonged explication of Dirichlet processes finally arrives at a practical application in
the Dirichlet process mixture model (DPM), which sees use in a variety of data clustering
applications. One attraction of DPMs for clustering is that by exploiting the mechanics of
Dirichlet processes, it is possible to group data together without a rigid specification of
how many groups there are beforehand.
As with some other clustering approaches (e.g. K-means), DPMs group data by inferring
the parameters of a generative model from the data, then analyzing the inferred model to
assign cluster labels to each data point. Generative accounts for DPMs usually take a form
like the following:
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Variables

Name

Description

Hidden?

Example

Xn

Data points n, n ∈ {1, . . . , N }

No

A real number

θn

Parameters for the mixture com-

Yes

The mean of a normal distribu-

ponent distributions f (θn ) from

tion with σ = 1

which the Xn were sampled
µ

Base measure on the space of θn

No

A normal distribution with zero
mean and σ = 10, multiplied by

parameters

some scaling factor α
µ∗

A Dirichlet process distributed

Yes

probability measure over the
space of θn parameters
Generative process
1. Draw µ∗ from a Dirichlet process with base measure µ.
2. Draw N mixture component parameters θn from µ∗ .
3. Draw each of the N data points as Xn ∼ f (θn ).
This generative procedure may be counterintuitive at first, since each data point Xn is assigned its own mixture component f (θn ). Believe it or not, this is the way things are, and
indeed “having about as many parameters as data points” is one of the vaguely defining
characteristics of nonparametric statistical techniques. What makes DPMs useful for clustering is the fact that µ∗ is a discrete distribution, and thus for well-tuned base measures,
the θn parameters drawn by some sets of data points—those belonging to a cluster—will
tend to be the same. Conceptually, the process of partitioning the data points into groups
thus involves collecting points whose inferred θn parameters are identical.
Figure 2.3 shows a graphical model depiction of the Dirichlet process mixture model.

2.2.5

The Chinese restaurant process

An important fact is implicit in the preceding description of Dirichlet process mixture models applied to clustering: after inference is complete, the measure µ∗ is not actually used
to assemble the data points into clusters, only the θn parameters. The Chinese restaurant
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μ(0)

α
μ*

θ1

θ2

…

θN

X1

X2

…

XN

F IGURE 2.3: A graphical depiction of the Dirichlet process mixture model. Here, the base
measure µ has been factored as µ = αµ(0) , where µ(0) is a probability measure and α is a
positive constant.

process, one of the most popular and straightforward approaches to Dirichlet process inference, takes advantage of this fact by marginalizing µ∗ out of the model altogether. The
following discussion assumes that µ(0) is a continuous base density. Consider that with µ∗
known, the probability of θ 0 being the mixture parameter used to generate Xn is conditionally independent of the other data and mixture component parameters:
P(θn = θ 0 | X, θ\n , µ∗ , µ(0) , α) = P(θn = θ 0 | Xn , µ∗ )
∝ P ( θ 0 | µ ∗ ) p ( Xn | θ n ),

(2.9)
(2.10)

where X denotes the entire dataset and θ\n denotes all mixture component parameters
except for θn . This arrangement is typical to many mixture model techniques. After integrating away µ∗ , however, some of this independence is lost:
P(θn = θ 0 | X, θ\n , µ(0) , α) = P(θn = θ 0 | Xn , θ\n , µ(0) , α)
∝ P(θ 0 | θ\n , µ(0) , α) p( Xn | θn ).
To understand the nature of this P(θ 0 | θ\n , µ(0) , α) term and the integration that defines
it, one relatively simple means is to invoke the Dirichlet aggregation property to create µ0 .
This is an ordinary, finite set of Dirichlet distributed proportions such that if φ1 , . . . , φK correspond to all K unique mixture parameters in the collection θ\n (recall that some elements
of θ\n may be repeats, giving rise to clustering), then µ0φk = P(φk | µ∗ ), and one further
element:
0
µnew

=

Z
Y −φ1 −...−φK

P(φ | µ∗ ) dφ = µ∗ (Y − φ1 − . . . − φK ),
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where Y is the space of possible mixture parameters. This integral is the invocation of the
Dirichlet aggregation property and is summing over all of the elements of µ∗ that correspond to mixture parameters that haven’t been assigned to any of our data points.
With this, if θ 0 is identical to any of the mixture parameters in θ\n , we can compute the
joint probability of all the mixture parameters, P(θ 0 , θ\n | µ0 ), exactly as ∏nN=1 µ0θn . If we
designate by cφk the number of mixture parameters in θ\n that equal the unique mixture
parameters φk , we can also compute this probability as µθ 0 ∏kK=1 µ0φk

c φk

. Integrating away

µ0 in this second case as we condition on the n − 1 other cluster parameter selections, we
have the following:
P(θ 0 | θ\n , µ(0) , α) =

P(θ 0 , θ\n | X, µ(0) , α)

P(θ\n | X, µ(0) , α)
R
P(µ0 | µ(0) , α) P(θ 0 , θ\n | µ0 ) dµ0
K4
= R
P(µ0 | µ(0) , α) P(θ\n | µ0 ) dµ0
K4


R
0
0 , . . . , µ0 , µ0
Dir
µ
;
a
,
.
.
.
,
a
,
a
· ∏kK=1 µ0φk cφk +δ(θ =φk ) dµ0
φ
φ
new
new
φ1
φK
K
1
K4


=R
,
K
0 , . . . , µ0 , µ0
0 cφk
0
Dir
µ
;
a
,
.
.
.
,
a
,
a
·
µ
dµ
∏
φ
φ
new
new
k
=
1
K
1
φ
φ
φ
K4
K
1
k

where we have used the following shorthand:
aφk = αµ(0) (φk )

anew = αµ(0) (Y ),

and

and where numerator and denominator are identical except for the one added delta function in the exponent in the numerator, representing the extra multinomial draw of φk for
θn . This simplifies to something more compact:

=

1
Z

R

1
Z

R

K4

0
µnew

anew −1

∏kK=1 µ0φk

aφk +cφk +δ(θ 0=φk )−1

µ0 anew −1 ∏kK=1 µ0φk aφk +cφk −1
K 4 new

dµ0
dµ0

,

where Z is the normalization constant from the P(µ0 | µ(0) , α) Dirichlet distribution. The
integrands, being sums of proportions raised to powers greater than −1, are themselves
unnormalized Dirichlet densities, and as such we can compute the integrals “for free” as
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Dirichlet normalizers, as we did in Theorem 2.1. Our probability is equal to:

=


Γ( anew ) ∏kK=1 Γ aφk + cφk + δ(θ 0 = φk )


Γ anew + ∑kK=1 aφk + cφk + δ(θ 0 = φk )

Γ( anew ) ∏kK=1 Γ aφk + cφk


Γ anew + ∑kK=1 aφk + cφk

.

A flurry of cancellation happens next after invoking the property Γ( x + 1) = x Γ( x ), yielding at last

=

aθ 0 + cθ 0
,
anew + ∑kK=1 aφk + cφk

where aθ 0 and cθ 0 denote the aφk and cφk such that θ 0 = φk . This rather simple expression,
mainly a ratio of counts, was seen before in Equation 2.6, a part of our demonstration of
how to create a Dirichlet process sample with a generalized Pólya urn, and it differs only
in notation. A very similar derivation yields the probability of θ 0 taking on a value that
isn’t any of the other cluster parameters, namely
P(θ 0 ∈ Y 0 | θ\n , µ(0) , α) =

anew
,
anew + ∑kK=1 aφk + cφk

or, a reproduction of Equation 2.7. Here, as there, we designate Y 0 to be Y − θ1 − . . . − θn−1 ,
and since we are again stipulating a continuous base density µ(0) , µ(0) (Y 0 ) = µ(0) (Y ) =
anew . Indeed, for the same reason, µ(0) (θ ) is infinitesimal for any specific θ, and so we can
remove the corresponding parameters in the previous two expressions to get analogs to
the final generalized Pólya urn expressions in (2.8):
cθ 0
new + N − 1
P(θ 0 | θ\n , µ(0) , α) =

anew


anew + N − 1



a

θ 0 ∈ { θ 1 , . . . , θ n −1 } ,
otherwise.

Incidentally, it is not difficult to re-express this conditional probability—or the intuition
presented in this subsection—for non-continuous base measures. For these, individual
atoms have non-infinitesimal mass associated with them, a situation not unlike the continuous base measure case after a number of draws have already been made from the Pólya
urn. The precise expression for this conditional probability is left as an exercise, although
some of the discussion in §2.4 may offer useful hints.
The conditional probability for a mixture parameter presented above has an important
property. Consider the probability of a set of four mixture parameters θ1 = φ1 , θ2 =
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φ1 , θ3 = φ2 , θ4 = φ1 . Ignoring the likelihoods of data generated from these parameters, we
can compute their combined probabilities as
P ( θ 1 | µ (0) , α ) · P ( θ 2 | θ 1 , µ (0) , α ) · P ( θ 3 | θ 1 , θ 2 , µ (0) , α ) · P ( θ 4 | θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , µ (0) , α ) ,
expanding to
∝

1
anew
2
anew (0)
µ (φ1 ) ·
·
µ(0) (φ2 ) ·
,
anew
anew + 1
anew + 2
anew + 3

where the µ(0) (φ) terms reflect the specific, albeit infinitesimal, probabilities of drawing
φ1 and φ2 from the base measure. The way the conditioned variables grow as the first
expression is read from left to right might suggest that the order in which we consider the
mixture parameters affects the outcome of the probability of the expression. As it turns
out,
P ( θ 4 | µ (0) , α ) · P ( θ 2 | θ 4 , µ (0) , α ) · P ( θ 1 | θ 4 , θ 2 , µ (0) , α ) · P ( θ 3 | θ 4 , θ 2 , θ 1 , µ (0) , α )
expands to
∝

1
2
anew
anew (0)
µ (φ1 ) ·
·
, ·
µ(0) (φ2 ),
anew
anew + 1
anew + 2
anew + 3

which is the same as the expanded expression as the other ordering, except with the terms
reshuffled. Some meditation on the components of expressions like these may reveal that
for any collection of N mixture components, the ordering of the components themselves
never matters when calculating their conditional probability. The denominators of the multiplied fractions will always count up from anew to anew + N − 1; the first draws of atoms
φk from the base measure will always produce terms anew · µ(0) (φk ), and subsequent draws
of those values will always count up to one minus the number of such draws somewhere
in the numerators. Sequences of draws from Pólya processes are exchangeable, meaning
that the probability of all the draws does not depend on the ordering of the elements in the
sequence, only the counts of the different element types it contains.
Exchangeability is especially useful for fitting Dirichlet process mixtures to data, because it
allows an inference algorithm using Gibbs sampling to reconsider which mixture parameters generated any particular data point at any time in the inference. The algorithm will
typically have computed the unscaled conditional density of a set of mixture parameters θ
as
p(θ | X, µ(0) , α) ∝

N

∏ P(θn | θ{1,...,n−1} , µ(0) , α) p(Xn | θn ).

n =1
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This computation iterates through the parameters in some predetermined order. Nevertheless, since the ordering does not affect the final value of this expression, the algorithm
can determine how changing one of the θn values affects the conditional density by pretending that this θn was the last one in the ordering. Thus, the probability after changing θn from
θ 0 to θ 00 is
p(θ | X, µ(0) , α)

P(θn = θ 00 | θ\n , µ(0) , α) p( Xn | θ 00 )
P(θn = θ 0 | θ\n , µ(0) , α) p( Xn | θ 0 )

,

no matter where θn is in the original order. The prior terms in the fraction are simple to
compute, involving only the ratios of counts derived above. The algorithm can iterate
this resampling of the mixture parameters each by each until it converges on a reasonable
clustering of the entire data.
This specific approach of using Pólya urns to perform Gibbs sampling-based inference
on Dirichlet process mixtures is known as the Chinese Restaurant Process, and it’s worth
explaining the visualization that gave rise to this term, since its set of characters and props
are now an informal shorthand in the machine learning community for describing aspects
of Bayesian nonparametric inference with Dirichlet processes and related models.
We imagine a restaurant with what is sometimes called “family style” dining: customers
share tables even when they are not in the same party, and diners at the same table all
share whatever food happens to be there. Different tables have different dishes, so when a
new guest arrives, he usually sits at a table that matches his food preference. Occasionally,
no meal at any table is to his taste, and the customer seats himself at a new table to request
a more palatable dinner there.
We imagine further that each restaurant patron is gripped by a cruel and vacuous social
neurosis. One’s taste in food is everything here, a sign of education, class, and gentility.
To venture out on one’s own and order a novel dish is a bullheaded, precarious kind of
maneuver, a peremptory prostration before the silent and ruthless court of social favor.
Most patrons opt instead to accommodate their tastes as best they can at tables where
others are seated already, and even then more popular tables can seem a safer bet than
sparser ones. In any case, each guest must weigh the gustatory and constitutional benefits
of captaining their own nourishment against the risk of an enduring social opprobrium.
Thank heavens, then, for the free drinks. For each guest, gratis, the restaurant bar offers
some quantity of a liquor named Alpha. One assumes it must be Greek. Enterprise and
bravery transfused from Mediterranean lands in anise and mastic spirits embolden the
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spineless guests to strike out for their own, and in this, the more the better. A sip of Alpha
huddles all guests at one table; three fingers engenders an egoist revolution.
It is no matter either way. Whatever Aegean brio stirs in the diners’ hearts meets a perfunctory Ligurian quashing at the hands of the restaurant bouncer, a man as massive and
taciturn as a boulder. He is from Monte Carlo, and his employment comprises the brusque
eviction of anyone putting utensil to food. One at a time he throws them out, and as soon
as they march in again to private agony over table choice, another sportscoated missile
hurtles past in the opposite direction. This process never ends. The hospitality is impeccable, indefatigably. The lights are always on. Table occupancies wax and wane like the tides
of empires. The dishes are delicious and untouched, and the diners quest for them forever. Johann P.G.L. Dirichlet was a 19th-century German mathematician and not a French
Existentialist, but one wonders about it sometimes.
As a concluding note, the restaurant is a Chinese restaurant. This ethnic distinction bears
no particular relevance to our parable.
The mapping from the preceding tale to the model follows.

Story element
Individual diners

Model component
xn , θn pairs

Individual table dishes

φk

Table popularity

cφk

The kitchen
Alpha
The bouncer

µ (0)
α hyperparameter
Gibbs sampler

Besides presenting a philosophical object lesson, the Chinese Restaurant Process described
mathematically on previous pages offers a clearer intuition for the claim that generalized Pólya urns can generate Dirichlet process samples—at least conceptually. As shown
above, marginalizing away the Dirichlet process sample µ∗ yields a generalized Pólya urn
scheme—therefore we might suspect (and the proof cited earlier shows) that any given
generalized Pólya urn scheme must be attainable by marginalizing away some Dirichlet
process sample in the presence of some assumed arrangement of counts. Pólya urns converge toward a set of color proportions as the number of balls inside increases, and so
we expect that after an infinite number of draws, the convergence selects a single, final
Dirichlet process sample.
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F IGURE 2.4: Example dataset illustrating a situation where a hierarchical Dirichlet process
could be a useful model. The dataset contains two sets of 2-D data points, one for each plot
above. In both, the four leftmost mixture components creating the data are identical, but
the mixing proportions are different. Additionally, the second dataset has a fifth mixture
component, which appears on the right side of the plot.

2.3

Hierarchical Dirichlet processes

An example dataset like the one shown in Figure 2.4 can motivate Hierarchical Dirichlet
processes (HDPs), a class of nonparametric Bayesian models that can share the same atoms
among multiple sets of proportions. Suppose that we have a data collection with two
separate sets of points, as shown in the figure. The data in both sets appear to have been
drawn from some mixture of distributions, probably Gaussians. Additionally, some of
the mixture component distributions in both datasets seem to be the same. Their mixing
proportions are different (indeed, one has an entire “extra” component), so it’s incorrect
to say that the sets were drawn from the same mixtures, and fairly tenuous to try and
combine the data into a single dataset for any serious analysis. Nevertheless, it is valid to
wonder which mixture component created each data point, and to expect that some data
points from both sets will have the same pedigree.
A hierarchical Dirichlet process mixture model can create data like what’s shown in the
example. By inferring an HDP mixture model from a dataset, we can perform clustering
across separate collections of data (e.g. the two sets of points in the figure) in a principled
way. The power of the model to share components across the collections explain its utility in modeling text documents, for example, where each data collection is a document,
each element of data is a word, and the mixture components are distributions of words
corresponding to different topics [90]. Not counting stop words like “the” or “of” and
simplifying things a bit, we might imagine that eighty percent of the words in a particular
article in The Lancet are associated with a topic we could call medicine, with another twenty
percent associated with law. An article on health issues in The Journal of Public Policy might
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reverse those proportions. By inferring an HDP mixture model in this setting, where the
input is only a collection of documents, we could learn:
• Which words are associated with different topics (mixture components).
• How much is each topic represented in each document (per-collection mixture proportions).
• Which topic generated each word in the document (assignments of data points to
mixture components).
To create a two-level hierarchical Dirichlet process, we begin with an ordinary Dirichlet
process as described in §2.2, with any sort of finite base measure. A draw from this “first
layer” Dirichlet process, a discrete distribution over countably infinite atoms drawn from
the base measure, is scaled by some constant positive factor, then used as the base measure
for a number of “second layer” Dirichlet processes. Further layering is possible by passing
draws from the second layer DPs on to another level of DPs, but two layers often suffice
for most applications. This procedure is visualized in Figure 2.5, which also depicts one
important subtlety: since the base measure for the subordinate Dirichlet processes is discrete, more than one sampled proportion will be paired with the same atom, as the second
and fifth proportions are in the image. This phenomenon requires special handling during
inference.
The depiction of the hierarchical Dirichlet process in Figure 2.5 can clarify how it happens that separate data collections can use the same mixture components. The continuous
density that supplies base measure parameters is only used to generate the discrete distribution sampled from the first layer DP; in that sampled distribution (depicted at top
right), which becomes the base measure for subordinate DPs, any atom that is probable at
all is associated with a non-infinitesimal probability. Consequentially, a collection of subordinate DPs has a greater-than-zero chance of assigning the same atom to a proportion in
more than one subordinate DP. Put differently, because all subordinate DPs are drawing
atoms from a discrete base measure, it is possible for a subordinate DP to at some point
draw the same atom that some other subordinate DP has used as well—or that many other
subordinate DPs have used. In this way, the subordinate DPs share atoms.
If these atoms are parameters for mixture components, and if each data collection is modeled by a separate subordinate DP, then because the subordinate DPs share atoms, the
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F IGURE 2.5: Visualization of a hierarchical Dirichlet process at work. A single discrete
distribution (top right) is drawn from a Dirichlet process (§2.2); lengths of the colored
bars indicate the probabilities of the associated points on the real line, and only a few of
the countably infinite outcomes are shown. The discrete distribution becomes the base
measure for all subordinate Dirichlet processes, including the one shown at center. Each
subordinate process associates a unique set of sampled proportions with a unique set of
draws from the same discrete base measure.
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λ(0)

γ
μ(0)
α

μ*1

μ*2

θ1,1

θ1,2

…

θ1,N1

θ2,1

θ2,2

…

θ2,N2

X1,1

X1,2

…

X1,N1

X2,1

X2,2

…

X2,N2

F IGURE 2.6: A graphical depiction of a two-layer hierarchical Dirichlet process mixture
model with two collections of data. Here, the root base measure λ has been factored as
λ = γλ(0) , where λ(0) is a probability measure and γ is a positive constant. Likewise,
the probability mass function µ(0) is scaled by the positive constant α to yield the base
measure for the subordinate Dirichlet processes.

mixture components using the same mixture parameters can be inferred to have generated some of the data in both collections. In the original Dirichlet process mixture model
of Figure 2.3, we are familiar with deeming two data points Xi and X j as “clustered” together if their corresponding inferred mixture parameters θi and θ j are the same. We can
make a similar judgment for a hierarchical Dirichlet process mixture model, whose graphical representation appears in Figure 2.6. Certainly there will be cases where data points in
the same collection Xm,i and Xm,j have the same generating parameters θm,i and θm,j , and
we would consider these to be in the same cluster. There will also be data points in other
collections Xn,k whose mixture parameters θn,k are also the same as θm,i . It is in this way
that the HDP mixture model clusters data across collections.
With this, we conclude the introduction to mathematical concepts that appear frequently
in this document, and hopefully there is sufficient background here to support the discussion that follows. This introduction notably omits a treatment of inference techniques
for hierarchical Dirichlet processes, but a detailed characterization of several samplingbased techniques appears in the HDP journal article [1]. These techniques, closely related
to the inference methods we use for extensions to the infinite hidden Markov model, are
described in detail below.
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The infinite hidden Markov model

An advertisement for the infinite hidden Markov model (IHMM) might claim that it has
something for everyone—or at least everyone who likes to think about Bayesian modeling of time series. For the consumer of analytical methods, the IHMM can “fit” a hidden
Markov model to data without knowing beforehand how many states are necessary for
a good representation. For the more theoretically minded, the IHMM describes a versatile, tractable probability distribution over hidden Markov models with a countably infinite number of hidden states. This is a noteworthy capability—in normal hidden Markov
models, the number of parameters is proportional to the square of the number of states,
and one might expect that countably infinite states would require storing and computing
with impossibly large matrices. Thanks to the IHMM’s clever use of Dirichlet processes in
its prior, such heroic labors in bookkeeping are unnecessary. Because of its flexibility and
elegance, the IHMM has seen applications as diverse as genetic analysis [91] and modeling
of music [45].
The IHMM was first presented in [16]—a paper published before the formal introduction
of hierarchical Dirichlet processes. As such, it employs a hierarchical Pólya urn scheme
which, while similar to the arrangement one gets when applying the Chinese Restaurant
Process to HDP inference, is nevertheless different in certain key respects. The revised
IHMM appearing in the HDP paper [1] is a direct application of the HDP to time series
modeling (it is also known as the HDP-HMM for this reason) and is usually considered to
have superseded the older version. Only this newer, second IHMM will be discussed in
this dissertation document.
One characterization of the IHMM begins with a somewhat unorthodox way to think
about hidden Markov models in general [92]. Consider the collection of three mixture
models in Figure 2.7. The models share the same three mixture components, but they differ in the proportional weights that determine how much each component contributes to
the mixture. Samples drawn from the mixture reflect this variation.
We can imagine sampling a sequence from this collection of mixtures as follows. Starting
at the leftmost mixture, we first select one of the mixture components according to the
proportions, then sample a data point from the selected component. The mixture we will
use for the next sample now depends on which component we just selected: if we used
the bottom-left component, we remain in the first mixture; the top component takes us
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F IGURE 2.7: Three mixtures of three 2-D spherical Gaussian distributions. Covariance
ellipses of the mixture components are shown in red, mixing proportions are the fractional
quantities near the components, and blue dots show samples from the mixtures. The three
models only differ in their mixing proportions; the mixture component parameters are the
same for each. This figure and 2.8 help illustrate a conceptualization of hidden Markov
models described in the text.
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F IGURE 2.8: Transition relationships have been added to the mixture models in Figure 2.7
to portray the data generating procedure described in the text.

to the second mixture; the bottom right component sends us to the third mixture. These
transition relationships among all the components and mixtures appears in Figure 2.8.
This arrangement of mixture models and transitions is slightly different from the one in
most characterizations of hidden Markov models, which have an iterated informal “storyline” for generating each data point that goes something like this:
1. Conditioned on the current hidden state at time step t, sample a new hidden state
for time step t + 1.
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2. “Jump to” the new hidden state.
3. Using the emission model belonging to this new hidden state, sample an observation
for time step t + 1.
The new model has the following:
1. Conditioned on the current mixture model at time step t, sample a mixture component for drawing the observation at time step t + 1.
2. Using the selected mixture component, sample an observation for time step t + 1.
3. “Jump to” the mixture model corresponding to the selected mixture component.
No matter how different these narratives may seem, the mathematics behind both are identical. If we make the emission models in the first account the same as the mixture components in the second, and if we set the mixture weights to the same values as the transition
probabilities in the “conventional” HMM, both entities will represent the same distribution over sequences. Selecting a new hidden state conditioned on the present state, or a
mixture component conditioned on the current mixture model, involves drawing from the
same categorical distribution. Sampling an observation from an emission model or a mixture component is likewise the same operation—as long as the mixture components and
the emission models are identical. Finally, at the end of each iteration of the storylines, we
are poised to sample the same distributions again in either case.
The conceptualization of HMMs just introduced, involving collections of mixture models
with identical but differently weighted mixture components, makes it clear to see how
hierarchical Dirichlet processes can be applied to time series modeling. Indeed, because
the HDP mixture model described in §2.3 generates collections of mixture models with
(infinitely many) identical but differently weighted mixture components, it seems nearly
purpose-built for the job.
Because the mixture component weights in the IHMM have a new significance as transition
parameters, it is convenient to use the stick-breaking construction as a tool for imagining
how to generate a sample from the model. Compared to other ways of thinking about DP
and HDP models, the stick-breaking construction very cleanly separates the generation
of infinite vectors of proportions from the selection of atoms from the base measure. In
mixture models, these vectors are the mixing proportions for mixture components, and
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in the IHMM they can be considered one of the countably infinity of countably infinitely
long rows of the hidden state transition matrix. Explicit representation of this matrix in
generative accounts of the IHMM is common, probably because it simplifies comparisons
between the IHMM and other HMM techniques.
Before we present the stick-breaking generative account of the IHMM, we must introduce a special adaptation of the stick-breaking construction that simplifies the sampling
of weights in the subordinate DPs. While the construction in §2.3 is correct, there is a
more compact way to determine how much mass to associate with each subordinate DP
atom, one that involves breaking off a single stick for each first-layer DP atom, rather than
breaking off many sticks and sampling the atoms that get associated with them. As with
our derivation of the stick-breaking interpretation in §2.2.3, we imagine sampling a subordinate DP by starting out with a generalized Pólya urn. This time, the normalized base
measure µ(0) is the discrete distribution sampled from the first-layer DP, though for simplicity we will continue to assume that the first-layer DP’s base measure was continuous.
Let us denote the sizes of the broken sticks sampled in the first-layer DP as β 1 , β 2 , . . ., and
the atoms (or “colors”) associated with those sticks as θ1 , θ2 , . . .. Accordingly, before any
draws from the subordinate DP’s Pólya urn, the mass of balls there that are associated
with θ1 is proportional to β 1 , and that the mass of the balls associated with other θ is
proportional to β 2 + β 3 + · · · = 1 − β 1 .2 We say “proportional to” because we can multiply
all of the β masses by some positive constant α to modulate the variance of the draws from
the subordinate DP (c.f. §2.1.2); therefore, the true base measure for the subordinate DP is
µ = αµ(0) , and the true masses are αβ 1 , αβ 2 , and so on.
Invoking the Dirichlet aggregation property, we can sample the proportion of mass in the
subordinate DP’s Pólya urn that will be associated with θ1 after infinite draws:
π1 ∼ Beta(αβ 1 , α(1 − β 1 )).
With this sampled proportion fixed, we know that the remaining 1 − π1 proportion of the
mass in the urn is associated with the other colors θ1 , θ2 , . . .. We can invoke the Dirichlet
aggregation property again, along with the subset-proportions-are-Dirichlet property, to
sample the amount of that mass associated specifically with θ2 , as
π20 ∼ Beta(αβ 2 , α(1 − β 1 − β 2 )).
2 Note

also by definition that µ(0) (θm ) = β m if (and only if) θm is an atom drawn in the first-level DP.
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With this, the overall mass associated with θ2 is π2 = (1 − π1 )π20 . We continue portioning
out the remaining bits of mass in this way; for π3 , we would draw
π30 ∼ Beta(αβ 3 , α(1 − β 1 − β 2 − β 3 )),
then compute π3 = (1 − π1 − π2 )π30 , and so on. For notational convenience, we will denote
this method of sampling proportions conditioned on some prior set of proportions β and
a constant positive scalar parameter α with SBP2(α, β). A general form for this procedure
follows:
SBP2 :

0
πm
∼ Beta(αβ m , α(1 − ∑m
n=1 β n ))
!
m −1

πm =

1−

∑

πi

0
πm
.

i =1

Likewise, the original stick-breaking method of generating proportions (§2.2.3), conditioned only on the positive scalar parameter γ, is denoted by SBP1(γ) from here on. For
easy reference, we summarize this method again:
β0m ∼ Beta(1, γ)
SBP1 :

!

m −1

βm =

1−

∑

βi

β0m .

i =1

We can now present a generative characterization of the IHMM that uses these stickbreaking processes together to create infinitely long rows π m (note bold π symbol) of transition probabilities (or, equally, mixture proportions) associated with hidden state m—first
by making the first-layer DP’s mixing proportions (β), which can be thought of as taking
the role of a template for the proportions in subordinate DPs. Also generated are emission
models for each state θm , and finally a sequence of hidden states v and the corresponding
observations y that make up the data sequence. The generative process is:
β | γ ∼ SBP1(γ)
π m | α0 , β ∼ SBP2(α0 , β)
θm | H ∼ H

v t | v t − 1 , π ∼ π v t −1
y t | v t , θ ∼ g ( θ v t ).

A graphical model representation of this process appears in Figure 2.9. Figure 2.10 shows
(truncated) transition matrices and hidden state trajectories drawn from the generative
process just described. Because most of the mass in each row is assigned to transitions to
the first several states in the model, hidden state trajectories will tend to dwell in these
states rather than wandering off permanently into other regions of the countably infinite
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F IGURE 2.9: Graphical model depiction of the infinite hidden Markov model. Descriptions of the variables are furnished in the text.
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F IGURE 2.10: At left and center, three truncated IHMM transition matrices drawn via
the SBP1/SBP2 stick-breaking methods. Highlights show which parameters are mainly
responsible for the two inner matrices’ differences from the leftmost matrix; as can be
seen, γ modulates how many states have high probability overall, while α affects how
similar states’ transition dynamics are. At right, a hidden state trajectory sampled from
an IHMM transition matrix (γ = 10, α = 10); x axis is time steps; y axis is numeric state
IDs in the order first visited. The number of unique states visited in a state sequence is
roughly logarithmic in the length of the sequence.

state space. At right in the figure, this behavior is shown in a plotted hidden state trajectory.
Critically, although the figure shows representative samples from the IHMM, posterior
IHMM samples will exhibit more useful dynamics than the ones shown here, which come
from what serves as the prior. Indeed, an IHMM posterior distribution will represent a
classic Bayesian tradeoff between the likelihood function’s pressure to describe the data
well (usually by allocating many states to describe the sequence) with the prior’s preference for parsimonious trajectories (i.e. hidden state sequences concentrated on a small set
of significant states). The structure of the prior, demonstrated by the samples in Figure
2.10, induces a useful structural characteristic—conciseness—in inferred representations
without imposing strict restrictions like a fixed number of states. This gentle guidance is
essentially what makes the IHMM a compelling technique for data analysis.
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We will omit a description of IHMM posterior inference from this section, since the inference procedure for the block-diagonal IHMM generalizes these techniques, and its specialization for the IHMM case is not difficult to envision or derive. For examples of the IHMM
in action, we refer the reader to the application papers cited earlier [45, 91].

Chapter 3

The Block-Diagonal Infinite Hidden
Markov Model
The previous chapter indicates that the structure of the infinite hidden Markov model promotes parsimonious structure in inferred representations of sequential data, a consequence
of the way the hierarchical Dirichlet process generates the proportions that determine the
IHMM’s state-to-state transition behavior. We might therefore wonder whether an even
more structured prior could induce additional useful structure in inferred representations.
A variety of sequential data exhibit what could be called sub-behaviors, in that they seem
to alternate among a collection of distinct dynamic regimes. Examples of such data include musical recordings, which might switch between a number of musical themes, or
video clips of a person communicating in sign language. A hidden Markov model designed to capture or generate the dynamics of processes like these would exhibit a nearly
block-diagonal structure in its transition matrix, with individual blocks of relatively highprobability transitions corresponding to specific sub-behaviors, and less probable transitions between blocks supporting alternation between the sub-behaviors.
The block-diagonal infinite hidden Markov model (BD-IHMM) is an extension of the IHMM
whose prior induces nearly block-diagonal structure in inferred hidden state transition
dynamics. In doing so, it explicitly associates each state with a specific sub-behavior in
an unsupervised way. Like the IHMM, the BD-IHMM employs mass allocation methods
derivable from the Pólya urn to govern the arrangement of hidden states and blocks that
describe the data, so similar Bayesian tradeoffs between efficient and descriptive models
are present in the BD-IHMM as well.
59
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F IGURE 3.1: Truncated Markov transition matrices sampled from the BD-IHMM prior
with various fixed hyperparameter values; highlighted hyperparameters yield the chief
observable difference from the leftmost matrix. The upper left matrix has more states; the
upper right more blocks; the lower left stronger transitions between blocks, and the lower
right decreased variability in transition probabilities. States have been resorted by block
label in all matrices.

3.1

Characterization of the model

The BD-IHMM imposes block structure on transition dynamics via a two-step process.
First, it assigns each of the countably infinite hidden states to one of a countably infinite
set of sub-behavior blocks. Next, for each state i, it selectively modifies the proportions β
in the base measure such that in the sampled transition dynamics π i , transitions to states
within the same block are emphasized relative to transitions to states in different blocks.
These new behaviors are modulated by additional hyperparameters ζ and ξ, which affect
the relative probabilities of different blocks and the relative amount of enhancement given
to within-block transitions respectively. Figure 3.1 displays example truncated transition
matrices drawn from the IHMM generative process, illustrating the block-diagonal structure imposed by the model, as well as representative effects of different hyperparameter
values.
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F IGURE 3.2: Graphical model depiction of the block-diagonal infinite hidden Markov
model.

The generative process for the BD-IHMM is as follows:
β | γ ∼ SBP1(γ)
ρ | ζ ∼ SBP1(ζ )
β∗mn

βn
=
1+ξ



ξ · δ(zm = zn )
1+
∑k β k · δ(zm = zk )

π m | α0 , β∗m ∼ SBP2(α0 , β∗m )
θm | H ∼ H

zm | ρ ∼ ρ


v t | v t −1 , π ∼ π v t −1
y t | v t , θ ∼ g ( θ v t ).

The first line and the last two lines of this process description are nearly identical to those
of the IHMM from the last chapter. What’s new comes from the other two lines, the first of
which uses the stick-breaking process to sample proportions ρ for a categorical distribution over block labels with countably infinite outcomes. It then samples block labels z for
each of the countably-infinite hidden states. The next line describes how the subordinate
Dirichlet process base measure masses β∗ are computed for transitions out of each hidden
state.
A graphical model depiction of this process appears in Figure 3.2. Before describing inference for the BD-IHMM, however, we shall elaborate on the base measure modification at
the heart of this new model, offering some insight into what it does and what we need to
know to perform effective inference.
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Base measure probability mass modification illustrated, and
considered

Within the subordinate Dirichlet processes employed by the BD-IHMM, the base measure
probability mass associated with a transition from hidden state m to hidden state n is computed as
β∗mn

βn
=
1+ξ



ξ · δ(zm = zn )
1+
∑k β k · δ(zm = zk )


.

(3.1)

This modification of the mass β n sampled from the top-layer Dirichlet process can be unpacked as follows. First, we have a normalization term

1
1+ ξ

so that the sum of the modified

masses associated with all transitions out of state m is equal to one. This term, along with
other structure in the modification equation, permits the continued clean factorization of
the base measure used in subordinate DPs into shape (mean) β∗m and strength (inverse
variance) α0 . Although this factorization is not necessary to achieve a well-formed model
or even convenient inference, we consider it worthwhile to preserve structure that might
assist those who need to review and interpret posterior samples of BD-IHMM parameters
inferred from their data.
Within the parentheses there are two terms: a 1, which ensures that a “baseline” mass
of

βn
1+ ξ

is associated with each transition, and what we will refer to as the augmentation

term. The delta function in the augmentation term numerator, δ(zm = zn ), ensures that
additional mass is associated with the transition when and only when both the source and
the destination hidden state are within the same block. When this occurs, the amount of
extra mass added to the base measure probability for this transition is equal to
ξ
βn
.
1 + ξ ∑k β k · δ(zm = zk )
We must observe before getting much further ahead that given any destination state n,
β∗mn will be the same for all states m in the same block as n. The per-transition notation is
somewhat simpler, however, and it will be good to be familiar with this idiom when we
present generalizations in Chapter 5.
Luckily, there is some reasoning and intuition behind what we’ve just unpacked. Recall
that within the hierarchical Dirichlet process and related models, the base measure proportions used by the subordinate DPs will behave as the mean proportions for the discrete distributions sampled from those subordinate DPs. In another manner of speaking, β∗m serves
as a template for the probabilities of transitions out of hidden state m. The modification
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performed by Equation 3.1 creates a template that expresses the model’s block-diagonal
structure. To do this, it takes the original set of proportions sampled from the top-layer
DP—the template for the template, so to speak—

Probability
…
State index
Block label

1
1

2
1

3
1

4
1

5
2

6
2

7
2

8
3

9
3

10
3

11
3

…
…

and then it scales the masses associated with all of the states in a particular block by a
scalar factor until the total mass adds up to 1 + ξ.

Unscaled
probability
…
State index
Block label

1
1

2
1

3
1

4
1

5
2

6
2

7
2

8
3

9
3

10
3

11
3

…
…

Finally, it renormalizes all of the masses so that they sum to 1 again.

Probability
…
State index
Block label

1
1

2
1

3
1

4
1

5
2

6
2

7
2

8
3

9
3

10
3

11
3

…
…

Note that in the three preceding illustrations, only a finite number of hidden states appear
to be allocated to each block. In the actual model, each block actually has a countably
infinite number of hidden states.
The formal definition of the Dirichlet process (§2.2.1), particularly as it reflects the aggregation property of Dirichlet distributions (§2.1.2), give us further insight into how the
modifications to β influence the dynamics of the BD-IHMM. Consider a circumstance
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where the original mass in β belonging to states in block zm add to some value x, or,
∑k β k · δ(zm = zk ) = x. The mass belonging to the remaining states must add up to 1 − x.
Once we modify β for transitions out of states in block zm , however, the total mass for the
block zm states in β∗ sums to

x +ξ
1+ ξ ,

while the remaining mass sums to

1− x
1+ ξ .

Since β∗ is the template for sampled transitions out of states in block zm , these ratios take
on a special significance. Let us consider some numerical values to make the meaning easier to interpret. If x = 0.5 and ξ = 1, then the ratios equal 0.75 and 0.25 respectively. This
means that on average, if we have a Markov chain traversing the states in a hypothetical
BD-IHMM matching these numbers, and if we observe it at a time step t in a state within
block zm , there is a 75% chance that it will transition to another block zm state at time
step t + 1, and a 25% chance that it will transition to a state in another block. Regardless
of the variations involved in specific probabilities sampled for individual transitions, the
“block-level” view of the effects of the probability modification scheme are useful for understanding the model conceptually, and also for interpreting the meaning of a posterior ξ
value inferred from data. It will also be useful for devising inference schemes for β, as we
will see soon enough.
Hopefully these considerations along with the preceding illustrations clarify the nature
of the base measure probability mass modification employed in the BD-IHMM. It is worth
noting before moving on some of the variations, extensions, and alternatives to this scheme
that are possible. One might observe, for example, that the base measure probability mass
modification just described is multiplicative, in that it alters β values by multiplying them
by some computed value. To induce an extra bias for transitions from a state to itself, the
authors of [74] consider a per-state additive modification to the single base measure proportion corresponding to the self-transition. In the BD-IHMM, the number of transitions
that must be enhanced is countably infinite, not singular, so adding a constant value to the
base measure mass at each of these transitions would result in an intermediate collection
of values (c.f. the second graph above) that sums to infinity. One might then suggest implementing some kind of scheme that prevents the amount of total additive modification
from exceeding some prescribed value—we might call this ξ—but somehow this value
must be divided up unevenly among β values corresponding to transitions to states in the
same block to keep it from being spread infinitesimally thinly. We suspect that any additive scheme that fulfills these requirements and serves some practical use will begin to
look not very different from the multiplicative approach the BD-IHMM uses anyway.
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The denominator sum ∑k β k · δ(zm = zk ) in Equation 3.1 requires special care, as the next
section will discuss. We might therefore be tempted to consider the following multiplicative base measure modification:
β∗mn = β n · ξ δ(zm=zn ) .
The simplicity of this expression pays dividends when devising the sampling-based inference schemes common to most applications of the hierarchical Dirichlet process—indeed,
the schemes devised for the HDP and IHMM can be applied to models using this modification with very little additional effort. The chief objection to this approach is that, without
some kind of normalization in place, it lacks the decoupling between the shape and the
strength of the base measure that exists in the BD-IHMM’s approach.
An example may help clarify this point. Consider a circumstance where 50% of the mass
of β belongs to states associated with block 1, 20% belongs to states associated with block
2, and the remaining mass allocated somehow to states in the remaining blocks. Assuming
ξ = 5, β∗m vectors for states in block 1 will sum to 3; those for states in block 2 will sum
to 1.8; and those for states in other blocks will assume further different values. These will
be multiplied in turn by α0 to yield the final masses that are paired with the atoms sampled by the top-layer DP, which in turn serve as the base measures for the corresponding
subordinate DPs.
Because the total base measure mass determines how closely the proportions in the subordinate DP samples match the shape of the base measure, these base measures can be said
to have varying strengths: those with more mass in the original β will be more closely
matched by sampled transition probabilities than those with less mass there. One might
venture that this is a somewhat arbitrary basis for determining the strength of a base measure. Base measures are priors, after all, and the strength of a prior should reflect the
certainty of the assumptions it encodes. In the BD-IHMM, this certainty is related entirely
by the global hyperparameter α0 , which can either be set directly by the user or sampled
itself.
For some applications, however, it may be overly restrictive to use single global hyperparameters α0 and ξ to relate, respectively, certainty about base measures and the degree of
base measure probability mass modification. It may be the case, for example, that we wish
transitions from states in block 1 to be 99% likely to remain in block 1, while transitions
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from states in block 2 should only have a 30% chance of staying in that block. In these settings, it may be appropriate to have per-block or even per-state α0 and ξ hyperparameters.
We leave closer examination of these somewhat more flexible models to future research.

3.3

A necessary approximation

The base measure probability mass modification in Equation 3.1 incorporates a sum over
all the β values corresponding to hidden states in a particular block: ∑k β k · δ( β m = β k ).
Since there are a countably infinite number of such states in each block, the exact computation of this sum requires us to have sampled a countably infinite number of β values.
Clearly, instead of doing that, we must approximate this sum instead. This section examines a simple, easy-to-compute approximation strategy used for all results presented in
this thesis.
To give a better intuitive feel for the problem, we consider a numerical example whose
values are reflective of a typical application of the BD-IHMM. Assume we have a data
sequence and a particular posterior sample of the BD-IHMM parameters that associates
the data with nine states in three blocks. The block labels and β values for these states are
as follows:
State index

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Block label

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.02

0.02

0.01

β value

which means that the sum of the β values for the infinity of “unused” states must be 0.05.
Meanwhile, let us imagine that the inferred block label probabilities came out to be:
Block label
ρ value

1

2

3

0.3

0.3

0.3

leaving a combined probability of 0.1 for all “unused” block labels in the posterior BDIHMM sample. Finally, let’s assume an inferred ξ value of 5.
Consider now the modified β value for the transition from state 1 to itself. We have
β∗11 =

0.2
1+5


1+

5
0.2 + 0.2 + 0.2 + · · ·


.
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Filling in values for the · · · , we can set lower and upper bounds on β∗11 . There is a vanishing chance that nearly all of the remaining states will be allocated to block 1, in which case
nearly all of the remaining beta mass of 0.05 will be represented here. Using this value,
we get β∗11 ≈ 0.2897. There is also a chance that nearly all remaining states will be allocated to different blocks; here, filling in 0 for the missing summands, we get β∗11 ≈ 0.3111.
The difference between these values, around 0.0214, may seem fairly insignificant, but the
modified base measures, as the priors for transition probabilities, play an important role
in determining the outcome of other portions of BD-IHMM inference, particularly if α0 is
large. It behooves us to select a value for these missing entries judiciously.
One simple albeit expensive solution would be to sample β values and block labels z for
enough of the unused states that the difference between the upper and lower bounds for
each of the β∗ values falls beneath some predetermined threshold. It is reasonable to set
this forth as a kind of “gold standard” among approximations of the sum, since computed
values of β∗ can be made to come arbitrarily close to true samples from their distribution.
Luckily for us, it is possible to compute the expected value of ∑k β k · δ(zm = zk ) with respect
to the distribution over β and z, using a collection of nested integrals:
"
E

∞

∑ β k · δ(zm = zk )

#

=

k =1

Z

∑ P ( z1 = z k ) · β 1 · δ ( z m = z k )

β 1 zk

+

Z

∑ P ( z2 = z k ) · β 2 · δ ( z m = z k )

β 2 zk

+

Z

∑ P ( z3 = z k ) · β 3 · δ ( z m = z k ) + . . .

β 3 zk

. . . dP( β 3 | β 1 , β 2 ) dP( β 2 | β 1 ) dP( β 1 ),
which simplifies conveniently thanks to the delta functions:
"
E

∞

∑ β k · δ(zm = zk )

k =1

#

=

Z

ρ zm β 1 +
β1

Z

ρ zm β 2 +
β2

Z

ρ zm β 3 + . . .
β3

. . . dP( β 3 | β 1 , β 2 ) dP( β 2 | β 1 ) dP( β 1 ).
The ρzm can be pulled out of the nested integrals, which evaluate together to ∑∞
k =1 β k = 1,
yielding the expected sum as, simply, ρzm . Under circumstances like our example (and,
indeed, nearly all BD-IHMM samples) where some of the β values are actually known, a
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nearly identical derivation will demonstrate that the expected sum is ρzm β new , where β new
is the sum of the β values for all the unused hidden states (0.05 in our example). This, then,
is the simple approximation we use to fill in missing summands in Equation 3.1, yielding
β∗11 ≈ 0.3043.
How far off will this approximation tend to be? There are two answers to this question,
depending on whether we are interested in how far off the approximation will tend to be
from the true infinite sum ∑k β k · δ(zm = zk ), or whether we are interested in how far off the
β∗ estimates will tend to be from their true values. The latter is what truly matters for the
sake of good inference, but the answer to the first question can also offer some insight into
the approximation. For this, we consider the expected squared error of the sum estimate,

E  ρ zm −

∞

∑

!2 
β k · δ(zm = zk )  ,

k =1

with respect to the joint distribution of β, ρ, and z. Note that this quantity will be dependent on the parameters of this joint distribution, namely γ and ζ.
Since we cannot compute this quantity analytically, we settle for a numeric approximation
that repeatedly compares ρzm with a sum over a long but still finite β vector. Each iteration uses newly sampled ρ and β vectors, which are drawn by the stick-breaking process.
The zm we consider correspond exclusively to the larger ρzm values in the ρ vector—an
apt choice since the ρzm values encountered in practice, the ones corresponding to blocks
whose hidden states are actually associated with data, are likely to be the larger ones. The
β vectors we use, meanwhile, are long enough that their later entries require special care
while programming to avoid numerical underflow problems—this is the “gold standard”
alluded to previously.
For a particular γ and ζ value, then, we sample ρ, β, and z many times. Each time, we
compute the squared difference within the expectation for a few zm values with large corresponding ρzm . These computed squared differences are averaged to yield the estimate of
the expectation. Figure 3.3 shows how this expectation varies over a range of practical γ
and ζ values. In general, these values are fairly small, particularly for the larger γ values
that tend to arise when more than a few states are needed to describe a dataset. Furthermore, the medians of the sampled squared errors, also shown in Figure 3.3, are smaller
still, reflecting the fact that the errors of our β sum estimates are highly peaked around 0.
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F IGURE 3.3: Left: curves showing the relationship between ζ, γ, and the expected squared
error of the approximation of the infinite sum ∑k β k · δ(zm = zk ) used in this thesis. Right:
here, the median squared error of the approximation. These curves are polynomial fits to
error estimates generated by the sampling procedure described in the text.

We now explore how β∗ approximations derived from these sum estimates differ from
their true values. Although it is a matrix, it is instructive to consider a single value within
β∗ —here, we scrutinize β∗j8 for any j such that z j = z8 ; note that β∗j8 will be the same value
for all such j. We further assume that we maintain 15 values of β, β 1 through β 15 , as well
as the sum of “leftover” β values β new . This scenario matches well with typical BD-IHMM
inference scenarios with a modest number of states (15 in this case), as the next subsection
will show. We are interested in the difference between the estimate β̂∗j8 :
β8
β̂∗j8 =
1+ξ

1+

!

ξ
ρz j β new + ∑15
k =1 β k · δ ( z k = z j )

,

and the true value β∗j8 :
β∗j8 =

β8
1+ξ


1+

ξ
β
·
∑∞
k =1 k δ ( z k = z j )


.

Here again we take a numerical approach similar to the one we used to explore β summing.
In this case, ξ is an additional parameter to consider, so we vary this as well within a
sensible range.
Depending on the sampled β vector, the correct β∗j8 value can vary through a wide range
of scales. For this reason, it may be more informative to consider the ratio of β̂∗j8 to β∗j8 ,
rather than their absolute or squared differences. Samples of this ratio showed very little
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F IGURE 3.4: Left: curves showing the relationship between ζ, γ, and the estimated value
of the ratio β̂∗j8 /β∗j8 discussed in the text. At right, the data from which the curves were
derived.

dependence on the value of the ξ, so further discussion will consider the effects of varying
only γ and ζ. Figure 3.4 makes a good case for the expected value of this ratio being equal
to 1 within our parameter range.
To conclude this subsection, we feel that these investigations demonstrate that the expected sum approximation to the modification term denominator sum in Equation 3.1
is suitable for estimating the values of β∗ terms for general inference purposes. Should
higher fidelity be desired, however, we can recommend the “gold standard” samplingbased approach described at the beginning of this section, which may be brought arbitrarily close to true samples from the distribution over β∗ values, and whose divergence from
such samples may be estimated with well-defined error bounds. To date, we have not had
the opportunity to compare our approximation with the “gold standard” in practical settings (that is, to determine what, if any, differences might arise in inference outcomes if
both methods are used to apply the BD-IHMM to actual data), since the implementation
of this second approach would require considerable reworking of our existing inference
code. We leave this important effort to future work.

3.4

Inference

In a typical BD-IHMM application setting, the user will have one or more unlabeled time
series datasets and little or no additional quantitative information about the generating
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process that created the data. He may suspect, however, that this process can be nearly
decomposed into a collection of sub-behaviors, and finally he may believe that the process
can be sufficiently characterized by a Markov chain operating on a set of discrete states (as
opposed to e.g. a continuous hidden state space). Under these circumstances, the goal of
BD-IHMM inference is to sample parameters of the model conditioned on the data. These
posterior parameters comprise the hidden state trajectory of the generating Markov chain
(v), the hidden state observation models (θ), the association of hidden states with subbehavior blocks (z), the base probabilities of transitions to at least each of the hidden states
visited by the Markov chain (β), the probabilities of allocating a hidden state to at least
each of the blocks occupied by visited states (ρ), and finally the four hyperparameters (α0 ,
ξ, γ, ζ).
Under some circumstances, the user might choose to fix some of the hyperparameters or
set tighter priors on their values to encode further information or assumptions about the
data—to indicate that the number of states should be large relative to the size of the data,
for example, a large γ hyperparameter may be used. Nevertheless, if the model itself is
more or less appropriate for the data, it is intended that an inference technique should be
able to generate good posterior samples with minimal intervention.
In this section we present a Gibbs sampling approach to drawing samples of BD-IHMM
parameters conditioned on data. As such, it alternates between sampling new values for
each of the quantities listed above, one by one, while holding all of the other quantities
fixed. Like all Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling techniques, this procedure
is iterated from some initial starting point until the sampler converges on what appears to
be a high probability region. Once there, subsequent Gibbs sampling iterations are considered to produce samples from the posterior. Although in principle it is difficult to recognize when this regime of posterior sampling “officially” begins—a problem typical to most
non-trivial applications of MCMC techniques—in practice, convergence is usually characterized by the BD-IHMM sampler failing to make additional, lasting “major” alterations to
the parameters, such as creating or deleting states and blocks, by the sampler alternating
between a small number of similar, repeated configurations, or by running several parallel
samplers and detecting when their samples are similar to each other.
Finally, like many approaches to inference in hierarchical and ordinary Dirichlet processes,
the sampler does not always represent the transition probabilities π explicitly (except in
one specific circumstance) but instead integrates them out of the conditional probabilities
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that make up the inference. This marginalization step realizes the Chinese restaurant process described in §2.2.5. Most BD-IHMM applications do not require explicit samples of
π, but for those that do, drawing them post facto conditioned on the rest of a BD-IHMM
parameter posterior sample is not particularly difficult (c.f. §3.4.5).
We now consider each of the Gibbs sampling steps individually before describing initialization and the overall sampling scheme.

3.4.1

Observation model parameters (θ)

As a warm-up, we consider one of the easier components of BD-IHMM inference, the
sampling of parameters for observation models corresponding to each of the visited hidden states. This step is no different from corresponding steps in ordinary HMM or mixture
model inference. For a particular hidden state m, we draw θm as
θm | y, v, H ∼ H (θm )

∏

p ( y t | θ m ).

(3.2)

{t : vt =m}

In some settings, it is not even necessary to represent observation model parameters explicitly, since these too can be marginalized out. This “collapsed” approach [93] has, in our
experience, mixed success in the BD-IHMM and in the Dirichlet process mixture model setting for which it was originally devised.1 We encourage users to evaluate both approaches
where possible.

3.4.2

Block label probabilities (ρ)

Another warm-up inference problem is the block label probabilities ρ, usually sampled
on-demand whenever any of the other inference components require it. Typically, the only
entries of ρ that are necessary to sample are those corresponding to block labels assigned
to hidden states visited in the inferred trajectory v, as well as one additional entry ρnew ,
the sum of ρ values for all of the “unused” block labels. Via straightforward application of
the aggregation property (c.f. §2.1.2), we draw this as

{ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρK , ρnew } ∼ Dir( Q1 , Q2 , . . . , QK , ζ ),
1 These

experiments are not reported in this document.

(3.3)
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where Q j is the number of “used” hidden states (i.e. those visited in the trajectory v) with
block label j, and K is the largest block label among those assigned to “used” hidden states.
Equation 3.3 is presented without loss of generality as if used block labels ranged contiguously from 1 to K, since it is possible to permute block labels to whatever configuration is
convenient.

3.4.3

Base measure probability masses (β)

Here we confront a somewhat more challenging inference problem. Before beginning, it
may be useful to revisit the bit of mathematical background about the Dirichlet distribution being the conjugate prior of the multinomial distribution (§2.1.1,2.1.2); that is, if cm
counts the number of times the outcome m was sampled from a multinomial distribution
with M outcomes, Mult(π1 , π2 , . . . , π M ), and if the parameters πm of this distribution are
drawn from a Dirichlet distribution, Dir(α1 , α2 , . . . , α M ), then the conditional distribution
of the multinomial distribution’s parameters is also Dirichlet distributed: Dir(α1 + c1 , α2 +
c2 , . . . , α M + c M ).
In a straightforward application of Gibbs sampling, where we infer β while holding the
remaining variables fixed at sampled values, we might depict the problem with the following graphical model:

γ

β
α0
ξ

zm

∞

πm
∞

Here, grayed-out nodes indicate that the corresponding values are “observed”, at least in
that they are given fixed values that we have drawn during other Gibbs sampling steps.
The remaining variables in the model in Figure 3.2 are independent of β when conditioning
on π and are thus omitted here.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, however, the inference scheme does not
explicitly represent π but instead marginalizes these quantities out of the model. This
alters the “blanket” of variables we must consider when sampling β to match the following
diagram:
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This marginalization realizes the Chinese restaurant process discussed in §2.2.5. Each row
m of π is replaced by a separate Chinese restaurant, with its base measure specified by the
set of discrete atoms θ, the row-specific base measure probability masses, and the concentration parameter α0 . This mechanism implements the marginal probabilities of drawing a
particular transition—conditioned on the base measures and on all of the other transitions
sampled so far.
Unfortunately, the derivations in §2.2.5 concern circumstances where the base measure is
continuous. Since we have a discrete set of atoms paired with probabilities, we need a discrete analog to the Chinese restaurant process for continuous densities. Rather than subject
readers to another lengthy derivation very similar to ones seen in the past, we will just state
the appropriate conditional probability expression, which, unsurprisingly, happens to implement a Pólya urn scheme. Ignoring the likelihood of any observed data associated with
the transition (since we won’t need it for β inference), the chance of choosing a transition
from state m to state n in the BD-IHMM is
P(vt | vt−1 , β, z, α0 , ξ ) =

α0 β∗mn + cmn,t−1
,
α0 + cm·,t−1

(3.4)

where cmn,t−1 is the count of the number of transitions from m to n in vt−1 , the complete
state trajectory up through time step t − 1, and cm·,t−1 is a shorthand for ∑k cmk,t−1 . The
wonderful and convenient thing about this expression is that it is not necessary to worry
about the order of the transitions in vt−1 ; it is sufficient to know only the number of each
type of transition. It turns out that this reasoning allows us to express the probability of an
entire hidden state trajectory v, again ignoring observation likelihoods, in a very compact
form:

M

M

P(v | β, z, α0 , ξ ) =

∏
m

∏
n

Γ(α0 β∗mn + cmn )
Γ(α0 β∗mn )
Γ ( α0 + c m · )
Γ ( α0 )

,

(3.5)
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where M is the largest index of all of the states visited in the trajectory v, and cmn denotes
the total tally of transitions from m to n throughout v. We refer back to Equation 3.5 and
its components frequently enough that it is worthwhile to illustrate how it comes about.
Consider the following sequence of eight transitions:
v : 1 → 2 → 3 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 3 → 1 → 2.
Applying Equation 3.4 for each transition, we get this likelihood for the sequence:
α0 β 12 + c12,0 =0 α0 β 23 + c23,1 =0 α0 β 31 + c31,2 =0 α0 β 12 + c12,3 =1
·
·
·
α0 + c1·,0 =0
α0 + c2·,1 =0
α0 + c3·,2 =0
α0 + c1·,3 =1
α0 β 23 + c23,4 =1 α0 β 33 + c33,5 =0 α0 β 31 + c31,6 =1 α0 β 12 + c12,7 =2
·
·
·
·
.
α0 + c2·,4 =1
α0 + c3·,5 =1
α0 + c3·,6 =2
α0 + c1·,7 =2
We can reshuffle the numerator and denominator terms in the likelihood any way we like,
and thus we see how the likelihood of the transitions does not depend on the order of the
transitions—it is exchangeable in the order of the transitions. Consider this ordering, which
sorts each of the terms by their c indices:
α0 β 12 + c12,0 =0
α0 + c1·,0 =0
α0 β 23 + c23,1 =0
·
α0 + c2·,1 =0
α0 β 31 + c31,2 =0
·
α0 + c3·,2 =0

α0 β 12 + c12,3 =1
α0 + c1·,3 =1
α0 β 23 + c23,4 =1
·
α0 + c2·,4 =1
α0 β 31 + c31,6 =1
·
α0 + c3·,5 =1

·

·

α0 β 12 + c12,7 =2
α0 + c1·,7 =2

·

α0 β 33 + c33,5 =0
.
α0 + c3·,6 =2

Note that some numerators are paired with different denominators in this expression, but
its value is the same as before. If we observe that
K −1

∏ (k + c) =

k =0

Γ(K + c)
,
Γ(c)

it becomes fairly clear how the likelihood of any sequence, through reorderings like the
one above, can be expressed in the compact form of Equation 3.5.
To reflect the fact that transition counts are sufficient to characterize the hidden state trajectory as far as β inference is concerned, we present our third and final graphical depiction
of the problem:
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∞
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Let us consider the likelihood function of β again, using a form which is more verbose
than Equation 3.5, explicitly computing the product of the numerators of the Equation 3.4
transition probabilities one at a time:
p(v | β, z, α0 , ξ ) ∝

M

M cmn −1

∏∏ ∏

(α0 β∗mn + k).

(3.6)

m =1 n =1 k =0

The normalization constant for this expression, borrowing directly from Equation 3.5, is
M
expressed compactly as ∏m
Γ(α0 + cm· )/Γ(α0 ), which incorporates no β∗ terms. As a like-

lihood, this expression threatens to be somewhat cumbersome, since a product of sums is
somewhat dissimilar to a Dirichlet density, and therefore unlikely to give us a convenient
conditional density for β. To remedy this, we introduce a collection of auxiliary variables s
that each take on values in {0, 1}, and that integrate away to yield the likelihood in Equation 3.6. We have:
p(v, s | β, z, α0 , ξ ) ∝

M

M cmn −1

∏∏ ∏

(α0 β∗mn )smnk · k1−smnk .

(3.7)

m =1 n =1 k =0

Drawing these auxiliary variables conditioned on the rest of the information in the likelihood is easy enough:
smnk | v, β, z, α0 , ξ ∼

α0 β∗mn
,
α0 β∗mn + k

and note that smn0 for any m, n is always 1. To introduce one final bit of notation, let us
−1
refer to the transition-wise sums of the sampled auxiliary variables as qmn = ∑ckmn
=0 smnk .

Where on earth are we going with all of this? Consider that when a particular transition
destination is sampled using the marginal transition probability expression in Equation
3.4, the sampler has rolled the dice, spun the roulette wheel, thrown the dart, or engaged
in any probabilistic metaphor of your preference and watched a particular outcome come
up as a result. The probability mass associated with this outcome, the one described by
the equation, can be further portioned into two parts—one due to the base measure mass
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associated with that transition (α0 β∗mn ) and one due to the accumulated mass from other
times when this transition has been taken (cmn,t−1 ).
When we isolate those times when the sampler “landed on” the first variety of mass, we
recover a collection of draws from multinomial distributions parameterized by the proportions β∗m . Were a β∗m a Dirichlet distributed multinomial distribution, then with sufficient
statistics summarizing these draws, we would be set to draw a new β∗m .
Two problems arise from here. The first of these is that we don’t keep track of when
the sampler “lands on” base measure mass—indeed, drawing hidden state trajectories v
has enough bookkeeping already, as readers will discover. We have solved this problem,
though, by sampling which of the transitions arose in this way—in effect, guessing. The
auxiliary variables smnk are these guesses, and the counts qmn are sufficient for the β conditional density.
The second problem, meanwhile, is the form of this density. Thanks to our base measure
modification, the β conditional no longer has all of the convenient marginal properties of
the Dirichlet process. To see this, compare the β likelihood term for the BD-IHMM:
M

M

m

n

∏∏

β∗mn qmn

=

M

M

m

n

∏∏

q
β nmn

!qmn

ξ · δ(zm = zn )
1+
∑ j β j · δ(zm = z j )

=

q
q
β 1·1 β 2·2

·...·

q
β 2· M

M

M

m

n

∏∏

ξ · δ(zm = zn )
1+
∑ j β j · δ(zm = z j )

!qmn
,

with the likelihood term that we would be using in the IHMM—in other words, without
applying any β modification at all:
q

q

q

β 1·1 β 2·2 · . . . · β 2· M .
In the case of ordinary Dirichlet process inference, which is what the IHMM uses, the
mathematical properties of the Dirichlet process explored in Chapter 2 allow us to use
a finite set of proportions to summarize the countably infinite set of proportions β. At a
minimum, this finite set comprises the β values corresponding (at least) to the set of hidden
states visited by the inferred hidden state trajectory v and one additional value, which we
call β new . This value is the sum of all of the remaining proportions in β; restated,
β new =

∑

m/
∈v

M

βm = 1 −

∑

m =1

βm .
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As demonstrated in §2.2.5, it is possible to think of these proportions in aggregate because
the Dirichlet process establishes a Dirichlet density over probability distributions associated with any finite partition of a given measurable space (c.f. §2.2.1). In this case, the
measurable space is the space of observation model distribution parameters θ, and the
partition that we are interested in comprises the singleton members θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θ M and one
additional, non-overlapping subset of θ containing every other θ value. The probability
distribution we associate with this partition is the set of proportions β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β M , β new
respectively. The Dirichlet process expresses a prior on these proportions where the parameters for all but the last dimension are infinitesimal:
Dir(γH (θ1 ), γH (θ2 ), . . . , γH (θ M ), γ),
but thanks to the form of the likelihood, the conditional distribution of these parameters is
a well-formed Dirichlet distribution:
q

q

q

Dir (γH (θ1 ), γH (θ2 ), . . . , γH (θ M ), γ) · β 1·1 β 2·2 · . . . · β 2· M ∝ Dir(q·1 , q·2 , . . . , q· M , γ).
Applying the same procedure for the BD-IHMM β conditional is much less convenient,
since the likelihood terms contain infinite sums over all β parameters. Fortunately, the
approximation proposed in §3.3 encourages us to replace portions of these sums with their
expected values. For β inference, it is sensible to aggregate the β values paired to unvisited
states as β new , then use the approximation to portion out β new in the various β sums. Thus,
in the β likelihood shown earlier,
M

M

m

n

∏∏

ξ · δ(zm = zn )
1+
∑ j β j · δ(zm = z j )

!qmn

≈

M

M

m

n

∏∏

ξ · δ(zm = zn )
1+
ρzm β new + ∑ jM β j · δ(zm = z j )

!qmn
.

With this approximation, we express this conditional density for β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β M , β new :
p( β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β M , β new | q, z, ξ ) ∝
M

M

m

n

Dir(q·1 , q·2 , . . . , q· M , γ) ∏ ∏

ξ · δ(zm = zn )
1+
ρzm β new + ∑ jM β j · δ(zm = z j )

!qmn
, (3.8)
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With some rearrangement, we can restate the density as:
p( β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β M , β new | q, z, ξ ) ∝
K

Dir(q·1 , q·2 , . . . , q· M , γ) ∏
k

ξ · δ(zm = zn )
1+
ρzm β new + ∑ jM β j · δ(zm = z j )

!q0k
, (3.9)

where K is the largest block label assigned to any of the states along the inferred hidden
state trajectory v and q0k is the sum of all qmn where zm = k and zn = k.
Although the density approximated by Equations 3.8 and 3.9 is not as simple as the Dirichlet density discussed just prior, we note that important marginal properties are still present.
In particular, a derivation very similar to the first proof in §2.1.2 will show that the aggregation property remains, so long as the proportions being aggregated are associated with
states within the same block. To restate with an example for slightly more clarity, if z1 = z2
and we define G = β 1 + β 2 , we can show that
p( G, β 3 , . . . , β M , β new | q, z, ξ ) ∝
K

Dir(q·1 + q·2 , q·3 , . . . , q· M , γ) ∏
k

ξ · δ(zm = zn )
1+
ρzm β new + G · δ(zm = z1 ) + ∑ jM β j · δ(zm = z j )

!q0k
,

an expression of essentially the same form as Equation 3.9. What this implies is that the
approximation strategy of using ρzm β new as a stand-in for an infinite sum over β values
associated with unvisited hidden states does not entail any further assumptions beyond
the stipulation in §3.3 that these sums be proportional to the block label probabilities in ρ.
The within-block aggregation property just cited “allows” us to think of these β values in
aggregate, and our handy approximation gives us one means of doing so.
So, we have a density. To sample it, we can employ a hierarchical strategy in this case that
alternates between sampling the proportions of the β values for all the states inside one of
the blocks, then sampling the proportions of the sums of β values for each of the blocks.
This approach is made possible through a variable transformation that re-expresses the β
density in terms of β new and two conditionally independent sets of variables, G and g,
where
M

Gk =

∑ β j · δ(z j = k)
j

βm
,
gm =
Gzm
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expressing the division of the problem just described. We can express the conditional
density over these transformed variables as
p( G1 , G2 , . . . , GK , g1 , g2 , . . . , g M , β new | q, z, ξ ) ∝

( Gz1 g1 )q·1 −1 ( Gz2 g2 )q·2 −1 · . . . · ( Gz M g M )q· M −1
∑ M δ(z j=1)

· G1 j

∑ M δ(z j=2)

G2 j

∑ M δ(z j=M )

· . . . · GMj

K

·

∏


1+

k

ξ

q0k
, (3.10)

ρzm β new + Gk

a somewhat messy expression; the exponents on the third line simply count the number of
“used” states with particular block labels. Nevertheless, it is easier to sample. Rather than
introduce rigorous new notation for a simple point, let ga , gb , . . . , gz be a loose shorthand
for all of the g values corresponding to states in a single block. Here, a, b, . . . , z pick out all
of the indices of states in the block. The density for these per-block g values is proportional
to
p( ga , gb , . . . , gz | q, z, ξ ) ∝ Dir(q a , qb , . . . , qz ).

(3.11)

Meanwhile, the conditional density for G and β new is somewhat more complex:
p( G1 , G2 , . . . , GK , β new | q, z, ξ ) ∝
Dir(q10 , q20 , . . . , q0K , γ)

K

∏
k


1+

ξ
ρzm β new + Gk

q0k
. (3.12)

This density is not as straightforward to sample as, say, a Dirichlet distribution, and though
it may then seem as though we have achieved only a marginal improvement on the original
density in Equation 3.9, in nearly all BD-IHMM applications we are likely to be much better
off under this new alternative parameterization scheme. This is because Equation 3.9 is
an M+1-dimensional density, while Equation 3.12 is a K+1-dimensional density. Usually
K  M, making the latter option easier to deal with.
This said, the specifics on how to sample a density like Equation 3.12 will be deferred
until §5.3.7, when we present a method powerful enough to handle even densities like
the original Equation 3.9. The second density, which will still be faster to sample, may be
“plugged into” this method without alteration.
Two closing notes for β sampling follow:
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¶ On deriving the variable transformation — Readers tempted to try deriving the variable transformation out at home are encouraged to do so—with the seemingly obvious
caution that they will avoid frustration only if the number of variables they end up with
(gs and Gs) is equal to the number of variables they start out with (βs). Thus, instead of
a gm corresponding to each β m in a block, one gm per block will have to be represented
instead with (1 − all of the other gm s in the block). The proofs in §2.1.2 contain algebraic
steps that will be useful for this derivation.
¶ On the auxiliary variable scheme — Readers who are familiar with the literature on
HDPs will recognize a departure in this section from the usual approach to resampling β in
so-called “direct assignment” sampling schemes, specifically with regard to computing the
auxiliary variable sums qmn . These sums are usually presented and sampled as auxiliary
variables themselves from the following density:
qmn | c, β∗ , α0 ∼ St(cmn , qmn )(α0 β∗mn )qmn

Γ(α0 β∗mn )
,
Γ(α0 β∗mn + cmn )

(3.13)

where St( a, b) is the absolute value of the Stirling number of the first kind for arguments
a and b. Stirling numbers are difficult to compute (and even to represent—they become
very large very quickly) for even modest values of a and b, and workarounds for this
necessity, which typically involve multiple iterations of the Chinese restaurant process, are
not particularly inexpensive to compute either. The per-count auxiliary variable scheme
presented here is orders of magnitude faster, and reassuringly it can also be shown to be an
auxiliary variable method for drawing samples from the density in Equation 3.13. Those
interested in this topic are referred to an unpublished technical note by the author that
details the derivation of the above expression [94].

3.4.4

Preparing additional “unused” hidden states

The following two inference steps infer a hidden state trajectory v for the observation sequence y. In the BD-IHMM, there are a countably infinite number of such states available
to explain the data. The BD-IHMM prior ensures that only a limited number of these are
actually used, a number that grows and shrinks as the sampler explores the posterior distribution over model parameters. Up until now, to the extent that we have had to think
about the infinity of states implied by the model, we have dealt with them through the
approximation described in §3.3 and the β new proportion introduced in §3.4.3.
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The trajectory inference steps that we will describe require additional consideration of all
of the hidden states, since these steps consider how to use the states to describe the observations. To do so, they introduce a second approximation: instead of having all of the
states at their disposal, the techniques only consider a finite, albeit arbitrarily large, collection of states. In addition to the ones that are actually present in the inferred trajectory
(we occasionally call these “used” states), we supply these inference steps with at least
one (and potentially many) additional states that are not initially used to explain data.
The inference steps may expand the hidden state trajectory into these states, or conversely
decrease the number of states that appear in the trajectory and increase the number of “unused” states. Each iteration of the inference repeats the process of preparing unused states,
allowing the number of states in the inferred hidden state trajectory to become arbitrarily
large.
This kind of approach to inference in Dirichlet process and related models, where a finite
subset stands in for the infinite collection of hidden states (mixture components, etc.) in
the model, is said to employ a truncated representation, a technique elaborated in [95]. The
more hidden states are present in the subset, the greater the number of trajectories (clusterings, etc.) the inference system can hypothesize in a single step becomes. In this way,
large truncated representations are more accurate than smaller ones. That said, since the
truncation scales itself dynamically as the sampler iterates (in particular, it always ensures
that there are some “fresh” states available for expanding the number of states that explain
the data), the representation can always grow as large as it needs to be.
At present, the introduction of unused hidden states into our truncated representation, in
preparation for the two trajectory inference steps that follow, involves the following three
steps:
1. Use the stick-breaking process to sample β values for the unused states.
2. Sample observation models for the unused states.
3. Sample block labels for the unused states.
These steps are detailed below. Following this, we speculate on a more unified and rigorous approach to maintaining collections of unused states in our BD-IHMM truncated
representation.
The first step establishes β values for the unused states. We sample these values by iterating the stick-breaking process once for each time that we wish to instantiate a new unused
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state. Each iteration consists of the following steps, with M representing the number of
instantiated hidden states before the iteration begins:
1. Sample the stick-breaking proportion η ∼ Beta(1, γ).
2. Break β new to create the new unused state’s β proportion, and update β accordingly.
β M+1 ← ηβ new .
β new ← (1 − η ) β new .
Unless a “collapsed” approach is in use (c.f. §3.4.1, [93]) the next step is to draw new
observation models for the unused states. Lacking data, each of these will be sampled
directly from the base measure, H:
θm | H ∼ H.
In most applications, these sampled observation models won’t be appropriate for any of
the data, but we have to have something to stand in for θm for the immediate time being.
The second trajectory sampling method in §3.4.6 is capable of changing θm as it allocates
observations to unused hidden states.
The third step assigns a block label to new unused hidden states. This assignment is more
involved than simply drawing from the block label probabilities ρ: as soon as a state is
assigned to a block, then for all states in the same block, the approximated base measure
modification term sums change (c.f. Equation 3.1 and §3.3). As these change, so does the
probability of the hidden state trajectory (Equation 3.5). To properly sample a block label,
we combine this dependent probability—the likelihood of the inferred model parameters
given (among other things) this label—with the prior probabilities in ρ. We draw from this
density:
zm | v, z\m , β, ρ, α0 , ξ ∼ ρzm · P(v | β, z, α0 , ξ ).
The number of block labels to consider for zm is usually fairly small: the few “instantiated”
block labels already assigned to the other hidden states, and all other possible labels. The
prior probabilities of all unused block labels sum to ρnew , so the conditional probability
of drawing any novel label is proportional to ρnew · P(v | β, z, α0 , ξ ). The selection of this
outcome means that a hitherto-unused label should be assigned to zm , and that the ρ vector
should be updated to reflect the instantiation of this new block.
The block labels are not conditionally independent of each other given their prior and the
rest of the model parameters: the likelihood term depends on all of z. If we are instantiating multiple states, we therefore iteratively resample each block label sampling step for
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each of these states multiple times. This Gibbs sampling procedure ensures that we are
drawing the novel z values from the joint distribution of the block labels for the newlyinstantiated states.
¶ Future approaches — The procedure just described takes care to ensure that when choosing hidden state block labels for “new” states, the sampling procedure accounts for the
effect of this choice on the probability of the inferred hidden state sequence v. This care is
not extended to the selection of β values for these states, whose sizes also affect the base
measure modification term sums; instead, these values are drawn directly via the stickbreaking process.
Under many practical circumstances, these effects are unlikely to have a meaningful impact on inference. Since β new typically starts out being rather small even before it gets
portioned out for new hidden states, the effects on the base measure modification term
denominator sums from block label choice or β M+1 size will not be of great significance.
However, if a more rigorous procedure for introducing unused states is desired, we prescribe (but have not used in practice) the following.
Let M0 be the number of “used” states and M be the desired number of total instantiated
states, used and unused. Replace the Dirichlet term in the β conditional density (Equation
3.9); that is, Dir(q·1 , q·2 , . . . , q· M , γ), with
M0

1 − ∑ βm

! γ −1

m

M0

∏ βm·
m

q m −1

·

M
∏m
= M0 +1 Beta



βm
; 1, γ
−1
1− ∑ m
n =1 β n
m −1
M
∏m
= M 0 +1 (1 − ∑ n =1 β n )


,

(3.14)

and employ the resulting density in the β sampling procedure described in §3.4.3. This
revision expresses a density corresponding to the following generative procedure for sampling a finite set of proportions β:
1. Draw proportions β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β M0 from Dir(q·1 , q·2 , . . . , q· M , γ). Note that the γ pa0

M
rameter accounts for the remainder proportion 1 − ∑m
=1 β m .

2. Partition this remainder via M − M0 iterations of the stick-breaking process.
M
3. Let β new = 1 − ∑m
=1 β m .

The two terms of (3.14) reflect the first two steps of this procedure respectively. The denominator in the second term accounts for the variable transformation from the values
β M0 +1 , . . . , β M to the beta-distributed stick break lengths.
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Unlike the first proposed method for preparing unused hidden states, the combined conditional distribution over all instantiated β values employing the expression in (3.14) does
account for the likelihood of the hidden state trajectory v. It is a more complicated density to sample than the original β conditional, and the “block-based” approach in §3.4.3
may have to be adapted or abandoned. Luckily, the inference method described in §5.3.7
is capable of sampling proportional vectors with thousands of dimensions.
Given that the block labels and the β values associated with the unused hidden states
jointly affect the likelihood of the hidden state sequence v, we recommend several iterations of a Gibbs sampling procedure that alternates between resampling both sets of values
when instantiating unused hidden states for trajectory inference.

3.4.5

Hidden state trajectory (v)

We employ a two-part approach to sampling the hidden state trajectory v. Each part addresses a conceptually different aspect of the problem of fitting data to an (in principle)
unbounded number of states. The first method seeks mainly to refine the trajectory among
the existing set of “used” hidden states, an update that can take advantage of rapid dynamic programming-based methods for HMM inference. The second method seeks to
increase or diminish the number of used hidden states to better match the data.
This two-part strategy differs from existing sampling methods for IHMMs, particularly
from the original Chinese restaurant process-based approach described in [16] and [1].
The motivations behind this new strategy are speed and flexibility. The CRP method just
mentioned samples trajectories one time step at a time—that is, it samples vt conditioned
on v1 , . . . , vt−1 , vt+1 , . . . , v T , the observation yt , and the rest of the model; then it moves on
to sampling vt+1 , then vt+2 , and so on. Besides being purely time-consuming, the difficulty
of this method is that it is particularly susceptible to local optima. If v settles on a particular
configuration, when in fact another trajectory with a third of the entries different is considerably more probable, the sampler must change each one of the offending time steps,
one by one, until it achieves the more optimal configuration. If some of the intermediate
configurations, with, say, half of the revisions made and the other half waiting to be made,
are highly improbable, the chance of the sampler even getting to this point along the path
to the true optimum is exceedingly low—rather than even venture here, the sampler will
more likely revert any initial steps in this direction and scurry back up to the nearby local
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optimum it started from. The sampler tends to get “trapped” in suboptimal configurations
for this reason.
In a sense, the one-by-one approach to sampling v is insufficiently daring. Each change
is a small step in the direction of an optimum, a step so small that it is unlikely to cross
low-probability “valleys” in the conditional density of v. The two methods we use in our
hybrid approach to sampling this density take larger, bolder steps, and as such are capable
of moving more quickly to and among high-probability regions. These methods are not
entirely new by themselves, but the details of their application and their combined use for
IHMM inference, to the best of our knowledge, are novel.
Both parts of the inference scheme employ the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to sample new trajectories. A brief review of this technique is worthwhile before moving on.
Metropolis-Hastings (MH) is a Markov chain Monte Carlo method for drawing samples
from densities that are otherwise difficult to sample, where “difficult” reflects varying,
even extreme degrees of impracticality. Our circumstance is not so bad: in principle, the
one-at-a-time Chinese restaurant sampler will get the job done, which is more than can
be said for some other MH settings. What it allows us to do here, though, is consider the
larger, bolder steps we need for faster inference. These steps are drawn from an easier-tosample proposal density conditioned on the sample from the previous MH iteration; in our
case:
v0 | v, y, β∗ , θ, α0 ∼ pprop (v0 | v, y, β∗ , θ, α0 ).
Subsequently, the proposals are tested against the target density: in our case, the actual
conditional density over v. The test is performed by computing the following ratio (again,
adapted to our problem):
a=

ptarget (v0 | y, β∗ , θ, α0 ) pprop (v | v0 , y, β∗ , θ, α0 )
,
ptarget (v | y, β∗ , θ, α0 ) pprop (v0 | v , y, β∗ , θ, α0 )

(where the positioning of v versus the proposed v0 is critical) and then by drawing a random number uniformly in [0, 1]. If this number is less than a, then we adopt the proposal
and assign v0 to v. Otherwise, we leave v unchanged. Note that some proposals will generate an a value greater than 1, and thus are always accepted. As with any Markov chain
Monte Carlo approach, the string of v values sampled in this way, after an initial convergence period, are considered to be samples from the target distribution. Gibbs sampling,
the broader framework that characterizes the posterior sampling for the BD-IHMM, can
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be shown to be a specific case of Metropolis-Hastings where the acceptance ratio a always
equals 1.
A proposal density (or an ensemble of proposal densities—in v inference, we have two,
with the second described in the following section) used in Metropolis-Hastings must be
admissible—it must enable the sampler to eventually draw any outcome in the support of
the target density in finite time. Aside from this important requirement, practical proposal
densities will usually be those whose smallest acceptance ratios a are minimally on the
order of 10−1 or even 10−2 , since they will waste less time generating proposals that are
unlikely to be accepted (e.g. a < 10−6 ).
Further information on Metropolis-Hastings appears in [96], among other places. Now,
with this review complete, it remains for us only to clearly specify the proposal and target
distributions used in this particular mode of v sampling. We begin with the proposal
distribution, which is most clearly characterized through its sampling procedure, the goal
of which is to allow the application of traditional dynamic programming-based HMM
inference techniques to sampling state trajectories in the BD-IHMM. This procedure, in
aim and implementation, bears a strong resemblance to that of [97], a technique for rapid
IHMM inference. Nevertheless, to deal with the more complex BD-IHMM posterior, it
differs from this method in a few important respects. First, our approach does not seek
to change the number of hidden states explicitly instantiated in the current sample of the
model parameters. Second, our method is employed strictly to make MH proposals—the
greater structural simplicity of the IHMM permits the method of [97] to draw true samples
from the IHMM posterior. Third, our method is paired with a second, complementary
trajectory sampling strategy (§3.4.6); while we expect that this strategy would also speed
IHMM inference, the simplicity of that model again makes such efforts unnecessary for
most applications.
At any stage of BD-IHMM posterior inference, the subset of base measure probability
masses β that we actually explicitly represent in our algorithm associate non-infinitesimal
mass with a finite collection of states, a collection that includes at least those states visited
by the inferred hidden state trajectory, as well as whatever states were added through the
procedure described in §3.4.4. Paired with each of these states, which we will call “instantiated” states for now, is a sampled observation model in θ.2 The proposal distribution,
proposes a new trajectory v0 through this finite collection of states by using a technique
partly resembling the forward-backward algorithm in traditional HMM inference:
2 This

discussion will assume that a collapsed approach is not being used, although altering the methods
described in this section for the collapsed case is not difficult.
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1. For each pair of instantiated state indices m, n in 1 . . . M, with M the number of instantiated states, compute a transition probability πmn as
such that

∑nM=1

α0 β∗mn +cmn
α0 + c m · .

Scale the πmn

πmn = 1.

2. Initialize the first row of the forward probability lattice L, a TxM matrix, as
L1n = P(v1 = n | v0 , π ) p(y1 | v1 = n, θ)

= π v0 n g ( y 1 ; θ n ).

3. Fill in remaining rows of L, for t = 2 . . . T in order, as
M

Ltn = p(yt | vt = n, θ)

∑

Lt−1m P(vt = n | vt−1 = m, π )

m =1
M

= g(yt ; θn )

∑

Lt−1m πmn .

m =1

4. Sample the last entry in v0 by drawing in proportion to the last row of L: v0T ∼ L T .
5. Sample the remaining entries in v0 , for t = T − 1 . . . 1 in order, as
v0t ∼ Lt ? π
where π

v0t+1

v0t+1 ,

denotes the v0t+1 th column of π, and ? is the element-wise (Hadamard)

product. In a pseudo-MATLAB notation, one might write v0t ∼ L(t, :)0 .∗ π (:, v0t+1 ),
which might be somewhat clearer.

Since the first three steps of this procedure are deterministic, computing the probability
of a particular proposal pprop (v0 | v, y, β∗ , θ, α0 ) amounts to computing the probability of
all of the draws in steps 4 and 5; or, in the case of computing the reverse probabilities
pprop (v | v0 , y, β∗ , θ, α0 ), the draws the sampler would have needed to make to return to
the original v configuration from the sampled proposal. Note that in both cases, the π
in use is different. Finally, in order to avoid scaling errors, it is necessary to scale L T and
v0t ∼ Lt ? π

v0t+1

to sum to 1 when computing the combined probabilities of all of the draws.

Now onto the target density ptarget (v0 | y, β∗ , θ, α0 ) we mentioned earlier, which, in keeping
with previous sections, can be depicted graphically as:
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yT

∞
From this, we might try to express our target distribution for v proportionally as
ptarget (v0 | y, β∗ , θ, α0 ) ∝ P(v0 | β, z, α0 , ξ ) p(y | v0 , θ)
M

∝

M

∏
m

∏
n

Γ(α0 β∗mn + c0mn )
Γ(α0 β∗mn )
Γ(α0 + c0m· )
Γ ( α0 )

T

∏ p ( y t | θ v 0 ),
t

t

invoking Equation 3.5 for the first term. Indeed, a first version of the sampler did work
with this target density; unfortunately, proposed trajectories were rejected nearly every
time.
In light of this poor performance, a second strategy was developed. Here, for the only time
in the entire BD-IHMM inference procedure, we instantiate the state-to-state transition
probabilities π. These values are used only in this inference step; they are marginalized
away everywhere else. In contrast to the previous graphical model, we now confront this
inference problem:

ξ

∞

πm

time

v0

θm

v1
y1

∞

vT

…

α0

zm

…

β

yT
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Let us begin by assuming that we have a sampled value for π. The target distribution is
now the v trajectory conditioned only on π and the observations y:
ptarget (v0 | y, π, θ) ∝ P(v0 | π ) p(y | v0 , θ)
∝
∝

T

∏ πv0− v0 p(yt | θv0 ), or equivalently
t
M

t

t 1 t

M

T

c
∏ ∏ πmn
∏ p ( y t | θ v 0 ).
mn

m

n

t

t

The proposal distribution remains the same as before. Our Metropolis-Hastings acceptance ratio becomes
ptarget (v0 | y, π, θ) pprop (v | v0 , y, β∗ , θ, α0 )
a=
.
ptarget (v | y, π, θ) pprop (v0 | v , y, β∗ , θ, α0 )
In applied settings, this new proposal distribution is very frequently accepted.
Now we detail how to instantiate the transition probabilities π through sampling. In principle, π is a transition matrix with countably infinite rows and countably infinite columns;
each row π m lists the probability of transitioning from state m to all of the other hidden
states. In keeping with the truncated representation strategy detailed in §3.4.4, we do not
try to represent this vector explicitly. Instead, we draw values πm1 , πm2 , . . . , πmM corre[in]

sponding to transitions to all of the instantiated states. We also draw πm new , the aggregate
probability of transitioning to any uninstantiated state within the same block as state m,
[out]

and πm new , the aggregate probability of transitioning to any uninstantiated state in a different block than state m’s. These proportions are Dirichlet distributed:
[in]

[out]

[πm1 , πm2 , . . . , πmM , πm new , πm new ] ∼ π m | v, β, z, α0 , ξ
∗[in]

∗[out]

∼ Dir(α0 β∗m1 + cm1 , α0 β∗m2 + cm2 , . . . , α0 β∗mM + cmM , α0 β m new , α0 β m new ).
∗[in]

∗[out]

∗[in]

The β m new and β m new values are new to us. β m new is the sum of the modified base measure
∗[out]

values corresponding to all uninstantiated states in the same block as state m, while β m new
is the sum of the modified base measure values corresponding to uninstantiated states in
all blocks besides state m’s. As we found when computing the base measure modification
term denominator sums in §3.3, we cannot compute these sums exactly, since we don’t
know which of the countably infinite uninstantiated states take on which label. Neverthe∗[in]

less, we can compute the expectations of these sums. The values we use for β m new and
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∗[out]

β m new are:
∗[in]

β m new
∗[out]

ρz β new
= m
1+ξ

β m new =

1+

ξ
ρzm β new + ∑ jM β j · δ(zm = z j )

(1 − ρzm ) β new
.
1+ξ

!
,

(3.15)
(3.16)

We now know how to sample v conditioned on π and the rest of the model, as well as
π conditioned on v and the rest of the model. With these, the process of sampling of
the hidden state trajectory v is ultimately a Gibbs sampling of the joint π, v conditional
distribution. Sampling alternates between each quantity for a number of iterations, and
the final v sample is adopted as the inferred hidden state trajectory.
¶ On admissibility — Having now seen all the details of this first mode of v sampling,
observant readers might object that our proposal distribution does not permit any of the
sequence to be assigned to heretofore unused hidden states. Since the domain of possible
v configurations permits a countably infinite number of such assignments to each of the
time steps, the Markov chain defined by this single procedure is indeed not admissible.
Nevertheless, the pairing of this method and the second approach for drawing v described
below, along with other parts of the inference technique described in this section, can draw
any possible configuration of hidden state assignments.
Readers who are still feeling slightly uneasy about this arrangement can compare it to any
Gibbs sampling approach to drawing samples from some multi-variable joint distribution.
Each step draws from the conditional distribution for only one variable, and as such, a
single step is not an admissible proposal for the entire joint distribution. In spite of this,
all of the sampling steps together work in concert to draw from the joint distribution. For
this reason, some sources refer to an entire Gibbs sampling “sweep” through the variables
as a single step of the sampler.

3.4.6

Hidden state trajectory, again (v)

This second variety of Metropolis-Hastings sampling for the hidden state trajectory v has
a complementary purpose to the one presented in the previous subsection. Rather than
iterate through the trajectory and determine its best fit to the set of states in the model, this
sampling step focuses on the states themselves. It determines whether data currently associated with a single state might be better described if they were associated with two states;
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or, conversely, whether data described by two states would be better off associated with
a single, combined state. This kind of approach, where the Metropolis-Hastings moves
are the splitting and merging of states, is appropriately known as split-merge MCMC, and
was originally described for Dirichlet process mixture models in [98]. To our knowledge,
we present here the first application of split-merge sampling to HDP-based time series
models, using a method that accounts for both the observations and the local dynamic
characteristics of the portions of the data sequence under consideration. This said, related
approaches using both cues have appeared for finite HMMs, including [99], which restricts
itself to splitting states as part of a strategy for handling large amounts of data.
Broadly, the proposal works as follows. At random, it selects two distinct time steps in the
sequence. If both time steps are associated with different states, it will propose assigning
all of the observations associated with both states to just one of the states—a merger. If
both time steps are associated with the same state, it will propose moving some of the
observations associated with the state to a “new” state, or more precisely, a hitherto unused
state—a split. In both cases, new observation model parameters are proposed for both
states. Because it can shift several time steps between states en masse, it has an advantage
over the original IHMM one-by-one Chinese restaurant-based sampling approach (c.f. the
discussion at the beginning of the last subsection §3.4.5), which must populate new states
starting from a single vanguard observation. In any case, because this method can recruit
unused states, it can alter θ and z in addition to v.
Some consideration will confirm that the proposal method just sketched could, in principle, yield a Markov chain that achieves any configuration of v assignments. Certain
modifications to v, however, will be particularly unlikely if only this approach is used.
Consider changing only the association of one particular observation yt from one hidden
state to another. The most direct way would split the hidden state indexed by vt such that
only time step t goes into a new state. Next, this state should be merged into the “target”
second state. For split-merge methods, this would be a sequence of rather serendipitous
and extraordinary events; fortunately, it is just this kind of “fine-tuning” change at which
the first variety of v sampler excels.
Once again, we proceed by describing the process of generating a proposal.
1. At random, select two distinct time steps t a , tb such that zta = ztb . Let u here be the
set of indices of states t such that vt = vta or vt = vtb .
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2. Regardless of whether vta = vtb , use several iterations of the “two-state-restricted
Chinese restaurant process” (described below) to sample an initial partition of the
time steps indexed by u into two subsets, with t a and tb always in separate subsets.
3.

(a) If vta = vtb , i.e. if the proposal will split one state into two, use one further
iteration of the two-state-restricted CRP to sample a final partition of u into two
subsets. Record the probability of the outcome of this iteration in Pcrp−split .
(b) If vta 6= vtb , i.e. if the proposal will merge two states into one, compute the probability of undoing the merger proposal by computing the probability of drawing
the original v configuration of the u time steps, using the two-state-restricted
CRP, from the initial partition drawn in Step 2. Store in Pcrp−unmerge .

4.

(a) If the proposal effects a split,
i. Select vnew , one of the available unused hidden states, at random in proportion to its β value. Flip an evenly-weighted coin to determine which of the
partitions computed in Step 3a will have its time steps associated with the
original vta hidden state and which will have its time steps associated with
vnew . Let v0 be v updated with the corresponding new data labeling.
ii. Create an updated z0 as well, where both states involved in the split have
the same block label as the original state, z0v0 = z0v0 = zvta .
ta

tb

iii. Finally, unless a collapsed approach is in use, create an updated θ0 by drawing new observation models θv0 0 , θv0 0 for both states involved in the split.
ta

tb

(b) On the other hand, if the proposal effects a merge,
i. Drawing in proportion to β vta , β vtb , sample which of the hidden states vta
and vtb will be assigned the all of data associated with both. Let v0 be v
0
updated with this new labeling to reflect the merge, and let vnew
refer to the

hidden state assigned none of the data.
0
ii. Create the updated z0 by drawing a new block label for vnew
: z0v0

new

∼ ρ.

iii. Finally, unless a collapsed approach is in use, create an updated θ0 by drawing new observation models θv0 0 and θv0 0
ta

new

for both states involved in the

merge.
There is clearly a certain degree of bookkeeping involved in generating proposals, and
surely a certain degree of mystery surrounding the “initial partition” and the necessity
for computing Pcrp−unmerge . For the latter issue, the authors of [98] explain that proposing
a split (Step 3a) is itself a matter of sampling from a distribution using MCMC, and like
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all MCMC, the initial starting point whence the sampling Markov chain departs has to
come from somewhere. In Step 2, we get it by sampling it—as the initial partition. If
doubts linger about this, perhaps one way to feel less uneasy is to imagine taking some
time before v inference begins and sampling an initial partition for all possible nonempty
subsets of time steps u. Then, rather than generating the initial partition in Step 2, we
would simply retrieve the appropriate pre-sampled copy. This approach is impractical for
elementary reasons, so we sample on-demand instead.
As for Pcrp−unmerge , recall that the acceptance ratio for Metropolis-Hastings takes the following general form:
a=

P( x | x0 ) P( x0 )
.
P( x0 | x ) P( x )

There is only one way to merge two states—it is a deterministic step. Nevertheless, in order
to compute this ratio, specifically the P( x | x 0 ) term, we need to compute the probability
of undoing the merge. This is the probability of splitting the merged state into the original
label configuration in v, and this is what we store in Pcrp−unmerge .
To complete the description of the proposal process, we now detail the two-state-restricted
Chinese restaurant process mentioned above. As the name suggests, the two-state-restricted
CRP is a Pólya urn-based clustering scheme where the number of colors/clusters is fixed at
two. It partitions the collection of time steps u into two non-overlapping subsets. The original randomly-selected time steps t a and tb are fixed to be in opposite subsets; the subset
assignments for the remaining time steps are resampled iteratively as part of the following
(by now vaguely familiar) Gibbs sampling scheme. Referring to subset assignments for
the ith time step indexed by ui as wi , we draw each wi (except for those corresponding to
t a and tb ) according to
wi | w \i , v ∼

∑ j δ ( wi = w j )
· p(yui | y{u j : wi =w j ,i6= j} )
|w|

(3.17)

· P(Context(ui ) | Context(u{ j : wi =w j ,i6= j} )),
where, again, only two outcomes for wi are possible. Let’s unpack this expression into its
three constituent terms. The first term expresses the Pólya urn prior on cluster arrangements and is simply a ratio of counts. The second term, p(yui | y{u j : wi =w j ,i6= j} ), expresses
a collapsed likelihood for observation yui given all of the other observations grouped into
this partition subset. Strictly speaking, it is not fully necessary to use a collapsed approach
here—instead, you might employ an explicit observation model, replacing this term with
something like p(yui | ηwi ) and then resampling the two η parameters as part of the Gibbs
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sampling. The use of η, incidentally, underscores the fact that it is not necessary for the
observation models in this portion of the inference to be identical to the BD-IHMM observation models parameterized by θ—for the sake of generating proposals, even for computing the integral implicit in p(yui | y{u j : wi =w j ,i6= j} ), it may be expedient to use a simpler
class of models.
Lastly, there is the P(Context(ui ) | Context(u{ j : wi =w j ,i6= j} )), term, a shorthand for a means
of comparing the sequences around each of the time steps indexed by u, thereby clustering
time steps by the shape of the trajectory within their local context. Context(t) is a function
that counts the number of times that other states are visited in the vicinity of time step
t according to the original trajectory v, with “vicinity” some integer parameter chosen a
priori by the user. If this is set to 3, for example, then Context(6) for the following example
sequence
t

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

···

vt

1

3

3

2

2

4

4

4

5

5

1

1

2

···

will be the vector (0, 2, 1, 2, 1). This vector will always be of dimension M, the largest
index in the sequence v. Meanwhile, for multiple-index arguments to Context, as in
Context(u{ j : wi =w j ,i6= j} ), the vectors for each individual index are simply added together.
If you’ve thought to yourself by now that Context seems to return draws from some kind
of multinomial distribution, you may be anticipating where we are going with this. Let us
indeed assume that within each of the two subsets in the proposal partitioning, the results
of Context called on single indices are multinomially distributed, and let us assert an Mdimensional Dirichlet prior on the parameters of this multinomial distribution. For the M
parameters of the Dirichlet distribution, let us, for simplicity’s sake, use µ/M for each, with
µ also chosen a priori. Now, briefly, for a more convenient notation,3 let A = Context(ui )
and B = Context(u{ j : wi =w j ,i6= j} ). Then

∏
P(Context(ui ) | Context(u{ j : wi =w j ,i6= j} )) =

k

Γ( Ak + Bk + µ/M )
Γ( Bk + µ/M )

Γ(∑k Ak + ∑k Bk + µ)
Γ(∑k Bk + µ)

,

(3.18)

which is another compact expression of computing the probability of a series of Pólya urn
draws, in the same style as Equation 3.5.
3 With

sincere apologies for the burgeoning alphabet of symbols... -TSS
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Well, that does it for the two-state-restricted Chinese restaurant process. Now on to the
Metropolis-Hastings acceptance ratio. Thanks to the somewhat involved nature of the
proposal distribution, the ratio for a split-merge move is the rather ponderous
a=

p(v , z , θ | v0 , z0 , θ0 , y, H ) p(v0 , z0 , θ0 | y, β, ρ, γ, α0 , ξ, H )
.
p(v0 , z0 , θ0 | v , z , θ , y, H ) p(v , z , θ | y, β, ρ, γ, α0 , ξ, H )

Let us consider the ratio of proposal probability terms first. For all the complexity of the
proposal-making process, several of the steps are deterministic—not only the merging as
discussed earlier, but also the z0 update in split proposals. Other parts of the proposal, like
steps 1 and 2, are shared between splitting and merging, and as such cancel out in the ratio
of probabilities. Thus, when merging, the proposal probability terms ratio is
β vt a + β vtb
0
β vnew
Pcrp−unmerge
1
·
·
·
1
2(1 − ∑ m ∈ v 0 β m )
β v0t
ρ z0 0
a

vnew

·

p(θvta | v, y, H ) p(θvtb | v, y, H )
p(θv0 0 | v0 , y, H ) p(θv0 0

new

ta

| H)

, (3.19)

and when splitting, the ratio is
1

ρz
p(θvta | v, y, H ) p(θvnew | H )
β vt a
2(1 − ∑ m ∈ v β m )
· vnew ·
·
.
0
0
β vnew
β vt + β vt
1
p(θv0 0 | v0 , y, H ) p(θv0t | v0 , y, H )

·

Pcrp−split

a

b

ta

(3.20)

b

The five terms of these proposal ratios correspond to the following steps of the proposal
outlined previously:
1.
2.
3.

Pcrp−unmerge
, Pcrp1−split :
1
β v0

new

2(1− ∑ m ∈ v 0 β m )
β vt a + β vt
β v0

ta

4.

1
ρz0

0
vnew

b

,

,

2(1− ∑ m ∈ v β m )
:
β vnew

β vt a
β v0 + β v0
ta

ρzvnew
1

Step 3.
Step 4(a)i.

: Step 4(b)i.

tb

: Step 4(b)ii.

5. The large final term: Steps 4(a)iii and 4(b)iii.
Now for the other half of the acceptance ratio. Whether splitting or merging, the dependency structure of the BD-IHMM (Figure 3.2) allows us to factor this ratio as
P(z0 | ρ) P(v0 | z0 , β, α0 , ξ ) p(θ0 | H ) p(y | v0 , θ0 )
·
·
·
.
P(z | ρ) P(v | z , β, α0 , ξ ) p(θ | H ) p(y | v , θ )
We now consider several of these ratios separately.
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¶ — Splitting or merging, nearly all of the z labels are unchanged in z0 , and their probabilities in the first term cancel accordingly. All that remains in the target density ratio are the
probabilities associated with the label that changed when a state was recruited for splitting
or discarded in a merge. For splitting, this ratio is
ρ z0 0

vt

a

ρzvnew

,

while for merging, this ratio is
ρ z0 0

vnew

ρ zvt

.

a

We would like to apologize at this time for the rather ludicrous fourth-order subscripting.
¶ — Now for P(v0 | z0 , β, α0 , ξ )/P(v | z, β, α0 , ξ ). While there are surely faster ways to compute this ratio than plugging numerator and denominator separately into Equation 3.5, we
are content to leave this as an exercise.
¶ — The remaining two ratios are fairly straightforward and are omitted here.
Now we can compose the acceptance ratios at last. When merging, the acceptance ratio is

a=

β vt a + β vtb
0
β vnew
Pcrp−unmerge
1
·
·
·
0
1
2(1 − ∑ m ∈ v 0 β m )
β vt
ρ zvt
a
a
R
p(y{t : v0 =v0 } | θ ) p(θ | H ) dθ
t
ta
R
·R
, (3.21)
p(y{t : vt =vta } | θ ) p(θ | H ) dθ p(y{t : vt =vt } | θ ) p(θ | H ) dθ
b

and when splitting, the acceptance ratio is

a=

1
Pcrp−split

ρ z0 0
β vt a
v
2(1 − ∑ m ∈ v β m )
·
·
· ta
β vnew
β v0t + β v0t
1
a
b
R
R
p(y{t : v0 =v0 } | θ ) p(θ | H ) dθ p(y{t : v0 =v0 } | θ ) p(θ | H ) dθ
t
ta
t
tb
R
·
. (3.22)
p(y{t : vt =vta } | θ ) p(θ | H ) dθ

These integrals which have crept in at the last minute are due to the observation model
terms in the proposal probabilities (Equations 3.19 and 3.20) not fully canceling with the
observation model priors and likelihoods in the target probability ratios—the denominators from Bayes’ rule remain. This is a frustrating complication of an otherwise very convenient sampling method, but in our experience the approach is sufficiently beneficial to
merit taking the time to devise a means of computing or approximating these integrals.
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Hidden state block labels (z)

Inference on the hidden state block labels (z) is a topic of some complexity. Chapter 4 treats
this subject in detail.

3.4.8

Block label concentration hyperparameter (ζ)

Most approaches to sampling concentration hyperparameters for Dirichlet processes marginalize away the sampled proportions (if they were ever represented in the first place) so that
they can express their conditional densities in terms of the Chinese restaurant process.
Graphically, then, the problem of resampling ζ is represented as

zm

ζ

∞

aζ
bζ

where two parameters for the ζ prior make an appearance, aζ and bζ . These are the socalled shape and rate parameters for a gamma distribution respectively, using the “second”
style of writing the probability distribution function:
Gamma( x; a, b) =

b a −bx a−1
e x .
Γ( a)

Ideally, aζ and bζ should be selected so that the prior on ζ is vague, or not very informative about ζ at all. Under the parameterization of the gamma distribution written above,
a vague prior will have very small values for aζ , bζ so that its variance, aζ /bζ2 , is large.
Usually, the parameters are also selected so that the prior’s mean, aζ /bζ , is some sensible
value.
With the proportions ρ marginalized away, the likelihood function for ζ reflects the probability of drawing M block labels zm from a generalized Pólya urn, one for each instantiated
hidden state, and having come up with K unique block labels in doing so. Through reasoning relatable to the qmn sampling for β inference in §3.4.3, and detailed in [1], this likelihood
is
P(z | ζ ) = St( M, K )ζ K

Γ(ζ )
.
Γ(ζ + M)
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The resulting conditional can be expressed proportionally as
p(ζ | z, αζ , β ζ ) ∝ Gamma(ζ; αζ , β ζ ) ζ K
∝ e − bζ ζ ζ K + a ζ − 1

Γ(ζ )
Γ(ζ + M)

Γ(ζ )
.
Γ(ζ + M)

An auxiliary variable-based sampling scheme is detailed in [1], which notes that
1
Γ(ζ )
1
=
wζ −1 (1 − w) M−1 dw
Γ(ζ + M)
Γ( M) 0


Z 1
1
M
ζ
M −1
=
w (1 − w )
dw 1 +
,
Γ( M) 0
ζ

Z

the first line taking advantage of the left hand side’s near resemblance to the beta function.
This leads us to an augmented density over three variables:
p(ζ, w, u | z, αζ , β ζ ) ∝ e

− bζ ζ K + a ζ − 1

ζ

· w (1 − w )
ζ

M −1



·

M
ζ

u
,

with w taking a value in (0, 1) and u a value in {0, 1}. A Gibbs sampling alternates between
drawing one of the three variables conditioned on the others. Some manipulation of the
above expresses these sampling steps as
w ∼ Beta(ζ + 1, M )


M/ζ
u ∼ Bernoulli
1 + M/ζ
ζ ∼ Gamma( aζ + K − u, bζ − log w).
Relatively few Gibbs iterations are necessary for this auxiliary variable-based approach to
converge on high probability regions of the ζ conditional density. However, under certain
circumstances where K is particularly small, implementors are warned that an unusually
tiny ζ sample in one iteration can provoke a numerical instability that traps the sampler to
draw small ζ values for all subsequent iterations.

3.4.9

Top-level DP concentration hyperparameter (γ), with a theoretical tangent

In contrast to the situation of the block label concentration hyperparameter ζ, the base
measure probability masses β cannot be integrated away analytically. This is more than an
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inconvenience. In ordinary Bayesian inference with Gibbs sampling, we might just try to
express a conditional density for γ given β, its sole descendant in the BD-IHMM graphical
model, as in
p ( γ | β ) ∝ p ( β | γ ) p ( γ ).
We cannot do this here: vexingly, the likelihood function p( β | γ) is degenerate! What follows is a tangential discussion about why this must be the case and the consequences that
it entails—readers interested in just sampling γ already may skip ahead to the paragraph
marked Sampling.
Recall from the definition in §2.2.1 that a Dirichlet process is a method for assigning probabilities to finite partitions of a measurable space. Let us restate this again algebraically
for easy reference. If Θ1 , Θ2 , . . . , Θ J +1 are J + 1 pairwise disjoint subsets of (in our case)
the space of observation model parameters where the θ dwell, and if H is a probability
measure on this space, then the Dirichlet process we impose on the observation model parameter space expresses a probability distribution on probabilities assigned to Θ1 , Θ2 , . . . ,
Θ J +1 such that

[ β Θ1 , β Θ2 , . . . , β Θ J +1 ] ∼ Dir(γH (Θ1 ), γH (Θ2 ), . . . , γH (Θ J +1 )).
The β values in our likelihood are each paired with specific singleton θ parameter values. If
the observation model parameter space is continuous and H is too, then we’ve got trouble.
Our likelihood function ought to be
p( β | γ) = p( β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β new | γ) =
Dir(γH (θ1 ), γH (θ2 ), . . . , γ(1 − H (θ1 )− H (θ2 )− . . .)),
but H (θm ) will equal 0, giving us Dir(0, 0, . . . , γ), which is degenerate. Probabilities like
β that we assign to Dirichlet atoms are unusual: strictly speaking, we can’t assign a prior
probability to specific instances of β, but we can say what happens when we marginalize
β away (we get the Chinese restaurant process, §2.2.5), we can sample finite sets of β
elements (e.g. stick breaking, §2.2.3), and we can even express a conditional density for
them, in a way. This latter item may seem dubious, since our would-be likelihood p( β | γ)
might also be called a prior for β, and what is a prior but a posterior for circumstances
without data?
We are wandering a bit, but for our own edification, let’s clarify what we mean by saying
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that we can express a conditional density for atom proportions in Dirichlet process mixtures and related models. To be sure, we cannot express probabilities for everything there
is to know about an infinite vector of proportions like β. Instead, we can assign probabilities to two kinds of subsets of the observation model space: swaths of the space that have
nonzero measure according to H, and those singleton atoms θm associated with mixture
components (or, say, HMM states) that we “know about”: the ones the inference process
has assigned to the data. Usually, we wish to infer β values for all of these singletons—we
call them β 1 , β 2 , etc.—and for one swath of the space, the one that contains everything but
those singletons. Its β value is β new . As for the conditional without data—the prior—all it
tells us is that in the absence of data, β new = 1 with probability 1.
¶ Sampling — Back to the BD-IHMM, and back to drawing new values for γ. If we assume
that β was generated with a Dirichlet process, we also assume that we could draw the
proportions in β using the stick-breaking process (SBP) (§2.2.3). Can we use the sampling
probabilities encountered in the stick-breaking process as a likelihood for β? We could—
if we knew more. First of all, the SBP is order-specific. Although the set of proportions
β associated with Dirichlet process atoms has no inherent ordering, the order in which
elements of this set are sampled by the stick-breaking process is not completely random.
Larger fragments of the stick tend to come before smaller ones. Drawing [.3, .5] as the
initial two proportions from the SBP will be less likely than drawing [.5, .3].4 Our β vector
comes with no SBP ordering information.
The second bit of missing knowledge is related to the first. Just as we have no SBP order
for our β values, we cannot be certain either that a set of β values with M elements actually
represents the first M values drawn via an SBP. As mentioned in the digression above, the
β values we infer are those associated with hidden states our data sequence has actually
visited. It could be that the first value produced by an SBP that generated β was oddly
small, and that its corresponding state was never used. Without accounting for this state
somehow, our probability computation for β will not be exact.
Unfortunately, we cannot integrate these unknowns away analytically. In that light, we
might then try to effect a numerical integration over SBP sequence ordering and missing values by sampling this information via a nested Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler.
4 Readers verifying statements like these at home can easily deceive themselves into thinking all permutations of a sequence of β proportions are equiprobable according to the SBP. A few moments generating such
sequences with the SBP will reassure you that this is not the case, since large proportions reliably appear early
on in sampled sequences every single time. Recall that to compute the probability of a β sequence, you must
transform the β values into the stick-break fractions that were actually sampled. It’s easy to forget to factor in
the inverse transformation Jacobian determinant when computing the probability of these fractions.
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Since γ is a hyperparameter, however, we settle for an approximation—after all, if we have
such sparse or ambiguous data that small modulations of γ have a profound impact on inference outcomes, we are probably approaching our data analysis task with impure hearts.
We use the SBP probability for the γ likelihood, under the assumptions that there are no
missing values, and that the β values were drawn in descending order (which, if there
were no missing values, would be the most likely ordering).
The stick-breaking process probability of a sequence of M beta values (with βnew assumed
to be 1 − ∑iM
=1 β m ) is:
p( [ β1 , . . . , β M ] | γ) =

M
γ −1
γ M (1 − ∑ m
=1 β m )
.
∏nM=−11 1 − ∑nm=1 β m

Assuming that the prior for γ is a gamma distribution with parameters aγ and bγ , we have
p(γ | β) ∝ Gamma( aγ , bγ ) γ

M

M

1 − ∑ βm

! γ −1

m

∝ e − bγ γ γ M + a γ − 1

M

1 − ∑ βm

! γ −1

m

∝ e−(

M
bγ +log(1−∑m

β m ))γ

γ M + a γ −1 .

Thus
γ | β, aγ , bγ ∼ Gamma( aγ + M, bγ + log β new ) .

3.4.10

Subordinate DP concentration hyperparameter (α0 )

As with the base measure proportions β, the likelihood function for the subordinate DP
concentration parameter α0 is the hidden state trajectory probability expressed compactly
by Equation 3.5. Starting instead with a normalized version of the more verbose Equation
3.6 (since we must account for the α0 s in the normalization term), we begin by introducing
the same s auxiliary variables as we did for β inference in §3.4.3:
M cmn −1
Γ ( α0 )
∏
∏ (α0 β∗mn + k)
Γ
(
α
+
c
)
m
·
0
n =1 k =0
m =1
M

p(v | β, z, α0 , ξ ) =

∏

M cmn −1
Γ ( α0 )
∏
∏ (α0 β∗mn )smnk · k1−smnk .
Γ
(
α
+
c
)
m
·
0
m =1
n =1 k =0
M

p(v, s | β, z, α0 , ξ ) =

∏
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For a particular configuration of auxiliary variables s, the likelihood function for α0 is
M
M
Γ ( α0 )
Γ ( α0 )
q
(α0 β∗mn )qmn ∝ α0·· ∏
,
∏
Γ ( α 0 + c m · ) n =1
Γ ( α0 + c m · )
m =1
m =1
M

∏

−1
where again qmn = ∑ckmn
=0 smnk . Combining the right hand side with a Gamma prior on α0

parameterized by aα0 and bα0 , we express the unscaled conditional density
q

p(α0 | s, v, β, z, α0 , ξ ) ∝ Gamma(α0 ; aα0 , bα0 ) α0··
q·· + aα0 −1

∝ e − bα 0 α 0 α 0

Γ ( α0 )
Γ ( α0 + c m · )
m =1
M

∏

Γ ( α0 )
.
Γ ( α0 + c m · )
m =1
M

∏

From here, we echo the auxiliary variable approach described in [1], a technique similar to
the one used for ζ:
p(α0 , w, u | s, v, β, z, α0 , ξ ) ∝

q·· + aα0 −1
e − bα 0 α 0 α 0

M

∏

α0
wm
(1 − w m ) c m · −1

m =1



cm·
·
α0

 um
,

with Gibbs sampling steps
wm ∼ Beta(α0 + 1, cm· )


cm· /α0
um ∼ Bernoulli
1 + cm· /α0
α0 ∼ Gamma( aα0 + q·· − ∑m cm· , bα0 − ∑m log wm ).
The warnings about numerical stability issues in ζ inference apply here as well.

3.4.11

Base measure modification hyperparameter (ξ)

The nature of the base measure modification hyperparameter ξ does not suggest avenues
for straightforward sampling. Although it is easy to impose a simple gamma prior here too
(parameters aξ , bξ ), the likelihood function for ξ is the sequence probability in Equation 3.5.
The way in which ξ is “tied up” in this expression (or equivalent forms) makes isolation
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of a simple-to-sample conditional density elusive. Lacking this, we employ MetropolisHastings to draw from
M

p(ξ | v, β, z, α0 ) ∝ Gamma(ξ; aξ , bξ )

M

∏

∏

m

n

Γ(α0 β∗mn + cmn )
Γ(α0 β∗mn )
Γ ( α0 + c m · )
Γ ( α0 )

.

We recommend the log-normal distribution as a proposal distribution, specifically
pprop (ξ 0 | ξ, σξ ) = Log-Normal(ξ 0 ; log ξ, σξ )
#
"
1
(log ξ 0 − log ξ )2
√
=
.
exp −
2σξ2
ξ 0 σξ 2π
The proposal ratio term of the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance ratio simplifies conveniently
as

pprop (ξ | ξ 0 , σξ )
ξ0
=
.
pprop (ξ 0 | ξ , σξ )
ξ

For large problems where computing the likelihood term as expressed in Equation 3.5
becomes inconvenient, it is likely that an auxiliary variable approach identical to the one
used for β and α0 inference (c.f. Equation 3.7) can yield a much simpler expression.

3.4.12

Bringing all of the inference components together

Prospective implementors will be pleased to learn that uniting all of these samplers into
a complete Gibbs sampler for the BD-IHMM is not terribly difficult. Iterative resampling
of model parameters in the order of the subsections above yields the experimental results
described later on. Initialization can also be straightforward: assigning each observation
to a single state (v1 = v2 = . . . = v T = 1) leads to a succession of hidden state splits from
the second variety of v sampling and eventually a sensible allocation of hidden states.
Nearly all of the results achieved in Chapter 6 were achieved with samplers initialized in
this way. This said, a slightly more sophisticated approach, such as initializing the hidden
state trajectory with labels generated by clustering the observation data, can give the BDIHMM sampler a head start on convergence.
Under certain circumstances, particularly those where the BD-IHMM sampler is initialized to have a very small number of hidden states or blocks (c.f. above), the first few
Gibbs iterations can draw small values for the concentration parameters, values that can
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delay convergence by slowing the creation of new states and blocks. It can be beneficial
to skip hyperparameter resampling for several initial Gibbs sampling iterations, allowing
the number of states and blocks to increase first.

3.5

In use

Chapter 6 demonstrates several experimental applications of the BD-IHMM, including an
artificial data task, a musical theme identification task, and the object model learning task
that motivates this thesis.

Chapter 4

Partitioning Sets of Elements Related
by Countable Events
The previous chapter describing the Block-Diagonal Infinite Hidden Markov Model (BDIHMM) lacked a detailed description of how to infer the block labels z conditioned on the
rest of the model. Although this omission was partly motivated by the complexity of the
inference technique presented in this chapter, inferring the block labels is an interesting
problem on its own, one whose consideration yields new insights into how the BD-IHMM
works and suggests worthwhile additional adaptations of its probabilistic machinery.

4.1

The task at hand

If we perform Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) inference on the entire BD-IHMM via
Gibbs sampling, we eventually reach a step where we must sample the hidden state block
labels z conditioned on sampled values for the rest of the variables in the model. Given
the dependency structure of the model (characterized graphically in Figure 3.2), and again
marginalizing away the Markov transition probabilities π as we did in the prior chapter,
this sampling will depend only on the values assigned to the hyperparameters α0 , ξ and
the parameters β, ρ, and v. Moreover, since we have taken pains to achieve a Markov
exchangeable model, the order in which we consider transitions between states in the state
trajectory v is irrelevant. Instead, just as we only needed to know how many times certain
transitions had been taken when sampling a new value for a particular vt , here, too, we
require only the counts of how often transitions have taken place between any two different
106
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ρ

α0
ξ

c

F IGURE 4.1: A graphical model, simplified from the BD-IHMM graphical model in Figure
3.2, showing only the variables relevant to sampling the hidden state block labels z via the
methods of this chapter.

states. For a transition from state m to n, we will denote this count cmn , and we will use c
to refer to the entire table of counts.
With these considerations in mind, we can present in Figure 4.1 a simplified graphical
model containing only the variables relevant to the inference we consider in this chapter.
Later on, it will be useful to relate this model to other settings where we can apply this
inference.
As with the hidden state trajectory v sampling, the ordinary Chinese Restaurant process
approach to inferring hidden state block labels is susceptible to getting stuck in local minima (c.f. discussion at the beginning of §3.4.5). For the hidden state trajectory, the solution
was to use sampling methods capable of making multiple changes to v in a single step. We
adopt the same kind of strategy for block label inference in this chapter; however, the way
in which the block label sampler realizes rapid change differs greatly from the approaches
used in trajectory inference.

4.2

Visualizing the block label conditional

To understand the inference technique presented in this chapter, we will deconstruct this
proportional expression for the conditional probability of the hidden state block labels:
P(z | β, ρ, α0 , ξ ) ∝ P(z | ρ) P(c | z, β, α0 , ξ ),

(4.1)

to highlight how its “workings” may be exploited for faster inference. The first term of this
expression presents no particular advantage, being simply the prior probability of drawing
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particular block labels for each state:
P(z | ρ) =

∏ ρz

m

.

m

The likelihood term is more complex. With the transition probabilities π marginalized
away, this term can be thought of as the likelihood of drawing a hidden state trajectory
whose transition counts add up to c using the adaptation of the Chinese restaurant process
described in the last chapter. Although it is possible to express this likelihood compactly
(c.f. Equation 3.5), it is instructive to develop it in a way that makes each step of the process
explicit. For this, we need an order in which to consider each of the ∑m,n cmn transitions
counted in c. The hidden state trajectory v specifies one such order, but any order will
yield the same value for the likelihood.
We will clarify this idea with an example. Consider this table of counts of transitions
among states 1 and 2:
1

2

1

3

1

2

1

2

and assume that there have been no transitions to or from any other states. Assuming that
the hidden state trajectory that produced this table was
1 → 1 → 1 → 1 → 2 → 2 → 2 → 1,
we can picture the transition counts table evolving according to the trajectory like this:
1

2

1

1

0

2

0

0

→

1

2

1

2

0

2

0

0

→

1

2

1

3

0

2

0

0

→

1

2

1

3

1

2

0

0

→
.

1

2

1

3

1

2

0

1

→

1

2

1

3

1

2

0

2

→

1

2

1

3

1

2

1

2

We could just as easily take the trajectory and chop it into its seven individual transitions, then shuffle the transitions into a random order and build the table up that way—
regardless of whether this order corresponds to a viable trajectory through the states. The
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shuffled transition sequence
2 → 2, 1 → 2, 1 → 1, 1 → 1, 2 → 1, 2 → 2, 1 → 1
yields this next sequence of counts tables:
1

2

1

0

0

2

0

1

→

1

2

1

0

1

2

0

1

→

1

2

1

1

1

2

0

1

→

1

2

1

2

1

2

0

1

→
.

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

→

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

→

1

2

1

3

1

2

1

2

Let us denote by cmn,t the number of transitions from state m to n after we’ve tallied t transitions into the table according to some order. In the example just above, c1 1,3 = 1, while
c1 1,7 = 3. Let us further use mt and nt to refer to the origin and destination respectively of
the tth transition in the order. We can now express the likelihood of the transition counts
given the hidden state block labels as
T

P(c | z, β, α0 , ξ ) =

∏

t =1


cmt nt ,t−1 + α0 1+1 ξ β nt 1 +

ξ
∑k β k · δ (zmt = zk )

 δ(zm

t

= znt )

cmt ·,t−1 + α0

,

(4.2)

where the · subscript notation refers to a sum over that index, as in the last chapter.
This expression, though unwieldy, is a realization of the Chinese Restaurant Process and
can be broken down into intelligible bits. Within the product, the indexed c terms are
the same incrementing counts we saw in the last chapter while describing the inference
of the hidden state trajectory v. The remaining terms are fixed, although the one in the
numerator depends on the hidden state block labels, and indeed it is there that the bias
promoting transitions between hidden states with the same block label lies. We can rewrite
the numerator to highlight the contribution of this bias:
cmt nt ,t−1 +

α0 β nt
ξ
α0 β nt
+ δ ( z mt = z nt ) ·
·
,
1+ξ
1 + ξ ∑ k β k · δ ( z mt = z k )

(4.3)

which now rests exclusively in the third term. It is evident here that if the origin and
destination states of the transition are in the same block, the delta function in the third
term will be nonzero, and the numerator will be larger.
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Moving forward, we might ask ourselves: for any given transition, which of the three
summed terms in (4.3) was “responsible” for causing the tth transition to have the destination nt ? This is a fanciful idea, but it yields the intuition that will give rise to our
accelerated sampling technique. The fraction in Equation 4.2 expresses the probability of
the tth transition in our order having drawn destination nt . We might imagine performing
this draw using a spinner like the one that comes with the party game “Twister”, except
here the face is divided into intervals that each proportionally represent the probabilities
of selecting the corresponding destination state:

This time, the pointer has “landed on” the angular interval corresponding to nt as a destination state. If we look closer, we can see which part of the interval it occupies:

specifically, the extra portion of the interval created because states mt and nt are in the
same block. Hypothetically speaking, if mt and nt were not in the same block, this location
where the spinner’s pointer landed would have belonged to some other destination state,
and the transition event we know to have taken place—an event that we are factoring into
our likelihood in Equation 4.2—would not have happened at all. This contradiction thus
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requires that mt and nt have the same block label, and also that if the label zmt changes,
then znt must change in exactly the same way. Their fates, label-wise, are bound together.
The key to our rapid inference technique is to use a mathematical mechanism relatable to
the spinner’s pointer to bind together the block labels of many hidden states. When this is
done, we can sample a change for all of these labels at once, rather than one at a time.

4.3

Introducing auxiliary variables

Here is a modification of Equation 4.2 incorporating our rewritten numerator (4.3):
P(c | q, z, β, α0 , ξ ) =

T

∏ Step

cmt nt ,t−1 +

α0 β n t
1+ ξ

+ δ ( z mt = z nt ) ·

α0 β n t
1+ ξ

·

ξ
∑k β k · δ (zmt = zk )

cmt ·,t−1 + α0

t =1



− qt  . (4.4)

We have introduced auxiliary variables qt —one for each transition—whose values fall in

[0, 1]. Additionally, we incorporate the step function Step:

Step( x ) =


0,

x<0

1,

x ≥ 0.

While it may seem peculiar to adopt a new likelihood whose value can be only either 0
or 1, note that integrating the auxiliary variables qt out of this new expression yields the
original likelihood in Equation 4.2. If we substitute it for the likelihood in Equation 4.1 and
factor in independent, uniform prior distributions for each of the q, we achieve a similarly
augmented conditional density for z and q that reverts to the original z conditional when
all the q are integrated away. The motivation for this modification is this: if it is possible
to sample the joint z, q conditional efficiently, we can discard the q samples and use the z
samples for BD-IHMM inference.
In that vein, let us write the new conditional density and consider a Gibbs sampler alternating between updates to q and z:
P(q, z| β, ρ, α0 , ξ ) = P(q) P(z | ρ) P(c | q, z, β, α0 , ξ ).

(4.5)
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Sampling new values for each qt is fairly straightforward: since the prior for each is uniform over its [0, 1] range, the conditional density for each qt is uniform over whatever
range keeps the likelihood in Equation 4.4 from falling to 0. Thus, each qt must be less
than or equal to the fractional term in Equation 4.4.
In sampling new values for z, we see how the qt variables take on the role of the spinner’s
pointer in the prior section. Consider a circumstance where only a single transition between two separate states, 1 and 2, has been counted, reducing the product in Equation 4.4
to a single term. Assume that these states are in the same block, so the third term in the
numerator is nonzero. Now assume that our qt sample for this transition is greater than
the sum of the first two numerator terms. If we change the block label for the first state z1
to something different from z2 , then qt will be larger than the fraction, and the probability
of the labeling will be zero. Evidently z1 and z2 must change together or not at all.
There is a second, subtler way in which the auxiliary variables can restrict particular arrangements of block labels—this time by preventing states or collections of states from having the same label. For this, picture a new situation where two transitions are observed:
one from state 1 to state 2, and another from state 2 to itself. This time, both states have
different block labels. Now imagine that the qt for this second transition happens to be
exactly equal to the probability of the transition—metaphorically, the spinner’s pointer is
resting just at the right edge of the corresponding interval. If we change z2 to equal z1 , the
third term of the numerator will shrink, since the sum of betas for states with this block label increases. The fraction will then be less than qt , and the probability of the labeling will
be zero. In general, very large values of qt can restrict opportunities for joining collections
of hidden states together.
These two example circumstances show the effects of auxiliary variables on very small
collections of transitions. To understand the auxiliary variable approach on real problems,
it’s important to keep these summary points in mind:
• Only states with the same block label can bind.
• More than two states can bind together: if states 1 and 2 are bound, and states 2
and 3 are bound, then all three must change their block labels in lockstep. Indeed,
changing many states’ block labels en masse is what makes this sampler efficient.
• A pair of states has more than one opportunity to bind—in fact, it has as many
chances as there are transitions between them.
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• The process of applying the same block label to large collections of states over multiple iterations is affected by the presence or absence of large sampled qt values.
This established, we can sketch the process of sampling new values for z given sampled
auxiliary variable q values as follows:
1. Identify the sets of states bonded together.
2. For each set of states, draw a new label for all states in the set in proportion to Equation 4.5. For now, it’s easiest to stipulate that this conditional must be evaluated for
all of the hidden labels, not just the set that changes, although speed-ups exist (and
will be described later on). Some candidate labels will have probability 0 due to large
sampled qt values, but it will always be possible to draw the set’s original label or a
hitherto unused label.
The procedure just sketched is very similar to, and indeed was inspired by, the SwendsenWang technique for rapid sampling inference in Ising and Potts models [100, 101]. As
here, this method involves using auxiliary variables associated with potential functions
to bind discrete label variables (vertices) together so that their values must be resampled
simultaneously and identically. It is worth remarking on a particular computational aspect
of these approaches before moving on: some papers (e.g. [101]) suggest economizing the
time spent sampling auxiliary variables by only sampling those which might expand the
set of bound vertices—thus, if vertex pairs 1,2 and 2,3 are bound, there’s no advantage
in sampling to determine whether vertex 1 should be bound to vertex 2. This time-saving
omission is not directly available to the block label inference technique just described, since
any transition could yield a qt that is large enough to restrict certain label changes. We must
either sample and deal with each transition’s qt , or account for the transition some other
way.
In fact the next section shows that we shall have to learn not to rely entirely on auxiliary variables, since the sampler as described so far turns out to be a rather poor sampler
indeed.

4.4

Overbonding and its remedy

Although we’ve described a mechanism that binds the block labels of hidden states to
change together, it happens that this technique is not yet suitable for practical use. To see
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this, we can compute the probability that none of the counted transitions from state m to
n, both in the same block, will yield a bond:
i−1+

cmn

P(no bond from any m → n transition) =

∏
i =1

i−1+

α0 β n
1+ ξ

+

α0 β n
1+ ξ

α0 β n
1+ ξ

·

ξ
∑k β k ·δ(zm =zk )

.

To derive this expression, recall that qt for each transition must be smaller than its corresponding fraction in Equation 4.4, and that moreover for qt not to yield a bond, it must
not be greater than the portion of that fractional mass created by the counted transitions
and the base measure—the spinner’s pointer must land in the first two segments of the
interval in the earlier picture. Each term in the product above is the proportion of those
two segments in the interval, and thus the probabilities of landing there, as the counts of
transitions from m to n increment to their final total. This expression can be computed
more efficiently as

Γ cmn +
P(no bond etc.) = 
Γ cmn +

α0 β n
1+ ξ

 
α β
Γ 10+ξn +

α0 β n
1+ ξ

+

α0 β n
1+ ξ

·

α0 β n
1+ ξ

·

ξ
∑k β k ·δ(zm =zk )

ξ
∑k β k ·δ(zm =zk )



 
,
α β
Γ 10+ξn

(4.6)

which contains the same familiar bits of the numerators from (4.2) and (4.4) as the previous
expression.
Let’s try evaluating this probability with some sensible values plugged into the variables,
e.g. 5 for cmn ; β n = 0.02; α0 = 1; ξ = 10; and 0.2 for ∑k β k · δ(zm = zk ). The probability
of avoiding a bond is quite low: around 0.016, and this doesn’t even count the transitions
in the reverse direction (from n to m)! This has dire implications for our auxiliary variable based sampling scheme: nearly every transition between states with the same block
label will result in a bond, and it will be extremely unlikely for sets of states to “split off”
and adopt their own block label even if the conditional density for z strongly favors that
configuration.
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Fortunately, we can overcome this problem with more auxiliary variables—or fewer, depending on how you look at it. Consider this new augmented likelihood:
P(c | q, r, z, β, α0 , ξ ) =

T
cmt nt ,t−1 +
∏ Step

α0 β n t
1+ ξ

+ δ ( z mt = z nt ) ·

·

cmt nt ,t−1 +

·

ξ
∑k β k · δ (zmt = zk )

cmt ·,t−1 + α0

t =1



α0 β n t
1+ ξ

α0 β n t
1+ ξ

+ δ ( z mt = z nt ) ·

α0 β n t
1+ ξ

·

ξ
∑k β k · δ (zmt = zk )

r t

− qt 

1 − r t


cmt ·,t−1 + α0

,
(4.7)

where each rt is in {0, 1}, effectively operating as a switch that determines whether transition t is accounted for with a term from the original likelihood (4.2) or from the qt augmented likelihood (4.4). Because either term can account for the transition on its own,
it is the case that no matter what the prior on the rt is, integrating rt and qt out of an augmented conditional distribution will yield the original block label conditional (4.1). We
are therefore free to use whichever kind of term we like for each transition. This freedom
allows us to overcome the overbonding phenomenon present in our original sampling
scheme by handling some transitions with the ordinary likelihood terms, reducing the
number of opportunities for a pair of states to bond.
We can now present a method that uses this bond type selection to ensure that the probability of the transitions from m to n binding their respective states’ block labels is as close
as possible to, but no greater than, a specified threshold. We begin by specifying the probability of none of the m → n transitions from the τth onward through the cmn th transition
yielding a bond:
P(no bond from any m → n transition from the τth on)

=

∏

i =τ

=

α0 β n
1+ ξ

i−1+

cmn

i−1+


Γ cmn +

Γ cmn +

α0 β n
1+ ξ

+

α0 β n
1+ ξ

·

ξ
∑k β k ·δ(zm =zk )

α0 β n
1+ ξ

 
α β
Γ 10+ξn +

α0 β n
1+ ξ

+

α0 β n
1+ ξ

·

α0 β n
1+ ξ

·

ξ
∑k β k ·δ(zm =zk )

ξ
∑k β k ·δ(zm =zk )

= P(Bondmn | τ ) for short.

+τ−1



 

α β
Γ 10+ξn + τ − 1

(4.8)
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As τ increases, this probability does too, since there are fewer transitions that might yield
a bond, and also because the likelihood of any individual transition bonding diminishes
as the incrementing count i grows.
Using mostly the same “sensible values” from before, except setting α = 5 and cmn = 25
for greater visual effect, we can plot the probability of avoiding a bond as a function of τ:
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

5

10

15

20

25

.

For this set of m → n transitions, we can see that if we use unaugmented likelihood terms
for the first fifteen transitions, then augmented likelihood terms from the 16th onward, we
have a slightly greater than 20% chance of sampling a bond between m and n (ignoring the
transitions in the other direction for now).
The reader is invited to privately reassure themselves that P(Bondmn | τ ) increases monotonically through the valid range of τ, then to consider the function Bpmn ( x ), a piecewiselinear interpolation of this probability on the real numbers. This new function is not meaningful as a probability; we introduce it for notational convenience. More specifically,

Bpmn ( x ) =



x · P(Bondmn | τ = 1)







 ( x − b x c) · P(Bondmn | τ = b x c)

+ (d x e − x ) · P(Bondmn | τ = d x e)





( x − cmn ) · P(Bondmn | τ = cmn )




+ (cmn + 1 − x ) · 1

0≤x<1
1 ≤ x ≤ cmn

(4.9)

cmn ≤ x ≤ cmn + 1,

where the function is bookended by two additional linear segments that draw its value
down to 0 at x = 0 and up to 1 at x = cmn + 1. These segments ensure that the function’s
1
inverse Bp−
mn is defined on the entire interval [0, 1].

With this, let rmn,i be the rt auxiliary variable associated with the ith transition from state
m to n. For fixed m and n, we can use the following procedure to choose values for all
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rmn,i such that the probability of bonding labels zm and zn through the m → n transitions
is exactly some fixed value p, or as close as possible without exceeding it:
1
1. Let x := Bp−
mn (1 − p ).

2. Select the appropriate outcome:
• If 0 ≤ x < 1, then the probability of bonding on m → n can never exceed
P(Bondmn | τ = 1), which is less than p. Set all rmn,i = 1 to make the bond as
probable as possible.
• If 1 ≤ x ≤ cmn + 1, then for any i < b x c, set rmn,i = 0. Draw rmn,b xc ∼
Bernoulli(d x e − x ), then set any remaining rmn,i = 1.
The Bernoulli sample in the second condition above determines whether to use an augmented likelihood term or a regular likelihood term to account for the b x cth transition.
The probability of bonding on m → n in these cases are higher than p and lower than p
respectively, and by randomly choosing which option to take in proportion to d x e − x, the
ultimate probability of bonding is exactly p.
There are other ways to manipulate the probability of bonding on a set of transitions
from one state to another. The probability of bonding on only the very first transition is
 .


α0 β n
α0 β n
α0 β n
ξ
ξ
·
+
·
≈ 0.98 in the plotted example, so in that
1+ξ ∑ β ·δ(zm=z )
1+ ξ
1+ξ ∑ β ·δ(zm=z )
k

k

k

k

k

k

case one might achieve a 20% probability of bonding by drawing qmn,1 ∼ Bernoulli(0.2/0.98)
and setting all remaining qmn,i = 0. This second strategy differs from the one outlined
earlier in that it would use augmented likelihood terms for the first or first few m → n
transitions rather than the last several. It is purely speculative for the time being; although
future work might investigate whether it confers any advantage or disadvantage in z inference, in what follows, we describe an algorithm that employs the first method exclusively.
Either way, it is worth noting that a method of portioning transitions between normal likelihood and augmented likelihood terms will require far less bookkeeping later on if, as the
count increments from 1 to cmn , it only switches once between the two types of terms.

4.5

The sampler

The title of this section is a deliberate deception to trick the reader into enduring one further elaboration of a bookkeeping convenience, this one yielding a worthwhile reduction
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in storage requirements. We will arrive at the algorithm before long. Meanwhile, eager
readers who have jumped here directly to avoid pages of tiresome exposition are admonished to return to the beginning of this chapter in a spirit of contrition and forbearance.
Earlier, we worked out how larger qt auxiliary variable values can actually prevent sets of
bound states from changing their block labels in certain ways. Prospective implementers
might therefore believe that it is necessary to store many of these values, one for each
augmented term in the likelihood, in order to check them against potential label changes.
In fact, for each set, all but one of the sampled qt values may be discarded once the sets
themselves have been determined. The one qt to save is the one that will invalidate a
candidate label change for the set before any of the others in the set do, since it only takes
one zero-valued augmented likelihood term to collapse the likelihood.
To determine which qt in a set has this distinction, we define
q∗t

=

qt (cmt ·,t−1 + α0 ) − cmt nt ,t−1 −
α0 β n t
1+ ξ

·

ξ
∑k β k ·δ(zmt=zk )

α0 β n t
1+ ξ

.

(4.10)

For qt that do not bind two states’ block labels together, q∗t will be negative and can be
discarded. Binding qt have q∗t values that range between 0 and 1, representing how far
clockwise the spinner pointer extends into the interval corresponding to same-label transition enhancement. Conveniently, thanks to this proportional representation, q∗t variables
from all transitions can be compared against each other, in spite of the differing counts and
β values associated with each.
Referring back to (4.3), consider that to recompute this numerator for a new arrangement
of block labels (call them z0 ), we resize the third term by multiplying it with

∑k β k ·δ(zmt=zk )
.
∑k β k ·δ(z0mt=z0k )

Thus, to test a q∗t against a new arrangement of block labels, we need only check that
q∗t ≤

∑k β k ·δ(zmt=zk )
.
∑k β k ·δ(z0mt=z0k )

Several q∗t in the set could fail this test for a given configuration of z0 ,

but the one that will always fail if any of them fail is the largest q∗t —the fraction, if it is less
than zero, will sink below this threshold first. Thus it is this q∗t that we must save.
At last we are prepared to present an algorithmic characterization of the hidden state block
label sampler, which appears on the following pages. The pseudocode there contains a
few worthwhile optimizations based on methods in the preceding discussion, but further
speedups are possible.
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Variables
c, z, β, ρ, α0 , ξ, ζ, r, p

As characterized in the prior discussion.

i, j, k, m, n, τ

Iterators and temporaries.

M

Largest state index; see remarks below.

a p, bp

Bond probability distribution parameters.

sm

Label indicating which set of bound states contains state m.

qmn,i , q∗mn,i

Related to qt and q∗t ; see remarks below.

q∗sm

Largest q∗mn,i among state pairs with set label sm .

P, Pbase , Pj , Pj∗

Conditional z labeling probabilities and related intermediate quantities.

Algorithm
Repeat until convergence:
1. Initialize set labels sm .
sm ← m for m in 1 : M.
2. Draw bond probability for this iteration.
p ∼ Beta( a p , b p ).
3. Draw auxiliary variables for pairs of states.
for each ordered pair m, n such that cmn > 0, in random order,
(a) Don’t bother bonding states that are already in the same set. Instead, use ordinary likelihood terms to account for m → n transitions.
if sm = sn then
rmn,i ← 0 for i in 1 : cmn .
continue to the next ordered pair of states.
(b) Set all rmn,i as described in §4.4 and determined by p. Let τ be the smallest i
such that rmn,i > 0. (Pseudocode omitted.)
(c) Draw necessary qmn,i auxiliary variables for this state pair.
for i in τ : cmn ,

i. qmn,i ∼ Uniform 0, i − 1 +

α0 β n
1+ ξ

+ δ(zm = zn ) ·

α0 β n
1+ ξ

·

ξ
∑k β k ·δ(zm =zk )



.

ii. Handle bonding if it has occurred: assign sets connected by this bond the
same label and identify the strongest bond in the new, unified set.
if qmn,i > i − 1 +

α0 β n
1+ ξ

then
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if sm 6= sn then
q∗sm ← max(q∗sm , q∗sn ).
s j ← sm for each j such that s j = sn .
q∗mn,i ←

α0 β n
1+ ξ
α0 β n
ξ
1+ξ · ∑k β k ·δ(zm=zk )

qmn,i −(i −1)−

.

q∗sm ← max(q∗sm , q∗mn,i ).
4. Determine the unnormalized augmented conditional probability P of the current z.
(a) Factor in the label prior first.
M
P ← ∏m
=1 ρ z m .

(b) Factor in the unnormalized, non-augmented likelihood terms.
for each ordered pair m, n such that cmn > 0,
τ ← the smallest
i such that rmn,i > 0.

P ← P·


α β
α β
Γ τ −1 + 10+ξn + δ(zm=zn )· 10+ξn · ∑ β ·δ(ξz =z )
m
k k
k 

.
α β
α β
Γ 10+ξn + δ(zm=zn )· 10+ξn · ∑ β ·δ(ξz =z )
k k

m

k

5. For each set of bound states, sample new block labels.
for each m such that at least one set label s j = m, in random order,
(a) Prepare to compute the probabilities of candidate block labels by factoring out
certain contributions of states bearing the block label assigned to states in set m.
This specifically includes transitions within these states, but not transitions to
these states, most of which will not be affected by changing the block label of
the set.
k ← the block label assigned to states in set m.
. M
δ(z =k)
∑
Pbase ← P ρk m=1 m .
for each ordered pair m, n such that cmn > 0 and zm = zn = k,
τ ← the smallest
, i such that rmn,i > 0.
Pbase ← Pbase


α β
Γ τ −1 + 10+ξn +

α β
Γ 10+ξn +



α0 β n
ξ
1+ ξ · ∑ k β k · δ ( z m = z k )

α0 β n
ξ
1+ ξ · ∑ k β k · δ ( z m = z k )

.

(b) Compute the conditional probability P1 , P2 , . . . of each candidate block label
1, 2, . . . for the states in this set.
for j in 1 : the dimensionality of ρ
i. if j = k then
Pj ← P.
continue to the next candidate block label.
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ii. Determine whether q∗sm is large enough to prevent hidden states in set m
from adopting block label j.
if q∗sm >

∑i β i ·δ(zi=j)
∑i β i ·max(δ(zi=j), δ(si=m))

then

Pj = 0.
continue to the next candidate block label.
iii. Factor out contributions to the conditional probability from states that currently have the block label j, particularly transitions within these states and
transitions to and from these states from states with block label k.
if zn = j for any n then
. M
δ(z = j)
∑
Pbase ← P ρ j m=1 m .
for each ordered pair m, n such that cmn > 0 and (zm = j or zn = j)
τ ← the,
smallest i such that rmn,i > 0.



α β
α β
Γ τ −1 + 10+ξn + δ(zm=zn )· 10+ξn · ∑ β ·δ(ξz =z )
m k
k
k


α β
α β
Γ 10+ξn + δ(zm=zn )· 10+ξn · ∑ β ·δ(ξz =z )

Pj ← Pj

k k

m

.

k

iv. Construct a new set of block labels z0 reflecting the change of set m’s state’s
block labels from k to j.
v. Factor in contributions to the conditional, particularly transitions into, out
of, and between states that now have block labels j and k.
M
0
∑m
=1 δ ( z m = j )

Pj ← Pbase · ρ j
if

z0n

.

= j for any n then
∑M

Pj ← Pbase · ρk m=1

δ(z0m =k )

.

for each ordered pair m, n such that cmn > 0 and (zm = k or zm = j or zn = k
or zn = j)
τ ← the smallest
i such that rmn,i > 0.

Pj ← Pj ·


α β
α β
ξ
Γ τ −1 + 10+ξn + δ(z0m=z0n )· 10+ξn ·
0
0
∑k β k ·δ(zm =zk )

.
α0 β n
α0 β n
ξ
0
0
Γ 1+ξ + δ(zm=zn )· 1+ξ ·
0
0
∑k β k ·δ(zm =zk )

(c) Scale Pj to sum to 1 and draw a new block label for all hidden states in set m.
Pj∗ ← ηPj for j in 1 : the dimensionality of ρ with η such that ∑ j Pj∗ = 1.
k ∼ Multinomial( P1∗ , P2∗ , . . .).
(d) Update block labels z such that all hidden states in set m have label k.
(e) P ← Pk .
6. Sample new block label proportions ρ; see remarks below.
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Some remarks on the algorithm:
¶ Notation — To limit the number of variables in use, the deeply nested sum ∑k β k · δ(zm =
zk ) seen throughout the algorithm reuses the variable k as an index, even though k also
appears elsewhere as temporary storage for label assignments. Please consider the k that
appear within the sums as distinct from the label assignment k: if you like, imagine that
they exist within a separate “scope.”
¶ Bonding strategy — The discussion on overbonding in §4.4 described one way in which
the number of transitions accounted for via augmented likelihood terms was attenuated—
this to avoid the otherwise likely circumstance of all states with the same block label binding together. The algorithm above introduces a second strategy for avoiding augmented
likelihood terms, for a different purpose. In step 3a, if two states are already bound into
the same set, all of the transitions between them are accounted for via non-augmented
likelihood terms. This way, the sampler runs a lower risk of drawing a large q auxiliary
variable value for that transition, which in turn might inhibit otherwise worthwhile label
changes. Any practical dependency this strategy imposes on the order in which the algorithm compares pairs of states is mitigated by the random ordering employed at each
sampling iteration.
Notably, this approach of only sampling auxiliary variables that might change the configuration of the sets of bound states is the “economical” approach that Section 4.3 indicated
that we could not actually do. Now, however, since we can use the non-augmented likelihood terms to account for transitions between whatever state pairs we like, we don’t have
to worry about sampling auxiliary variables that we don’t want to sample.
¶ Sampled bonding probabilities p — Each iteration of the sampler draws a new maximum probability p of bonding same-labeled states together from a beta distribution parameterized by a p , b p . Large and small p values engender different behaviors from the
sampler. A small p usually yields few bonds and thus many small sets of bound hidden
states, while the many bonds caused by large p often lead to a small number of large sets.
These configurations in turn result in changes to the arrangement of block labels that resemble localized, minor edits and large-scale, multi-state label swaps respectively.
At the time of writing, the optimal policy for adjusting p, if it exists, has not been investigated. Intuition suggests that a large p would be most appropriate during early iterations,
allowing the sampler to make large steps toward a labeling coarsely resembling the optimum. In subsequent iterations, smaller p values for more careful refinement of the labels
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seem most useful. For the time being, we hedge our bets by sampling p to use a range of
values at different stages of the inference process. In terms of the sampler making “bad
choices”, there appears not to be much risk in this strategy, since small p-derived changes
early on seem unlikely to deflect subsequent large steps toward high probability label configurations, and very large sets from large p values later on in the iteration will seldom
switch their labels from a highly probable arrangement to an improbable one.
¶ Counts of states: M — In the pseudocode, M is assumed to represent both the largest
hidden state index in the hidden state trajectory v and the number of unique hidden state
indices in v. This cannot be the case if, in v, state 5 is never visited but all the other states
from 1 to 10 are. It’s certainly possible for other parts of the inference code to sample such
a trajectory, though, and an easy solution is to permute the indices of visited states and
blocks such that they form a contiguous block starting from 1.
¶ Approximation of infinite sums — The familiar base measure augmentation term denominator sum ∑k β k · δ(zm = zk ) appears in many places throughout this chapter. Although this representation of the sum reflects the theoretical formulation of the model,
most implementations will approximate this sum over a countably infinite number of β
values. Invoking the “necessary approximation” discussed in §3.3, we recommend implementors replace all instances of ∑k β k · δ(zm = zk ) in this chapter with ρzm β new + ∑kM β k ·
δ ( z m = z k ).
¶ Truncated approximation of ρ — The block label sampling scheme in this chapter does
not actually employ a countably infinite prior distribution ρ over individual block labels
but a finite, truncated approximation of this distribution. This approximation has minimal
impact on the outcome of sampling for two reasons: first, most BD-IHMM applications will
have a relatively small number of sub-behaviors; second, in nearly all cases, a relatively
small number of the entries in ρ account for almost all of its probability mass.
To draw a new truncated set of ρ values conditioned on the rest of the model parameters,
as directed in Step 6 of the pseudocode, let K be the largest block label in z and do the
following:
1. Draw
M
M
M
ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρK , ρnew ∼ Dir(∑m
=1 δ ( z m = 1 ), ∑ m =1 δ ( z m = 2 ), . . . , ∑ m =1 δ ( z m = K ), , ζ ).

2. Subdivide ρnew according to the stick-breaking process to generate ρ values corresponding to new block label candidates.
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The fidelity of the approximation increases with the number of “extra” ρnew entries are
generated via the stick-breaking process.
¶ Differences in q auxiliary variables — The bond threshold auxiliary variables in the
sampler differ in two ways from the qt variables discussed prior to the pseudocode. First,
instead of being indexed by time step t, they are indexed by source and destination state
indexed pairs, then the incrementing transition count i between those states, as in qmn,i
and q∗mn,i . This is a fairly innocuous change on its own, and if we wanted to, we could
make a mapping from these mn, i style subscripts to time steps—we might use an ordering
that stepped through columns n in rows m of c, incrementing through counts cmn at each
location, more example.
More subtly, when drawing a qmn,i , we do not use the actual probability of that particular transition given the ordering just described—or any one specific ordering, for that
matter—as an upper bound on the uniform sample. Instead, in step 3(c)i, we draw from
an interval ranging from 0 to the numerator of this probability. We could compute the denominator dictated by some ordering in order to draw from the proper interval, but since
it would be canceled out anyway in the computation of q∗mn,i , there’s not much reason to
bother. The algorithm can do everything it needs to do with the qmn,i as sampled without
normalization. This said, q∗mn,i and q∗sm are computed to specification—there is no peculiar
scaling of these values.
¶ Logarithmic number system — The unscaled conditional probabilities and related intermediate values in the sampler (P, Pbase , Pj ) commonly become too small for accurate
numeric representation via ordinary IEEE 754 double precision floating point values—or
even too large, since the missing normalization terms in their computation can be enormous themselves. A common trick under either of these circumstances is to store and perform arithmetic on the logarithms of these probabilities instead, a scheme broadly referred
to as a logarithmic number system. Since none of the manipulations of the conditional in
the algorithm require addition or subtraction, this technique is fairly straightforward, particularly with the use of common numerical library functions that compute the logarithm
of the gamma function directly.
One slightly tricky step under this scheme is 5c, which can be accomplished by adding
some offset to the logarithmic representations of the Pj values, enough so that the largest
Pj is easily captured by floating point representations when all of these values are converted back into real numbers. These may then be renormalized to yield the Pj∗ for sampling, which is why the initial scaling represented by the additive offset to the log values is
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inconsequential. Some Pj values besides the largest may still be minuscule after the log-toreal conversion, but the chances of the sampler selecting these is so small that scrupulously
accurate representation is not very important.

4.6

Further enhancements

The development of the sampling technique described in this chapter was aided by a computer program that generates artificial counts matrices for varying values of the β, α0 , ξ,
and ρ parameters. Improvements to the sampler have been marked by successful partitions of counts matrices generated with smaller and smaller ξ parameters, and also with
fewer and fewer transitions tallied in the matrices—in other words, with less data. While
we successfully applied the sampler described in the previous section (§4.5) to a challenging collection of artificial matrices, we were able handle even harder problems after making some additional enhancements.

4.6.1

An elaboration on bond probability scheduling

Perhaps the most difficult kind of situation for the sampler to overcome is one in which
all hidden states start out with the same block label, and the evidence for the differentlyconfigured ground truth labeling, while tangible, is rather weak. In these circumstances,
almost every pair of states with transitions between them can be bonded with probability
p, the transition probability selected at Step 2 of the sampling algorithm. This may not
seem like a bad thing—after all, p is supposed to modulate bond sampling. In fact, p
is an upper bound on the probability of binding two states together, not a prescription.
The sampler as presented operates best when the overall average probability of binding
together two states that ought not to be bound (that is, two states that should be in separate
blocks) is usually somewhat smaller than the average probability of binding together two
states that do belong in the same block.
In difficult cases, the difference between these two probabilities for any pair of states is
slight. As a result, p is the main determiner of whether states will bond. A large p value
means that nearly all states bond, and their labels either all change together or not at all. In
either case, the state clustering result is equivalent, and not useful. A small p value means
that very few states bond, and their labels either change one by one or not at all. The latter
case is far more likely, since such small changes are unlikely to allow the sampler to escape
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local optima within the space of block label configurations (c.f. also the beginning of §3.4.5
for commentary on a similar situation in hidden state trajectory inference).
To mitigate this phenomenon, we introduce a dynamic schedule for p and auxiliary variable sampling designed to bond states together in intermediate-sized clumps. These clumps
are intended to occupy a “happy medium” between the two conditions described above:
they are small enough that changing the labels of their constituent states will represent a
meaningful modification to the labeling, and large enough that such changes have a real
chance of extending beyond the confines of local optima. The clumping works by “growing” sets of bound states from individual, randomly-selected states. States in these sets
attempt to bind to neighbor states according to a decaying p parameter; when they cease
to bind, a new set is started and the procedure repeated until all of the elements have
been accounted for. We express this procedure in a replacement for steps 2 and 3 in the
pseudocode of §4.5:
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New variables
a p start , b p start

Parameters of the initial starting bond probability PDF.

a p decay1 , b p decay1

Parameters of the starting bond probability decay rate PDF.

a p decay2 , b p decay2

Parameters of the per-state bond probability decay rate PDF.

U

Set of all states awaiting bonding.

wopen , woutbound

Queues for growing bound state sets.

p g , pl

Bond probabilities.

λ g , λl

Bond probability decay rates.

Algorithm modification
2. Initialize set U of states awaiting bonding.
U ← {1 : M }
3. Grow sets of bonded states.
while U is unempty,
(a) Prepare a “seed state” to begin growing a new set of bonded states.
m ← a random selection from U.
sm ← a new bound state set label.
q∗sm ← 0.
U ← U without state m.
Enqueue m into wopen .
(b) Draw the initial starting bond probability for this set.
p g ← Beta( a p start , b p start ).
(c) Draw the set-wide bond probability decay rate.
λ g ← Beta( a p decay1 , b p decay1 ).
(d) Grow the set from the initial seed state.
while wopen is unempty,
i. Get the next state in the set’s state queue and retrieve its outbound neighbors. Sort these by transition count and establish the queue of bond targets
to examine.
m ← dequeue next item from wopen .
woutbound ← all n such that cmn > 0, in descending order of cmn .
ii. Prepare the per-state bond probability.
pl ← p g .
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iii. Draw auxiliary variables for pairs of states; if states do bond, add the target
state to the collection of states to examine.
while woutbound is unempty,
A. Get the next state in the bond target queue, but don’t bother bonding
states in the same set, or states that are no longer awaiting bonding.
Instead, use ordinary likelihood terms to account for the m ← n transitions.
n ← dequeue next item from woutbound .
if sm = sn or n ∈
/ U then
rmn,i ← 0 for i in 1 : cmn .
continue to the next item in woutbound .
B. Set all rmn,i as described in §4.4 and determined by p. Let τ be the smallest i such that rmn,i > 0. (Pseudocode omitted.)
C. Draw necessary qmn,i auxiliary variables for this state pair. Handle bonding if it occurs: maintain the strongest bond in the set and the collection
of states to examine.
for i in τ : cmn ,

qmn,i ∼ Uniform 0, i − 1 +

α0 β n
1+ ξ

+ δ(zm = zn ) ·

α0 β n
1+ ξ

·

ξ
∑k β k ·δ(zm =zk )

α0 β n
1+ξ then
α β
qmn,i −(i −1)− 10+ξn

if qmn,i > i − 1 +
q∗mn,i ←

α0 β n
ξ
1+ξ · ∑k β k ·δ(zm=zk )

.

q∗sm ← max(q∗sm , q∗mn,i ).
Enqueue n into wopen if n ∈
/ wopen .
U ← U without state n.
D. Decay the per-state bond probability.
pl ← λl pl .
iv. Decay the starting bond probability.
pg ← λg pg .

4.6.2

Initialization and annealing

The preceding bond scheduling technique greatly reduces the tendency of the sampler to
get stuck in certain pathological block label configurations, particularly the configuration
that assigns all hidden states to the same block. Nevertheless, in circumstances where
the small ξ/low count conditions mentioned in the previous section are exacerbated even



.
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further, it can still take hundreds of iterations for the sampler to break free of these configurations. These hundreds of iterations don’t take terribly long—the algorithm in this
chapter, for all its complexity, can be implemented to run relatively quickly—but faster
convergence is always preferable.
We confront these adverse circumstances with two final tricks up our sleeve. The first is to
simply initialize the sampler with each state assigned to a different block. For most counts
matrices encountered in practical use, this is a highly improbable block label configuration, and the sampler is unlikely to dwell there. It has the additional benefit of being on
the other “side” of a good z configuration—presumably comprising a limited number of
moderately-sized blocks—from the single-label arrangement, and so the sampler is more
likely to converge on a set of good hidden state arrangements well before it risks being
bogged down in sticky terrain.
This “liberating” approach to initialization is formalized somewhat in our second trick for
initializing the sampler, which is inspired by the stochastic optimization technique known
as simulated annealing [102]. The mechanism of this procedure is to temporarily inject extra
randomness into the step in which the sampler draws new labels for bound hidden state
sets (step 5c in the pseudocode of §4.5).
When choosing a new block label for a set of bound hidden states, the sampler computes
a list of probabilities for each possible block label outcome, including one outcome corresponding to the creation of a new block label. We inject additional randomness by adding
some quantity κ to each outcome probability and renormalizing the probabilities before
sampling. If κ is large, the distribution of block label choices is essentially uniform, and the
sampler effects a random walk over the space of block labelings. When necessary, we apply
this technique in practice by starting κ with a large value and causing it to decay with each
sampling iteration, eventually setting it to 0. The scrambled labelings that come with large
κ values closely match the one-state-per-block initialization just described; meanwhile, the
gradual decay, comparable to the “temperature” schedule in simulated annealing, allows
the sampler to maintain a degree of flexibility as it settles into higher-probability regions
of the block label configuration space. Once this annealing regime is complete, the newlyinitialized sampler is iterated multiple times as usual to generate an authentic draw from
the block label conditional distribution.
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In use

As hinted in the introduction to this chapter, the sampling method just described has uses
beyond the inference of hidden state block labels z in the BD-IHMM. Consider that the sufficient statistics for the distribution over labels amount to an assortment of Greek-lettered
parameters and, most critically, a collection of counts c (c.f. Figure 4.1). Although in
the BD-IHMM c happens to count the number of inferred transitions between the hidden
states, there is no requirement for c to have this or any other interpretation. Just as hidden
states are entities where pairs can have a certain kind of discrete, directional, countable relationship between each other—the number of times a time series has transitioned from the
first state to the second—other sorts of entities can have numerically identical relationships
with different interpretations. Section §6.5 demonstrates our sampling technique applied
to a problem with this same structure.

Chapter 5

Beyond Blocks: General Structure
The Block-Diagonal Infinite Hidden Markov Model (BD-IHMM) described in the previous chapters is an elaboration on the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) where sampled
proportions—used to describe the hidden state transition dynamics—exhibit additional
structure. Each hidden state is assigned to one of a countably infinite collection of blocks,
and the transition dynamics are generated in such a way that transitions between states in
the same block usually have an enhanced probability relative to transitions between states
in different blocks (c.f. Figure 3.1).1
This sort of block structure is a useful kind of modification to the HDP, as the experiments
in Chapter 6 hopefully attest. Nevertheless, further varieties of modification are possible,
and indeed are necessary for our original goal of using perceived appearance similarity
and experienced patterns of visual change to create models of visual objects. The BDIHMM, as noted in the first chapter, considers only the latter half of this pairing. For some
objects, this may not be a great liability: we can pick up a fork, for example, and turn it
in all directions to see how it looks from different angles. We cannot do this with many
other objects, however—cars, for example, are difficult to manipulate freely by hand—and
yet we are able to recognize them from novel perspectives, as a child might do the first
time she sees a car from inside a tall building. We can even make guesses about how
these different viewpoints relate to one another: observed visual similarities or inferred
geometric relationships might make the child expect the car’s appearance to change in a
1 The

“usually” qualification reflects the flexibility of the model—transition probabilities are permitted to
vary and may not always exhibit this behavior, though in nearly all worthwhile applications of the model,
they are very likely to do so.
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particular way under dramatic rotations, even if she has never seen any of the Die Hard
movies.
Within the context of visual object models, the BD-IHMM prior captures the notion that
our visual experiences of objects exhibit persistence—objects tend to occupy our attention
for contiguous spans of time. To meet our original goals, we look now for an enhanced
prior that encodes the following additional stipulations discussed in the first chapter:
• Different views of the same visual object tend to share some common appearance
characteristics (global traits).
• Views that are similar in appearance are more likely to have transitions between them
than views that are dissimilar (smoothness).
In this chapter we present a framework for constructing such a prior through a more general structural modification of HDP-based hidden Markov models.

5.1

A general framework

Consider the equation from the BD-IHMM that modifies the base measure mass for the
transition between states m and n (Equation 3.1, reproduced here for convenience and
slightly modified to fit the subsequent discussion):
β∗mn =

βn
1+ξ


1+

ξδ(zm = zn )
∑k β k · δ(zm = zk )


.

The multiplicative augmentation of the base measure term is switched on or off depending

on the block labels z, and its magnitude is always the same: ξ ∑k β k · δ(zm = zk ) . Suppose
we replaced this augmentation with a different scheme where the magnitude of the augmentation is allowed to assume any non-negative value. Since we now need some basis
for choosing this amount of augmentation, let us say that it now depends on the values of
the base measure atoms θ. We now write
β∗mn

βn
=
1+ξ



ξ f (θn ; θm )
1+
∑k β k · f (θk ; θm )


,

(5.1)

with f a non-negative real function of θm , θn . There is no requirement for f to be symmetric
(i.e. f (θn ; θm ) = f (θm ; θn )) or have a finite integral, though f (θn ; θm ) must itself be finite
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for all pairs of atoms θm , θn . As with the BD-IHMM, the ∑k β k · f (θk ; θm ) and 1 + ξ terms
ensure that the modified β∗ values sum to 1.
Forgetting about block diagonality or multiple objects for now, let us imagine modeling a
single object with an infinite hidden Markov model whose base measure is modified according to Equation 5.1. Each state m is an object view whose appearance characteristics
are encoded in the corresponding observation model parameters θm . Suppose now that f
is some simple measure of similarity between pairs of encoded appearance characteristics.
In the event where θm and θn describe similar-looking views, the corresponding augmentations will be larger than the case where θm and θn look nothing alike, a pattern that will
tend to be reflected in the respective transition probabilities πmn and πnm . This behavior
enables our new modification to endow our prior with the second structural characteristic
listed above—smoothness.

5.1.1

Re-expressing the BD-IHMM

Equation 5.1 is rather general and admits for modifications based on phenomena other
than similarity. In fact, this approach subsumes all realizations of the BD-IHMM, which
becomes evident when we think about that model slightly differently than we have before.
Previously, we described the base measure for the top-level Dirichlet process as a distribution over observation model parameters θ. The hidden state block labels z were sampled
separately from an infinite-outcome categorical distribution parameterized by proportions
ρ, which were generated via the stick-breaking process. An equivalent formulation, however, would have both θm , zm for a hidden state m within a single atom sampled from a
joint base measure over observation model parameters and hidden state block labels. Let
us refer to these pairs with the symbol ω, as in ωm = {θm , zm }. For the BD-IHMM, we say
ωm = { θ m , z m } | H ∼ H

∼ Hθ Hz
∼ Hθ · ρ ,
the key aspect being that this new joint base measure H factors into two independent
components Hθ and Hz , for observation model parameters and block labels respectively.
The last step in expressing the BD-IHMM under the new framework is specifying f . It is,
quite simply
f ( ω n ; ω m ) = δ ( z m = z n ).

Block label
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F IGURE 5.1: A cartoon depiction of a base measure for object model views where appearance characteristics θm —object color, in this case—and block labels zm are independent.
The rectangle indicates the one high probability region. Knowing the block label of a view
gives no additional information about the kind of appearance it is likely to have; compare
with the dependent case in Figure 5.2.
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F IGURE 5.2: A cartoon depiction of a base measure for object model views where appearance characteristics θm and block labels zm are not independent. Rectangles indicate
high probability regions. Here, knowing the block label of a view does supply additional
information about how it might appear; compare with the independent case in Figure 5.1.

Inserting this into Equation 5.1 yields an expression identical to the one at the start of this
section. The rest of the BD-IHMM generative process proceeds from here as it did in §3.1.

5.1.2

The prior we were waiting for: a preview/overview

So far we have discussed two models that separately embody two of the object model
representation stipulations we would like to encode in our prior. We can unite the desirable properties of both models and incorporate the third stipulation—that different views
of visual objects tend to share some commonalities—by changing the joint top-level base
measure H to remove the independence between θ and z, and by using a more expressive
f than the one employed by the BD-IHMM.
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Figures 5.1 and 5.2 portray the differences in expressiveness between the BD-IHMM toplevel base measure and a top-level base measure where θm and zm are no longer independent. For objects modeled with the BD-IHMM, knowing the block label of an object
view can give you no additional insight into what the view looks like, since the generative density over all object views Hθ is the same. Under the new scheme, knowing block
labels is informative, since each block label is associated with a different distribution over
appearance characteristics.
An actual realization of this new variety of base measure will come later, but for now we
still have to account for the other two desiderata of our object representation. This occurs
in f , which we express to be based on the similarity of object views and on the block labels
as well. Let Sm(θn ; θm ) be some function indicating how similar θn is to θm ; requirements
of this function are the same as those for f enumerated earlier. We now specify f as
f (ωn ; ωm ) = Sm(θn ; θm )δ(zm = zn ),

(5.2)

which says that the base measure mass associated with a transition between two object
views will receive a multiplicative augmentation in proportion to the similarity between
those two views (smoothness)—but only if those two views belong to the same object
(persistence). All three desiderata for our object representation are now in place.

5.2

The structurally-modified infinite hidden Markov model

We refer to an infinite hidden Markov model altered under this new scheme, that is, one
whose subordinate Dirichlet process base measures are modified according to Equation
5.1, as a structurally-modified infinite hidden Markov model (SM-IHMM). A BD-IHMM is an
SM-IHMM, and so is a model that uses the kind of f described by Equation 5.2. Leaving
things general for the time being, we can express the generative process of an SM-IHMM
as:
ωm | H ∼ H
β | γ ∼ SBP1(γ),
π m | α0 , β∗m

∼

β∗mn

β
=
1+ξ



ξ f ( ωn ; ωm )
1+
∑k β k · f ( ωk ; ωm )

SBP2(α0 , β∗m )

v t | v t − 1 , π ∼ π v t −1 , y t | v t , ω ∼ g ( ω v t ) ,


(5.3)
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F IGURE 5.3: Graphical model depiction subsuming all structurally-modified infinite hidden Markov models. Descriptions of the variables appear in the text.

where H is the base measure and ωm an atom sampled from H for hidden state m. All
or part of ωm may serve as parameters for the observation model for m, as determined
by the parameterized density g. β∗m , the state m-specific modified version of the first-layer
DP’s mixing proportions β, along with hyperparameter α0 , determine the distribution over
probabilities for transitions out of state m. The hidden state trajectory v is sampled according to the countably infinite-dimensional transition matrix π; this, and the observation
models, determine the sampling of observations y corresponding to the trajectory.
A graphical depiction of this general generative process appears in Figure 5.3. While it may
initially appear to be between the IHMM and the BD-IHMM in complexity, the additional
dependencies from all ωm to all πm variables introduce considerable expressive power to
the model—and, inevitably, a degree of additional necessary bookkeeping to the inference.

5.2.1

A necessary approximation for SM-IHMMs

As with the BD-IHMM, the base measure modification of Equation 5.1 involves a sum over
a countably infinite number of terms. This sum is impossible to compute exactly, for only
obvious reasons, and so for sampling and inference it must be approximated.
In §3.3, we considered bounds on the infinite sum in the BD-IHMM base measure modification term. In the SM-IHMM, the lack of restrictions on f makes it difficult to perform
this kind of analysis in general. To see why, consider the following f (ωn ; ωm ), where all ω
values are simply positive real numbers:
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10100

1
2ωm

2.5ωm

Here, the blue function charts f (ωn ; ωm ) for a specific ωm . This function is small for most
of its range, but for the interval between 2ωm and 2.5ωm it is overwhelmingly large. This
sows chaos in the base measure modification for two reasons. First, we can expect the
modification for any particular ωn to vary wildly depending on whether ωn falls into the
interval. Second, the variance of any particular modification can also be discouragingly
large depending on what other atoms fall into the interval.
This second point becomes clearer after imagining several different situations. First, consider the case where the prior on ωm , H, places very nearly all ωm into the interval [2, 2.5].
In this case, despite the extremes of f , we can state that within the base measure modification,

ξ f ( ωn ; ωm )
≈ ξ.
∑k β k · f ( ωk ; ωm )

At the other extreme, where H is almost certain to place any given ωm outside of [2, 2.5],
the above ratio is again very nearly ξ. Both of these two conditions exhibit little variance
in base measure modification. Between them, however, it is a different story. This perilous
medial circumstance can be illustrated by imagining that we know about three atoms, ω1 ,
ω2 , and ω3 . Assume that these are configured so that f (ω1 ; ω3 ) = f (ω2 ; ω3 ) = f (ω3 ; ω3 ) =
1. If we use the same approximation strategy for ∑k β k · f (ωk ; ωm ) that the BD-IHMM
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uses—replacing the missing sum terms with their expectation—we have, in this situation

∑ β k · f ( ω k ; ω3 )

"

≈ β 1 + β 2 + β 3 + Eβ4 ,β5 ,...,ω4 ,ω5 ,...

∑ β k · f ( ω k ; ω3 )

#

k =4

k

≈ β1 + β2 + β3 +
≈ β1 + β2 + β3 +

Z

Z
β 4 ,β 5 ,...

Z

∑ βk · f (ωk ; ω3 ) dP(ω4 , ω5 , . . .) dP( β4 , β5 , . . .)

ω4 ,ω5 ,... k =4

∑

β 4 ,β 5 ,... k =4

Z

f (ωk ; ω3 ) dP(ωk ) dP( β 4 , β 5 , . . .)

βk
ωk

≈ β 1 + β 2 + β 3 + (1 − β 1 + β 2 + β 3 )

Z

f (ωn ; ω3 ) dP(ωn ),
ωn

(5.4)
with the third line taking advantage of independence among the ωk , and the fourth observing that all configurations of β 4 , β 5 , . . . will yield the same sum.
Now imagine that β 4 and ω4 are revealed to us, and that ω4 lies within the interval [2ω3 , 2.5ω3 ].
To update our approximate sum, we replace the expectation term accordingly, obtaining

∑ β k · f ( ω k ; ω3 )

"

≈ β 1 + β 2 + β 3 + 10100 β 4 + Eβ5 ,β6 ,...,ω5 ,ω6 ,...

k

∑ β k · f ( ω k ; ω3 )

#
.

k =5

For base densities H whose support is coincident with and somewhat larger than the interval, this new approximation will be considerably larger than the old one, and the approximate modified base measure proportions dependent on this computation will change
dramatically to match. While effects like these are also present for the BD-IHMM’s more
prosaic modification function, the absence of a towering “slab” like the one in the pathological example just discussed make it more tenable to use the expectation-based approximation described in §3.3. Likewise, if we wish to use an expectation-based approach for
modification term denominator sums, as is done in (5.4), we are well advised to make our
f functions similarly accommodating; ultimately, to make the variance of the modification
term denominator sum relatively small.

5.3

Inference

Inference for SM-IHMMs has much in common with inference for the BD-IHMM described
in previous chapters—here, as there, we must infer hidden state trajectories v for observations y and observation models θ. In some SM-IHMM applications, it may also be worthwhile to infer details of the modification function f ; in this dissertation, though, f will be
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given and not inferred.2
Despite these overall commonalities, the specifics of SM-IHMM inference depends on the
specifics of the models used in the framework. In this section we will examine a specific
application of the SM-IHMM framework: the “prior we were waiting for” sketched in
§5.1.2. As an elaboration of the BD-IHMM, this application allows us to reuse much of
our existing inference infrastructure while still highlighting considerations that will arise
in many SM-IHMM settings.

5.3.1

The similarity-structured block-diagonal infinite hidden Markov model

The similarity-structured block-diagonal infinite hidden Markov model (SS-BD-IHMM) is
a burdensome name for an augmented BD-IHMM in which
• block labels z and observation models θ are not independent; in particular, observation models corresponding to states with the same block label can cluster together,
• modified base measure mass associated with transitions in the same block favor transitions between states whose observation models are similar to one another.
As in §5.1.1, we consider a base density H yielding atoms ωm = {θm , zm } containing an
observation model and a block label. We can unpack the generative inner workings of H
as follows:
φk | φ0 ∼ φ0
ρ | ζ ∼ SBP1(ζ )
zm | ρ ∼ ρ

(5.5)

θm | φ, zm ∼ φzm .
In this generative description, block labels are drawn from a categorical distribution ρ,
just as they were in the BD-IHMM. Observation models θm , however, now come from a
corresponding block-specific distribution φzm , which is drawn from a new top-level density φ0 . As described in §5.1.2, these block-specific distributions give additional semantic
significance to a state’s block membership.
2 Note

that although BD-IHMM block label z inference may seem to involve learning an important aspect
of f , recall that within the SM-IHMM framework, block labels are actually paired with the observation models
θ in combined atoms ω. Thus, f remains fixed, and θ and z inference are really just two aspects of inferring ω.
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F IGURE 5.4: Graphical model depiction of the similarity-structured block-diagonal infinite hidden Markov model. Descriptions of the variables appear in the text. Compare
with the general SM-IHMM graphical model in Figure 5.3; this depiction expands the H
and ωm variables in that model.

From here on we will refer to the variables in these inner workings specifically instead
of the combined atoms ωm and base measure H. We continue the generative account of
SS-BD-IHMM as follows:
β | γ ∼ SBP1(γ),

β∗mn

β
=
1+ξ



ξ Sm(θn ; θm )δ(zm = zn )
1+
∑k β k · Sm(θk ; θm )δ(zm = zk )

π m | α0 , β∗m ∼ SBP2(α0 , β∗m )


(5.6)

v t | v t − 1 , π ∼ π v t −1 , y t | v t , ω ∼ g ( ω v t ) .
Note the expansion of f into Sm(θn ; θm )δ(zm = zn ), as mentioned in §5.1.2. Specific similarity functions Sm(θn ; θm ), tailored to individual applications, will be presented in the next
chapter. Figure 5.4 shows a graphical depiction of the SS-BD-IHMM.
Since the SS-BD-IHMM has much in common with the BD-IHMM, we can modify the BDIHMM’s Gibbs sampling steps to suit the new model. We begin by detailing inference steps
that require little modification between settings, then move on to steps needing greater
customization.

5.3.2

BD-IHMM sampling steps requiring no change

Many of the descriptions of BD-IHMM sampling steps in Chapter 3 could be copied verbatim into a description of SS-BD-IHMM inference. These are:
• Block label probabilities ρ (§3.4.2)
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• Hidden state trajectory v, second sampling strategy (§3.4.6), although the difficult
integral calculations necessary for a collapsed approach are probably not practical
within the SS-BD-IHMM framework.
• Block label concentration hyperparameter ζ (§3.4.8)
• Top-level DP concentration hyperparameter γ (§3.4.9)
• Subordinate DP concentration hyperparameter α0 (§3.4.10).
• Base measure modification hyperparameter ξ (§3.4.11).
Some of these steps require computation of the modified base measure proportion terms
β∗mn . Applying the approximation discussed in §5.2.1 to the modification described in the
SS-BD-IHMM generative process (5.6), this is
β∗mn =
βn
1+ξ

ξ Sm(θn ; θm )δ(zm = zn )
R
1+
β new ρzm Sm(θ; θm ) dP(θ | φzm ) + ∑kM=1 β k · Sm(θn ; θm )δ(zm = zn )

!
, (5.7)

where K is the largest block label of any of the instantiated blocks.

5.3.3

Observation model generating distribution parameters (φ)

Formally, the conditional density for φk , the observation model generating distribution
parameters for block k, is conditionally independent of the rest of the model given φ0 and
all θm where zm = k. Unfortunately, the integral in our approximation of the base measure
modification denominator sum (§5.2.1) introduces a “hidden dependence” of π on φ. As
long as this dependence is present, we may as well account for it in our φk conditional.
Thus, instead of sampling a new φk from
p(φk | θ, z, φ0 ) ∝ p(φk | φ0 )

∏

p(θm | φk ),

(5.8)

{m : zm =k }

we instead sample
p(φk | θ, z, φ0 , v, β, ρ, α0 , ξ ) ∝ p(φk | φ0 )

∏

{m : zm =k }

M

p(θm | φk ) ∏
n

Γ(α0 β∗mn + cmn )
,
Γ(α0 β∗mn )

where M is the largest index of all the states visited in the trajectory v.

(5.9)
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This density cannot be sampled directly, so instead we use a simple variant of MetropolisHastings (MH) called independence chain Metropolis-Hastings. Like all MH variants, independence chain MH features an easier-to-sample proposal distribution that suggests
new values for samples from the harder-to-sample target distribution—here, samples of
φk drawn from the conditional density in Equation 5.9. Unlike traditional MH (c.f. §3.4.5,
for example), however, this proposal distribution does not condition its proposal on the
previous sample from the target density. Proposed samples are independent of prior samples; hence the name. Often this independence would be a liability: most MH proposal
distributions exhibit a very strong dependence, proposing by design a new sample that
is not very different from the previous one, ideally localizing the MH sampler in a highprobability region of the sample space. However, if a proposal distribution can generate
samples that are fairly close to the target distribution without needing to refer to prior samples, independence chain MH can be effective, and can pay dividends in simplicity. Our
conditional distribution for φk is just such a case. As a proposal distribution for φk samples,
we simply use the mixture component density in Equation 5.8. Accordingly, the mixture
component portions of the proposal and target distributions cancel in the acceptance ratio,
which is simply the leftover trajectory probability:
0

Γ(α0 β∗mn + cmn )
0
Γ(α0 β∗mn )
,
a=
Γ(α0 β∗mn + cmn )
Γ(α0 β∗mn )
0

where β∗mn refers to the modified base measure proportion as computed with the proposed
φk . In practical applications, alterations to φk seldom effect much change to the β∗mn , or on
the trajectory probability; this acceptance ratio is almost always very close to 1.

5.3.4

Observation model parameters (θ)

Our strategy for resampling observation model parameters θ is virtually identical to the
one for drawing new φ values just described. Once again, independence chain MetropolisHastings is used to sample each individual state’s emission model parameters θm one by
one, and the proposal density is what would be the conditional distribution for these parameters in an ordinary HMM:
pprop (θm | φ, zm , v, y) ∝ p(θm | φzm )

∏

{t : vt =m}

p ( y t | θ m ).

(5.10)
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As the target density, we use the actual θm conditional in the SS-BD-IHMM:
p(θm | φ, zm , v, β, ρ, α0 , ξ ) ∝

∏

p(θm | φzm )

!
p(yt | θm )

{t : vt =m}

M

M

m

n

∏∏

Γ(α0 β∗mn + cmn )
Γ(α0 β∗mn )

!
. (5.11)

The acceptance ratio works out to:

a=

0

∏∏

Γ(α0 β∗mn + cmn )
0
Γ(α0 β∗mn )

∏∏

Γ(α0 β∗mn + cmn )
Γ(α0 β∗mn )

M

M

m
M

n
M

m

n

.

Practical implementations of this sampling strategy should take advantage of opportunities to cancel out identical terms on both sides of this ratio.
In contrast with the φ resampling, the configuration of individual observation model parameters θm can have a more profound effect on the hidden state trajectory probabilities
that appear in this acceptance ratio. Accordingly, this acceptance ratio has considerably
more variance than the one for φk , and more iterations of the sampler are sometimes necessary to ensure adequate exploration of the parameter space.

5.3.5

Preparing additional “unused” hidden states

Section 3.4.4 describes a procedure for instantiating additional states in the BD-IHMM. A
similar step is necessary in SS-BD-IHMM inference as well, but the additional dependencies present in the newer model require a slightly more complex procedure. In particular,
since observation model values θ now affect the transition probabilities π, we cannot sample these independently of the block labels z and base measure probability masses β, which
also affect those probabilities (as they did in the BD-IHMM). Moreover, the block labels z
also determine the observation model generating distributions φ from which particular
observation models in θ are sampled.
While we start just as we did in §3.4.4 and break off additional β proportions via the
stick-breaking process (but see discussion under Future approaches in that subsection),
the more tightly interleaved dependency structure of the SS-BD-IHMM makes sampling
block labels and observation models for the newly-instantiated hidden states more complex. With most useful modification functions Sm(·; ·), all z and θ values can jointly have
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an effect on the likelihood function, which is the probability of the inferred hidden state
trajectory. We therefore employ a Gibbs sampling scheme, iteratively resampling each
novel z and θ value so as to draw from their joint conditional distribution. We draw single
zm values as
zm | v, z\m , β, θ, ρ, φ, α0 , ξ ∼ ρzm · p(θm | φzm ) · P(v | β, z, θ, α0 ξ ).

In most settings, computing the marginal probability of assigning zm any hitherto-unused
block label is a very difficult integration problem. It is much easier to give up on marginalizing altogether and approximate the existence of an infinite number of hitherto-unused
blocks (and corresponding observation model generating distributions) via a truncated
approximation of this arrangement, one that simply substitutes a finite collection of such
blocks for the actual infinite set. Instantiating a collection of unused blocks is straightforward: update ρ by subdividing ρnew according to the stick-breaking process, and draw
corresponding observation model generating distributions directly from φ0 . In contrast
to hidden state instantiation, the dependency structure of the model only requires these
quantities to be sampled once.
Meanwhile, we draw single θm values as
θm | v, z, β, θ\m , φ, α0 , ξ ∼ p(θm | φzm ) · P(v | β, z, θ, α0 ξ ),
applying the same Metropolis-Hastings technique described in §5.3.4.

5.3.6

Hidden state trajectory (v)

As with the BD-IHMM, we use a two-method strategy for inferring hidden state trajectories in the SS-BD-IHMM. This strategy is virtually unchanged in the newer model; in fact,
the description for the second method in §3.4.6 requires no amendments. The first method
(§3.4.5) would also be applicable verbatim if it weren’t for the expected sum computation
in Equation 3.15. (Equation 3.16 remains the same.) We replace it with its SS-BD-IHMM
equivalent as
∗[in]

β m new =

ρzm β new
1+ξ
ξ · ρ zm

· 1+
β new ρzm

R

R

Sm(θ; θm ) dP(θ | φzm )

Sm(θ; θm ) dP(θ | φzm ) + ∑kM=1 β k · Sm(θk ; θm )δ(zm = zk )

!
. (5.12)
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Base measure probability masses (β) and “seesaw sampling”

Virtually all of the background discussion on β inference in §3.4.3 could be reproduced
verbatim here, and readers are encouraged to refer back to that section for a refresher
if necessary. The specifics of the SS-BD-IHMM diverge most notably from those of the
BD-IHMM just before Equation 3.8, so we will pick things up from there. As then, the
conditional density for β is not Dirichlet—rather, it can be expressed as a product of what
looks like a Dirichlet density and extra terms relating to the base measure modification:
p( β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β M , β new | q, z, α0 , ξ ) ∝ Dir(q·1 , q·2 , . . . , q· M , γ)
M

M

m

n

·∏∏

ξ Sm(θn ; θm )δ(zm = zn )
R
1+
β new ρzm Sm(θ; θm ) dP(θ | φzm ) + ∑kM=1 β k · Sm(θk ; θm )δ(zm = zk )

!qmn
.
(5.13)

In the BD-IHMM, it was possible to factor this proportional expression so that straightforward draws from Dirichlet distributions handled much of the work. More general SMIHMM β conditional densities, including this one, do not afford this convenience. Instead,
we are faced with a probability distribution expressed over a high-dimensional simplex
that lacks an obvious simple sampling strategy.
We have used Metropolis-Hastings before to sample tough distributions, and a proposal
distribution resembling the Dirichlet portion of Equation 5.13 might seem like a good place
to start. In practice, a considerable majority of proposals generated this way are rejected,
particularly if M is large. The reason for this may be attributable to a need for fidelity
in a proposal distribution that increases with the dimensionality of the problem: consider
that each degree of freedom in the problem gives the proposal distribution another chance
to make a “bad” suggestion, and that an otherwise sterling proposal will very likely be
rejected if even a single aspect of it is improbable according to the target distribution.
There are a number of techniques that adapt Metropolis-Hastings to high-dimensional
problems. Multiple-try Metropolis [103] has the proposal distribution generate multiple
samples at each iteration, essentially yielding several options for an encompassing proposal mechanism to choose from. This approach may improve the odds of a successful
proposal, but as degrees of freedom increase, we may expect that fewer and fewer proposals in the ensemble will be free from faults. Meanwhile, Hessian-based MetropolisHastings attacks high dimensionality by using the curvature of the target distribution to
customize the shape of the proposal distribution [104]. This approach is not ideal for our
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F IGURE 5.5: Graphical depiction of seesaw sampling. From left to right: the original
distribution, then the designated “right” (R) and “left” variable sets. The variables in each
set are randomly rescaled by a scalar factor such that the mass in both sets is conserved,
and thus so the entire β sample sums to 1. The probability masses in the variable sets rise
and fall like the ends of a seesaw, hence the name “seesaw sampling.”

setting, where the mathematics of the base measure modification selected by the analyst,
to say nothing of the general form of the modification itself (c.f. 5.3), or of the distribution’s algebraically vexing residence on a simplex, can make it highly problematic to find
the gradient for β analytically.
Instead of these options, we present a technique that takes advantage of the fact that the
conditional density is expressed on a simplex, a technique that mitigates the challenge of
high dimensionality through a coarse-to-fine sampling strategy. We refer to this method
as “seesaw sampling” in light of its method of action, which involves repeatedly isolating
two sets of variables within the β vector and rescaling their masses relative to each other
by some scalar factor. This rescaling is done in a way that ensures that β always sums to 1.
Visualized graphically, as in Figure 5.5, these ensembles of variables rise and fall like the
ends of a seesaw.
To draw a β sample, the seesaw sampler iterates over a sequence of variable arrangements.
Each arrangement partitions the variables into three sets: those that go on one side of the
seesaw (let us arbitrarily call it the “left” side), those that go on the other, “right” side, and
those whose masses will not change (since they are not on the seesaw, we may call them
“spectators”). The seesaw sampler can only draw a valid β sample if the sequence of variable arrangements as an ensemble are admissible: in this case, if there is a way to seesaw
mass around from any one configuration of β values to any other. Not all sequences are
this way. First, consider the following valid set of arrangements for sampling a collection
of six proportions, where L places a variable in the left set, R places a variable into the right
set, and · makes the variable a spectator.
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β1
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β4
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·

·

·
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·
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·

·
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·

·
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·

·

·

R

·

L

·

·

·

·

R

It is not hard to demonstrate that any one configuration of β values could be transformed
to any other configuration of β values after repeated iteration through this sequence of
partitions. In fact, in principle, only two iterations are necessary: in the first, all the mass
is transferred from each right side element to the one left side element; then in the second pass, mass is portioned back into the right side elements as desired. Of course, it
would be unusual if our sampler did shift mass around in exactly this way, but other, less
serendipitous ways for the mass to diffuse could also happen, and in any case we have
demonstrated that there is no “can’t get there from here” situation implied by the set sequence. Now consider a second sequence:
β1

β2

β3

β4

β5

β6

L

R

·

·

·

·

L

·

R

·

·

·

L

L

R

·

·

·

·

·

·

L

R

·

·

·

·

L

·

R

·

·

·

L

L

R

It is clear that there is no way for mass from the first three variables to work its way to the
second three variables. This set sequence is not admissible, and so it cannot be used.
While admissibility is necessary for a viable seesaw sampler sample set sequence, it is not
enough to ensure an efficient sampler. In the valid set sequence we considered previously,
β 1 takes on the role as a kind of depot for probability mass, a tight aperture through which
all mass must pass on the way to its destination. The chances of this actually occurring
in any reasonable amount of time are slim, particularly if the β conditional makes it more
probable that β 1 should be small. In practice, a more effective schedule for the sampler
looks something like this:
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[0,0,1]

F IGURE 5.6: Left: a point on the 2-simplex. Right: the paths within the simplex created
by starting at the point and seesawing in any of the six possible, meaningfully distinct
seesaw configurations.
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Certainly there are now more ways for probability mass to move around in this new
scheme: it can slosh en masse according to the first arrangement or trickle from place to
place while the sampler iterates through the final five. This added flexibility gives the seesaw sampler more ways to explore the simplex and locate modes of the target distribution,
though of course further arrangements are possible. “Ways” is an apt word to use, since
in fact any possible arrangement, combined with an initial point on the simplex, describes
a line within the simplex. Figure 5.6 shows the lines corresponding to all possible seesaw
set arrangements in the 2-simplex.
Constrained to follow lines like the ones in Figure 5.6, the seesaw sampler can only go in a
finite set of directions from any given point on the simplex. This said, the number of lines
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increases combinatorially with each additional β dimension,3 which gives us hope that the
finite nature of this set seldom will not constrain us too much. Indeed, before too long, the
naive impulse to simply enumerate all the lines and choose one that looks promising soon
becomes frustrated by the sheer number of possible directions.
In light of this, our approach sacrifices one naive approach for a slightly less naive one:
the set schedules just described. This approach presumes that we can create a collection
of directions to search that generally give the sampler a decent opportunity to progress
toward a mode of the target distribution. In practice, this appears to be the case, provided
that we have some knowledge beforehand about which variables are likely to have similar
values in the target distribution. A thought experiment that illustrates the importance of
this knowledge can be illustrated. Consider a circumstance where the target distribution
centers most of its mass tightly around the following arrangement of proportions:

.
Lacking knowledge about the target distribution, we might initialize the sampler with the
uniform distribution:

.
We then embark on a seesaw sampling schedule in the same pattern as the “effective schedule” discussed previously. The first arrangement balances the first half of the variables
against the second half:
3 In fact, the number of lines for the K-simplex can be shown to be S ( K + 2, 3), where S ( a, b ) is the Stirling
number of the second kind for arguments a and b. From K = 1, this sequence increases rapidly: 1, 6, 25, 90,
301, 966, 3,025, 9,330, 28,501, and so on.
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.
Unfortunately, within the target distribution, the total masses in both sets are very similar,
even though adjacent variables within the sets have very distinct masses. This situation
repeats within the next three sample set arrangements:

,
where variables whose masses are colored blue are placed in the spectator set. Subsequent
arrangements, which place more variables in the spectator set, are similarly unable to advance the sample any closer to the mode:

…
…

,

and so on. Only when we get to the last set of arrangements, where the left and right sets
are singletons, does the structure of the density allow us to make some progress:

,
and onward from there. Now, if we had reordered the variables in the beginning so that
more similar variables were next to each other, the target distribution would have looked
like this:
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,
and the sampler would have arrived at the mode with the first sample set arrangement.
The takeaway message from this demonstration is that the similarities and differences between the masses that variables take on in the density has a significant effect on the usefulness of different portions of the schedule.
In practice, for β densities associated with the BD-IHMM and the SS-BD-IHMM, most
pairings of small seesaw sets are sufficiently decoupled to allow some degree of seesawing. Pairs of randomly-selected larger sets, by contrast, will nearly always have a similar
arrangement of large and small values, making it unlikely to be the case that most elements
in one set need more mass while most elements in the other set need less.
To solve this problem and make all parts of the “effective schedule” useful, we simply
change the order of the elements in the β vector so that their corresponding q·m values are
sorted. Unless an extreme modification function Sm(·; ·) is used or the ξ hyperparameter
is exceedingly large, the Dirichlet factor of Equation 5.13 will require that β values and q·m
values tend to have the same relative proportions. Rearranging the β values according to
the q·m sort order therefore makes it much more likely that the large left and right seesaw
sets at the beginning of the schedule contain collections of β values that, in the conditional
density, have similar masses within the sets and distinct masses between the sets—and
thus can seesaw effectively. In the end, β reordering and the effective schedule induce a
coarse-to-fine strategy in the inference: the sampler makes broad, rough adjustments with
the large-set arrangements that come first, then progressively finer adjustments with the
increasingly smaller sets.
Because rearranging β changes the set of available “paths” along which the seesaw sampler may explore the β posterior, readers may wonder whether different β orderings might
cause the β sampler to yield different sampling outcomes. We should hope this is not the
case: the β sampler is meant to draw exclusively from its posterior. As we will describe,
though, β reordering and the effective schedule are simply used to make useful proposals in Metropolis-Hastings samples from the actual β posterior. Different β orderings and
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schedules may effect the rate at which the sampler converges on and explores probable regions of the posterior, but they do not change the fact that the posterior is the distribution
that gets sampled in the end.
The mathematics of seesaw sampling rely on a variable transformation similar to the one
we saw in §3.4.3. If the original β values that we confront in actual sampling are
β = { β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β M , β new },
we consider a derived set of values comprising something like
G = { gS1 , gS2 , . . . , GL , g Li , g Lj , . . . , GR , gRk , gRl , . . . , gSM , gSnew }.
Those values with an L subscript are associated with the left seesaw set, while those with
an R subscript are associated with the right subset. Within G, the variable transformation
substitutes these values for the β values assigned to those sets. All β values in the third
“spectator” set, are copied directly from β to G. These are symbolized above with gS1 , gS2 ,
and gSM .
GL and GR are the total masses of the left and right seesaw sets:
GL =

∑ βi ,

GR =

i∈ L

∑ βi .

i∈ R

Each g Li or gRi is the relative proportion of its corresponding β i value in the left or right
seesaw sets, or
g Li =

βi
,
GL

gRi =

βi
,
GR

while gSi = β i as mentioned above. The objective of seesaw sampling is to draw new
values for GL and GR by sampling a proportional value c ∈ (0, 1):
GL0 = c( GL + GR ),

GR0 = (1 − c)( GL + GR ).

The conditional density for c, derived from Equation 5.13, is
p(c | q, G, z, α0 , ξ ) ∝ Beta(c ; ∑i∈ L qi , ∑i∈ R qi )
qmn
M M 
ξ Sm(θn ; θm )δ(zm = zn )
R
·∏∏ 1+
. (5.14)
gSnew ρzm Sm(θ; θm ) dP(θ | φzm ) + SmSum(m)
m n
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SmSum is a shorthand we will use here (and only here) to fit our math within the page. It
expands to
c ( GL + GR ) ∑ g Lk · Sm(θk ; θm )δ(zk = zm )

SmSum(m) =

k∈ L

+ (1 − c)( GL + GR )

∑ gRk · Sm(θk ; θm )δ(zk = zm )

k∈ R

+

∑

(5.15)

gSk · Sm(θk ; θm )δ(zk = zm ),

k∈
/ R∪ L

with the three terms corresponding to the left seesaw set, the right seesaw set, and the
spectator set respectively.
We apply Metropolis-Hastings sampling to the one-dimensional c density in Equation 5.14.
The distribution that proposes new values c0 is a beta distribution whose mean is (usually)
the original c value and whose variance σc2 is a user specified parameter:
p(c0 | c) = Beta( ac , bc ),
where we specify that
 2
3
2

 c − c − cσc
σc2
ac =

1

2
3
2
2

 c − 2c + c − σc + cσc
σc2
bc =

1

if c − c2 > σc2 ,
otherwise; and
(5.16)
if c

− c2

>

σc2 ,

otherwise.

For some values of c, there is no beta distribution with the user-specified variance σc2 . For
these, as coded in (5.16), we fall back on a uniform distribution for c0 proposals.
Applying the seesaw sampler to other densities on the simplex besides Equation 5.13 involves a similar procedure: for each seesaw set arrangement, transform the density to a
form that uses the GL , g Li , GR , gRi parameterization, then use Metropolis-Hastings to sample the c factor that determines the new seesaw set proportions GL0 and GR0 . Transformed
densities are not difficult to obtain—given some density on the M − 1 simplex,
p ( β ) = h ( β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β M ),
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F IGURE 5.7: A graphical model, simplified from the SS-BD-IHMM graphical model in
Figure 5.4, showing only the variables relevant to sampling the hidden state block labels
z via the methods of §5.3.8. Compare with the analogous BD-IHMM model in Figure 4.1.

the transformed version will take a form like
| L|−1

p ( G ) = GL

| R|−1

· GR

· h( gS1 , gS2 , . . . , GL g Li , GL g Lj , . . . , GR gRk , GR gRl , . . . , gSM )

depending on which states are in which seesaw sets. The notationally vague third term
simply states that the β → G transformation is “reversed” within the invocation of the
density function h. This general form is the starting point for implementing seesaw samplers for the BD-IHMM’s block proportion density in Equation 3.12
That about does it for seesaw sampling. To sum it up, we have tackled a troublesome
probability distribution (the β conditional density) with a general purpose method for
efficiently sampling densities defined over simplexes. This method does not require the
user to supply much information besides the density, and in practical applications it has
been applied to distributions with over 2,500 dimensions.

5.3.8

Hidden state block labels (z)

In the SS-BD-IHMM, hidden state block label inference adapts the auxiliary variable-based
approach described in Chapter 4. The main novelty is that the choice of a block label for a
particular hidden state now also determines which observation model generating distribution gave rise to the hidden state’s observation model. Figure 5.7 depicts the dependency
relationships between the variables involved in z resampling, including the new observation model dependency just mentioned.
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A few other important differences exist in addition to the new dependency structure.
While the auxiliary variable intuition described in §4.2 and §4.3 still applies, the computations determining how the auxiliary variables guide the block label inference must be revised to reflect the more generalized structural modification present in the SS-BD-IHMM.
Recall how for the BD-IHMM, §4.2 expands the probability of the hidden state trajectory
transition counts matrix c into the product of per-transition probability terms like this (c.f.
Equations 4.2 and 4.3):
α0 β nt
ξ
α0 β nt
+ δ ( z mt = z nt ) ·
·
1+ξ
1 + ξ ∑ k β k · δ ( z mt = z k )
,
cmt ·,t−1 + α0

cmt ·,t−1 +

where t reflects the order in which each individual transition tallied in c is considered. In
the third term of the nominator of this expression, we see the extra bias favoring transitions
between hidden states with the same block label. In the SS-BD-IHMM, this bias is still
present, but now it is modulated by the modification function Sm(·; ·):
cmt ·,t−1 +

α0 β nt
ξ Sm(θnt ; θmt )
α0 β nt
+ δ ( z mt = z nt ) ·
·
1+ξ
1 + ξ ∑k β k · Sm(θk ; θmt )δ(zmt = zk )
.
cmt ·,t−1 + α0

(5.17)

Building on the same logic detailed in Chapter 4, we can derive an auxiliary variablebased sampler that “bonds” the block labels of two hidden states together by asserting
that a transition between the states would not have happened if it hadn’t been for the extra
probability mass contributed by the third numerator term. First, the complete augmented
likelihood for the block labels, corresponding to Equation 4.7 in the original sampler, is
!

M

∏ p(θm | φz

P(c, θ | q, r, z, β, α0 , ξ ) =

m

)

m =1



T

· ∏ Θ

cmt nt ,t−1 +

α0 β n t
1+ ξ

·

cmt nt ,t−1 +

α0 β n t
1+ ξ

·

r t

ξ Sm(θnt ;θmt )
∑k β k ·Sm(θk ;θmt )δ(zmt =zk )

− qt 

cmt ·,t−1 + α0

t =1



+ δ ( z mt = z nt ) ·

α0 β n t
1+ ξ

+ δ ( z mt = z nt ) ·

α0 β n t
1+ ξ

cmt ·,t−1 + α0

·

ξ Sm(θnt ;θmt )
∑k β k ·Sm(θk ;θmt )δ(zmt =zk )

1 − r t

.
(5.18)

See Chapter 4 for a full explanation of Θ and the auxiliary variables qt and rt . Note that the
likelihood also now accounts for drawing the hidden state observation models from the φ
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distributions designated by the block labels z.
Our sampler computes the probability of binding hidden states together given a collection
of transitions between those states. Based on these computations, it sets the rt auxiliary
variables to improve sampling performance (c.f. discussion in §4.4). For SS-BD-IHMM
block inference, we specify a formula for computing binding probabilities analogous to
Equation 4.8 as
 


ξ Sm(θ ;θ )
α β
α β
α β
Γ cmn + 10+ξn Γ 10+ξn + 10+ξn · ∑ β ·Sm(θ ;θnmt )mδt(zm =z ) + τ − 1
k
k k
t  k

P(Bondmn | τ ) = 
ξ Sm(θnt ;θmt )
α0 β n
α β
α0 β n
Γ cmn + 1+ξ + 1+ξ · ∑ β ·Sm(θ ;θm )δ(zm =z ) Γ 10+ξn + τ − 1 .
k

k

k

(5.19)

k

t

Most of the sampler algorithm described in §4.5, as well as the enhancements described
in §4.6, can be adapted to SS-BD-IHMM inference in a straightforward way, substituting terms from the above two expressions for the places where terms from Equations 4.7
and 4.8 appear. Supplemental calculations will be necessary in pseudocode steps 4 and
5 to incorporate the observation model densities p(θm | φzm ), but these additions are also
straightforward: these are factored into (or out of) the conditional at the same moments
that transitions between corresponding hidden states are also included or discarded.
There is, however, one important remaining detail. In the BD-IHMM, for all hidden states
m in the same block (call it j), and for all transitions from m to state n in block j, the base
measure modification multiplies the corresponding base proportion β n by the same factor,
namely
α0
1+ξ



ξ
1+
∑k β k · δ(zk = j)


.

This single factor enabled us to devise an efficient means of checking whether sampled
bonds between hidden states would be violated by changes to z, in a very particular way,
as described in the beginning of §4.5. The specific bond violation that this checking concerns itself with occurs when the sum ∑k β k · δ(zk = j) grows as a collection of states are
merged into block j. As this sum grows, the modifying factor that “boosts” β n shrinks.
Under some circumstances, this shrinkage could be severe enough that an auxiliary variable value qt would exceed the probability of the transition happening at all—a violation
ruling out that particular z configuration. Thanks to the uniform base measure modification strategy used by the BD-IHMM, it was not necessary to check all bonds for this kind
of violation—instead, it was only necessary to identify and store a single “most susceptible” bond for each set of bound-together hidden states. If any bond in the set were to
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be violated by a label change in the manner described above, this bond would always be
violated first.
In the SS-BD-IHMM, by contrast, each transition between states m and n in the same block
has its own unique factor for modifying β n :
α0
1+ξ



ξ Sm(θn ; θm )
1+
∑k β k · Sm(θk ; θm )δ(zk = j)


.

For this reason, it is no longer possible to identify which transition is the “most susceptible” for a whole set of bound-together hidden states. It is possible, though, to identify
which transition is the most violation-susceptible of all bound transitions emanating from
a specific hidden state. This is because even though each β∗mn has its own special modification factor, β∗mn for a specific m and all n in the same block will all scale by the same
factor as states are added or removed to the block. Referring to step 3(d)iiiC in the pseudocode algorithm in Chapter 4, we compute a specially normalized bond value q∗mn,i for
each bonded state as
q∗mn,i ←

α0 β n
1+ ξ
ξ Sm(θn ;θm )
∑k β k ·Sm(θk ;θm )δ(zm=zk )

qmn,i − (i − 1) −
α0 β n
1+ ξ

·

.

Next, we determine if this bond value is the most violation-susceptible of all bonded transitions emanating from state m:
q∗m ← max(q∗m , q∗mn,i ).
These q∗m values replace the q∗sm values employed in the BD-IHMM block label sampler.
Later, in this replacement for Chapter 4 pseudocode step 5(b)ii, we determine whether any
of the violation-susceptible bonds have been violated:
for each hidden state n in the union of set m and block j,
if q∗n >

∑i β i ·Sm(θi ;θn )δ(zi=j)
∑i β i ·Sm(θi ;θn ) max(δ(zi=j),δ(si=m))

then

Pj = 0.
continue to the next candidate block label.
Finally, as in Chapter 4, we refer frequently to the base measure modification term denominator sum in its theoretical formulation: ∑k β k · Sm(θk ; θmt )δ(zm = zk ). This sum must
be approximated (c.f. §5.2.1 and the Approximation of infinite sums note in §4.5), and in
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most parts of the sampler, it suffices to substitute in
Z

β new ρzm

M

Sm(θ; θm ) dP(θ | φzm ) +

∑ βk · Sm(θk ; θm )δ(zm = zk ).

k =1

5.4

In use

Sections §6.3 and §6.4 compares the performance of the SS-BD-IHMM with that of the BDIHMM on an artificial data task and the object model learning task that motivates this
thesis.

Chapter 6

Demonstrations and Experiments
The previous chapters have described structurally-modified Bayesian nonparametric hidden Markov models—and methods for doing inference in these models—in some detail.
Here at last we put all of this infrastructure to work. We begin by applying the BD-IHMM
to a series of problems involving both artificial and real-world data. Next, we confront the
problem that motivated this thesis in the first place: organization of spontaneous visual
object data. We examine how the SS-BD-IHMM really does achieve better object modeling performance—by using appearance cues to group object views, and by making more
precise assumptions about the transition structure between object views in the absence of
visual data. Finally, we examine an additional use for some of the BD-IHMM/SM-IHMM
inference machinery.

6.1

Evaluation methods

The models presented in this thesis accomplish two complementary tasks. They discover
sub-behavior structure in training data in an unsupervised way, and they construct a generative model that describes both the hidden dynamics underlying the data and the observations that arise from these dynamics. To determine how well our new models perform
these tasks, we need principled performance measures. We describe these measures now.
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Truth
1
2
3
4

F IGURE 6.1: Different partitions of a set of eight items, with each column corresponding
to a distinct item and each row corresponding to a partition. If the top partition is the
“right” one, which of the other four is least wrong?

6.1.1

Evaluating structure identification: the adjusted Rand index

For a few of the problem settings we consider in this chapter, sub-behavior discovery evaluation is straightforward. Either the model does a good job of partitioning the training
data into different behavioral regimes, or it fails utterly. In these cases, a visual review
of the results reveals that it is sufficient to merely count the number of sub-behaviors the
algorithm asserts is there. If it’s the right number, the algorithm has found the correct
answer.
In most cases, however, the situation is more ambiguous. Figure 6.1 summarizes the problem graphically: imagine that the top row is the correct way to label eight time steps of
training data, and four competing algorithms have come up with the labelings on the following rows. Which of the partitions is closest to the truth? The four partitions of the
training data could be ranked in different ways from “best” to “worst” depending on
whether the ranker prefers to err on the side of overpartitioning, underpartitioning, or
other criteria. Without knowing the needs or preference of the reader, we will fall back on
a well-used method for partition comparison based on pairwise agreement between block
assignments in both partitions. This method is known as the adjusted Rand index [105], a
refinement of the Rand index that allows us to make meaningful comparisons of partition
quality across multiple distinct datasets.
We begin a brief characterization of the adjusted Rand index by describing the original
Rand index first. Consider two partitions P1 and P2, each assigning the N elements in
some set of interest to distinct blocks. Considering each of the ( N2 ) possible pairings of elements in the set, we can compute the following four statistics with respect to the partitions:
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• A : the number of pairings where P1 and P2 agree that both elements are in the same
block,
• B : the number of pairings where P1 and P2 agree that both elements are in different
blocks,
• C : the number of pairings where P1 says the elements are in the same block, but P2
says they are in different blocks,
• D : the number of pairings where P1 says the elements are in different blocks, but P2
says they are in the same block.
The Rand index is simply the ratio of “agreement” pairs to all possible pairs, or
Rand( P1, P2) =

A+B
A+B
= N ,
A+B+C+D
(2)

a value that ranges in [0, 1], with 1 corresponding to P1 and P2 being identical. It is perhaps
easier to say that the Rand index is the ratio of the number of pairwise block assignment
agreements to the number of possible element pairs, but breaking the index down into all
four statistics helps illustrate how different aspects of similarity or difference between the
partitions affect the outcome of the index.
The usefulness of the Rand index is limited in applications like ours, since different ground
truth element labelings will tend to yield different ranges of Rand index, even if the quality
of inferred labelings is similar in both circumstances. Because we randomly separate the
data into training and test sets many times as we run our experiment, we are considering
clustering performance over separate datasets with separate ground truth partitions. It
is necessary to adjust the Rand index for these separate runs to attain useful, comparable
statistics of temporal sub-behavior identification performance.
The adjusted Rand index was created to achieve these statistics. It computes the following:
Rand( P1, P2) − Expected Rand index
,
Maximum Rand index − Expected Rand index
where Maximum Rand index is 1, and Expected Rand index is the expected value of the
Rand index with respect to a particular joint distribution over two partitions. Within this
joint distribution, the first partition has the same number of blocks as P1; these blocks have
the same number of elements as their counterparts in P1, though which elements they have
may differ. The other partition in the joint distribution has the same arrangement with
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respect to P2. To draw a sample from this distribution, we go through each “position” in
the first partition (e.g. “the third element of the fourth block”) and draw elements from
the dataset without replacement to fill those positions. After this first partition has been
sampled, the dataset elements are put back in play and then similarly assigned without replacement to positions in the second partition. We thereby achieve two random partitions
of the dataset elements.
With considerable patience, it would be possible to derive the adjusted Rand index all the
way up from this generative characterization of the partition distribution, but it might be
faster just be to have the expression for the adjusted Rand index, which after simplification
amounts to:

AdjRand( P1, P2) =

n· j
n
∑i ( 2i· ) ∑ j ( 2 )
nij
∑i,j ( 2 ) −
2

 ∑ ( ni · ) ∑ ( n · j )
i
j
n· j
ni ·
1
2
2
2 ∑i ( 2 ) + ∑ j ( 2 ) −
2

,

where nij is an entry in the contingency table for the two partitions, or, the number of
elements assigned to block i in P1 and block j in P2, and n· j is the same kind of summing
notation seen elsewhere in this thesis.
Intuitively, the adjusted Rand index subtracts the effects of a bias that two partitions have
for similarity simply by virtue of the number and size of their blocks. For us, this adjustment permits more objective partition comparisons across multiple datasets. We note that
the range of the adjusted index now includes values less than 0, but partition pairs that
yield these values are, in a manner of speaking, “worse than random” and very seldom
occur in practical settings.
Partition comparison continues to be an area of active research, and recent efforts appear
drawn toward information theory-based methods. In [106], for example, Vinh et al. adapt
a correction to a mutual information-based measure very similar to the adjustment in the
Rand index. Nevertheless, the adjusted Rand index is well known and remains in good
standing within the current pantheon of clustering comparison schemes.
To conclude this subsection, we should at least mention how we use the adjusted Rand index to measure the sub-behavior identification performance of the BD-IHMM and the SSBD-IHMM. Given two models inferred by either algorithm, it is impossible to compare the
partitions of their respective hidden state sets—the number of instantiated hidden states
will often be different, and even if they are the same, individual states will almost certainly
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not be the same between the models. What is comparable, however, is the implied partition of the training data into separate sub-behaviors. In the notation of prior chapters, the
hidden state block, i.e. sub-behavior, associated with a particular observation yt is zvt ; that
is, the block label of the hidden state with which the observation has been matched. These
labelings are the partitions we compare with a ground truth sub-behavior labeling using
the adjusted Rand index.

6.1.2

Evaluating the predictive power of learned models

To determine how well the SS-BD-IHMM, BD-IHMM, or IHMM can infer a data generating process for a given time series, we adopt a standard machine learning approach:
segregate data into training and test sets, infer a model given the data in the training set,
and compute the likelihood of the test set with respect to the model. In a certain sense,
we imagine ourself measuring to what extent the inferred model predicts that data like the
test set data might occur.
As it happens, our test set likelihood computation does not compute the true likelihood of
the test set given the training set data. To do so, we would need to find
p(test set | training set) =

Z
m∈all models

p(test set | m) p(m | training set) dm

where “all models” is the set of all SS-BD-IHMM or BD-IHMM models using the modification function and the class of observation models designated for the problem. This
marginalization cannot be expressed closed-form and is intractable to estimate numerically. A “next best thing” would be to draw a sample model from the posterior, or
m ∼ p(m | training set), but this too is problematic, since (conceptually) m contains a
countably infinite number of parameters, and for those we inevitably choose to leave out
so that we could represent the sample on a computer, further complicated marginalizations would be needed to account for their contributions to the likelihood. It is true that
we do similar marginalizations while we perform model inference, but one thing that we
never integrate away in inference is the training set hidden state trajectory v. In contrast,
likelihood computations for evaluating HMM performance on a test set do marginalize
away the hidden state trajectory, another computation that would be impossible to perform closed-form in the (SS-)BD-IHMM setting and difficult to estimate numerically.
Thus, to keep things simple, we opt for what we believe is a sensible “third best” approach,
which is to draw a sample m from the (SS-)BD-IHMM posterior, but “truncate” this sample
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to create a finite HMM that contains only the states that were visited by the inferred test
set trajectory v. The likelihood of the training set is computed with respect to this HMM.
Besides being straightforward, we believe this approach reflects the way the SS-BD-IHMM
and BD-IHMM might be used in practical settings—as a means of deriving from data a finite HMM with block-structured or even more elaborate dynamics, in settings where the
number of necessary hidden states or blocks is not known. Finally, in most SS-BD-IHMM
and BD-IHMM posterior samples, the probability of transitioning to any of the unused
hidden states is typically fairly small, suggesting that unless the future data contains considerable amounts of data that is dissimilar to what appears in the training set, the visited
states will be able to do most of the job of describing new information.
The derivation of the transition matrix π of the finite HMM is essentially the same as step
1 of the hidden state trajectory proposal procedure described in §3.4.5. In addition to what
is described there, we set transition probability values πmn for all n that are not visited in
the inferred trajectory v to zero, then renormalize the rows of π. Next, we compute the
forward probability lattice as described in steps 2 and 3 of the proposal procedure, albeit
for the test set, not the training set. This done, the test set likelihood can be computed by
simply summing the final row Lt of the lattice.

6.2

Data organization feats of the BD-IHMM

We begin with the BD-IHMM, whose chief novelty over the IHMM is its ability to identify
variable numbers of sub-behaviors in time-series data. We consider four different problem
settings designed to test this capability in order of increasing difficulty.

6.2.1

Artificial data

We first consider an artificial data setting, where observations are 2-D samples from spherical Gaussian distributions (σ = 1) scattered on a plane. These distributions are emission
models associated with states in a randomly-generated HMM. The HMM has anywhere
from 2 to 4 sub-behaviors, and each sub-behavior has anywhere from 3 to 9 hidden states.
Each emission model is drawn from a sub-behavior specific spherical Gaussian (σ = 6),
whose mean in turn is drawn from another Gaussian (σ = 4). Transition probabilities
between hidden states favor within-block transitions at a rate of 98%, so hidden state sequences remain in a sub-behavior with a “half life” of around 34 time steps.
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F IGURE 6.2: Top left: synthetic data for the BD-IHMM inference task in §6.2.1; colors
mark the four sub-behaviors. At right, visualizations of the transition count matrices
inferred for this data by the IHMM (top) and the BD-IHMM (bottom)—by recognizing
sub-behaviors, the BD-IHMM correctly identifies separate states that the IHMM conflates
(yellow). Below, a timeline relating the sub-behavior inferred for the training set sequence
(red line) with the ground truth (background colors).

For each dataset, we draw 2,000 time steps of training data and 2,000 time steps of testset data, an example of which appears in Figure 6.2. Both the IHMM and the BD-IHMM
employ vague Gamma priors on all hyperparameters, along with spherical Gaussian emission models (σ = 1), the same as were used to create the data. Quantitative results appear
in Figure 6.3. In this task, the IHMM and BD-IHMM tend to infer hidden Markov models of comparable quality—test-set log likelihoods are very similar (Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, p = 0.08). Numerous adjusted Rand index scores near 1, however, indicate that the
BD-IHMM is frequently coming up with the correct partitioning of the training data into
sub-behaviors, a feat which the IHMM does not even attempt. It seems apparent that this
extra capability does not require sacrifices in data prediction performance in this task.
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F IGURE 6.3: Left and center: box-and-whisker plots and scatter plots of test-set log likelihoods for (left) the BD-IHMM and (center) the IHMM for 40 runs of the artificial data task
described in §6.2.1. Overall, test-set likelihood values are near-identical for both models
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p = 0.08). At right, adjusted Rand index scores comparing
sub-behavior labels inferred by the BD-IHMM for the training data with ground truth (c.f.
the bottom of Figure 6.2). Over half of the runs yielded scores greater than 0.95. Scores of
0 typically correspond to complete undersegmentations, i.e. all data associated with just
one sub-behavior.

Figure 6.2 shows an additional benefit of the BD-IHMM: in some cases, a model that explicitly accounts for sub-behaviors can disambiguate data where the emissions from two
or more states are otherwise quite similar. In the example shown, multiple states have
emission model distributions with considerable overlap. Only the BD-IHMM is able to
identify these individual states, a feat it accomplishes by examining and accounting for
differences in their patterns of inbound and outbound transitions.

6.2.2

Video gesture classification

In this task involving more challenging real-world data, we collected multiple video clips
of a person executing four distinct gestures as they played a motion-activated video game.1
The portions of the color video frames containing the person were downscaled to 21 × 19
pixels, then projected onto their first four principal components. The resulting sequence of
four-dimensional observations make up the data used for IHMM and BD-IHMM training
and testing. Examples of this data appear in Figure 6.4.
1 Wii

Sports on the Nintendo Wii.
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F IGURE 6.4: Top left: selected downscaled video frames for (top to bottom) batting, boxing, pitching, and tennis swing gestures. Top right: first three dimensions of video frames’
PCA projections, colored by gesture type. Below: a timeline relating the sub-behavior inferred for the training set sequence (red line) with the ground truth (background colors).
Labeled sub-behavior regions actually comprise numerous video clips of the same gesture.
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F IGURE 6.5: Left and center: box-and-whisker plots and scatter plots of test-set log likelihoods for (left) the BD-IHMM and (center) the IHMM for 40 runs of the video gesture
data task described in §6.2.2. Overall, test-set likelihood values are slightly better for the
IHMM (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p = 0.02). At right, favorable adjusted Rand index
scores comparing sub-behavior labels inferred for the training data with ground truth (c.f.
the bottom of Figure 6.4).
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For inference, parameters were similar to the artificial data experiment, except here the
emission models were 4-D spherical Gaussians (σ = 0.275). We repeated a 9-way crossvalidation scheme three times to collect results over multiple trials; training sets contained
around 6,000 observations. Training-set sub-behavior labeling performance, as measured
by comparing the inferred labels against human-generated ground truth and computing
the adjusted Rand index, was favorable (µ = 0.87, σ = 0.07), although IHMM-inferred
models yielded slightly better test-set likelihood scores than BD-IHMM models on this task
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p = 0.02). This performance difference is not overwhelmingly
large: the mean ratio of BD-IHMM log likelihoods to IHMM log likelihoods over all of the
experimental runs is 1.03 (σ = 0.06).
This task offers a convenient illustration of how sub-behaviors consist of multiple states;
in most settings, individual states are too specialized for a specific range of observations
to describe an entire sub-behavior on their own. For the video gesture data, both the BDIHMM and the IHMM allocated around 45 hidden states to describe the training data
(combined mean: 44.5, σ = 5.0); adjusted Rand indices comparing the IHMM’s inferred
trajectory through the states (v) to the ground truth sub-behavior labeling are poor (µ =
0.28, σ = 0.036).

6.2.3

A torture test: musical theme discovery in note-based data

The next task considers time series intended to push the limits of the BD-IHMM’s subbehavior identification ability. They contain fewer time steps than the tasks we’ve considered so far: this limits the statistical evidence for sub-behaviors. Furthermore, the progressions between states within sub-behaviors are highly regular, making the structure of
the transition counts matrices—the chief statistic for sub-behavior discovery in the BDIHMM—not very block-diagonal at all.
This task involves the identification of repeated themes in music, a well-known kind of
time series. Western popular music often features repeated musical themes, usually corresponding to verses, choruses, and other structural elements of songs. In BD-IHMM
terms, these themes are the sub-behaviors that we attempt to discover through inference.
As hinted above, the discovery of this structure from the statistics of time step-to-time
step hidden state succession is a deliberate challenge: purpose-built algorithms for theme
discovery have access to autocorrelation measurements and other non-Markov statistics,
along with specially-designed musical feature detectors which we do not employ [107].
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¶ Data and data preparation — We begin with some background. There are two very
broad strategies for representing music with computers. The first is “low-level”: the computer stores something close to the actual signal that would be sent to the speakers to create
sound. This strategy, used by WAV, MP3, and other popular formats, can represent sounds
with very high fidelity, since one can choose to use as many samples or frequencies as they
like to preserve the original character and nuance of the audio. Any kind of sound works
with these representations—they are used for spoken dialogue as well as music, among
other things. The elements of these representations, however—the individual samples or
frequencies—have very little semantic value of their own. A good representation of a single piano note, for example, may use hundreds of superimposed frequencies or thousands
of samples.
The second strategy does away with representations of actual sounds and instead codes
individual “large-scale” audio events at specific times during audio playback. The most
common realization of this strategy is MIDI, a representation whose elements denote events
like “45.3 seconds into the song, a tuba plays an E[ with loudness 5 for 2.2 seconds.” Because they mean roughly the same thing as notes in a musical score, these elements have a
much richer semantics than those of the first strategy. MIDI does not represent, however,
the precise sound of specific notes—instead, it is assumed that the computer or electronic
instrument knows how to generate the required sounds corresponding to high-level notions like tuba. For this reason, MIDI is generally not suitable for musical recordings, and
it is mostly useless for representing non-musical information like speech. As a rough electronic analog to sheet music or player piano rolls, MIDI usually sees use as a means of
controlling electronic instruments, from common devices in personal computers to expensive keyboards, sequencers, and drum sets used by performing artists.
In the following demonstration, we use the BD-IHMM to investigate structure in a collection of MIDI files. Table 6.1 lists the MIDI files used in all of the experiments in this
section, which were chosen for their familiarity and discernible thematic variation. Each
of these files were imported into MATLAB with the MATLAB MIDI toolbox developed
by the University of Jyväskylä [108]. The note data was then converted from the toolbox
representation to a “piano-roll” representation shown graphically in Figure 6.6. This representation describes the song as a sequence of binary vectors, each representing a two-beat
interval in the music. Individual bits in the vectors correspond to unique notes played
by individual synthesized instruments—thus, for example, a piano playing an E[, a piano
playing a D, and a French horn playing an E[ would all be represented by different bits.
A bit is set on if the corresponding note is sounding anytime in the interval represented
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F IGURE 6.6: “Piano roll” representation of the MIDI file for Uptown Girl by Billy Joel. Each
row represents a unique pitch played by one of several synthesized musical instruments;
each column represents to a half-beat interval in the song. A row/column cell in the
piano roll is “on” (black) if the corresponding instrument is playing a note in the time
represented by the column. Displayed in this way, Uptown Girl shows hints of its thematic
structure. Note that this entire sequence has only 205 time steps.

Artist
Billy Joel
Cher
Enya
Harry Chapin
Johnny Cash
Meredith Brooks
Paul Simon
Queen
Rolling Stones

Song
Uptown Girl
Believe
Orinoco Flow (Sail Away)
Cat’s in the Cradle
Ring of Fire
Bitch
You Can Call Me Al
We Are the Champions
Paint It, Black

Duration
3:24
2:36
4:20
4:00
2:36
4:14
2:20
2:44
2:59

Checksum
60738
18601
21137
62131
702
31548
43621
9440
36020

TABLE 6.1: MIDI files used in the demonstration of §6.2.3. Because these files appear
under different names in many different online MIDI file archives, the rightmost two
columns list the duration and the BSD UNIX checksum of the file (as reported by the
sum command) for identification purposes.

by the vector. For each song, we only employ bits corresponding to notes that are actually
played in the song—that is, each row has at least one bit on, and rows corresponding to
unused instruments or notes are discarded from the final song representation.
¶ Observation models — To adapt BD-IHMM techniques to the task of modeling “piano roll” note sequences like the one shown in Figure 6.6, we must select an observation
model for states capable of generating bit vectors like the ones that make up the piano roll
columns. The simplest such model is the “naive Bayes” approach, which dictates that the
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probability of any bit being on is conditionally independent of the state of other bits given
knowledge of the state emitting the observation. Let θm be the parameters of the observation model associated with the mth hidden state. These parameters are the probabilities of
the bits in observations drawn from the model being on. In accordance with established
notation, we restate this as
yt,i ∼ Bernoulli(θvt ,i ),

(6.1)

where vt identifies the hidden state associated with the tth time step of the data sequence.
The prior for observation models is even simpler:

θm,i ∼


0.99

with probability 0.5,

0.01

with probability 0.5.

(6.2)

Restricting θm,i values to 0.99 or 0.01 yields a high but not absolute correlation between
bits in the columns in the data (yt ) and the observation models to which they are assigned
(θvt ). This in turn motivates the allocation of many states to describe the data, since it is
difficult for any one state to generalize over extended portions of a song.
¶ Evaluation notes — In contrast with most of the experiments and demonstrations in this
chapter, this music task and the one in the next subsection lack bona-fide ground truth.
Instead, we created our own collection of labels for the music by listening to the MIDI
songs and labeling the data by hand according to what we perceived to be distinct themes.
This judgment is naturally subjective, and despite our good intentions, we experimenters
cannot be trusted to act without bias in our labeling—hence, it may be best to consider this
task a “demonstration” rather than an “experiment”. Nevertheless, we expect that the vast
majority of our labeling choices would not be controversial. Most of the time, our labels
reflect the verse/chorus/bridge structure of the songs, but in some pieces (e.g. Uptown
Girl, with a highly modulated melody complemented by a rich and dynamic polyphonic
harmony) additional labels mark times when the music just started to “sound different” to
our avid but untrained ear. For this same reason, lengthy transitional interludes between
different sections of some songs sometimes received their own labels as well.
In any case, it is this labeling that we compare with the block labeling implied by the
inferred hidden state trajectory, using the adjusted Rand index (§6.1.1).
¶ Results — Overall adjusted Rand index performance on the nine songs in Table 6.1
appears in Figure 6.7. The scores reflect the difficulty of the theme discovery task; this
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F IGURE 6.7: Box plots and scatter plots of adjusted Rand index scores for all nine songs
listed in Table 6.1. Scores are compiled from 50 runs of BD-IHMM inference for each song.
The mean adjusted Rand index over all tasks was 0.48 (σ = 0.21).

said, it is evident that the BD-IHMM was able to discover meaningful structure in the
data.
To make more sense of the scores, however, we examine individual labeling results in Figure 6.8. Here we find that although there is room for improvement in the adjusted Rand
index scoring, in many cases the BD-IHMM is managing to identify sensible structure in
the data. Occasionally, this structure does not square with our musically-informed labeling, but nevertheless reflects significant changes in the MIDI song data—for example, the
“incorrect” sub-behavior transition around t = 18 in You Can Call Me Al corresponds to
the injection of arpeggiated bass chords, and hence motivate the allocation of a completely
new set of BD-IHMM hidden states. Overpartitioning of the hidden states into too many
sub-behaviors is a problem in these results, but may be understandable given the limited
amount of data in each song.
To underscore this point, Figure 6.9 shows the kinds of transition counts matrices inferred
by the BD-IHMM for this task. Ordinarily, for tasks like these where transitions between
sub-behaviors are seldom, block structure is at least somewhat apparent when the matrix
rows are shuffled to appear in the order in which their corresponding states were first
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F IGURE 6.8: Examples of musical theme labelings for (top to bottom) Uptown Girl, Ring
of Fire, Bitch, and You Can Call Me Al. The latter two songs were more difficult for the
BD-IHMM. Examples show the best, worst, and 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile labelings
for each song as determined by the adjusted Rand index; red lines correspond to inferred
labelings, while background colors indicate ground truth. In several cases, labelings with
modest adjusted Rand index scores still identify meaningful structure in the song.
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F IGURE 6.9: Transition counts matrices sampled by one of the BD-IHMM inference runs
for the songs (top left) Uptown Girl, (top right) Ring of Fire, (bottom left) Bitch, or (bottom
right) You Can Call Me Al. Rows are permuted to be in the order in which states are first
encountered in the inferred hidden state trajectory, an ordering usually conducive to revealing block structure in counts matrices. There is not very much block structure to see
here.

visited in the hidden state trajectory. The very sparse matrices in the figure show little
block structure indeed—compare with the considerably more robust structure apparent in
Figure 6.2.
In data-poor circumstances like these, sampling-based approaches to BD-IHMM inference
like the one evolved in this thesis have an additional utility. More than one sub-behavior
labeling might be plausibly applied to the data; multiple BD-IHMM posterior samples
provide the analyst with a range of such labelings.
As a final note, the BD-IHMM conference paper explores application of BD-IHMM to musical theme discovery with audio-based representations of musical data [109]. Results are
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slightly worse than those shown here, reflecting the additional challenge of distilling the
semantically relevant musical information from recorded audio samples.

6.3

New capabilities: the SS-BD-IHMM

The previous section has demonstrated the BD-IHMM’s ability to identify sub-behavior
structure in time series. Chapter 5 introduces the SS-BD-IHMM, a generalization of the
BD-IHMM with two improvements inspired by the problem of learning view-based visual
object models from video data. In this section we consider two artificial tasks designed
to highlight each of these improvements by themselves. In both problems, the new capabilities of the SS-BD-IHMM yield significant improvements in partitioning the training set
data and predicting the test set data.

6.3.1

“Four mounds”

Our first task offers a basic exploration of how SS-BD-IHMM inference can use appearance
similarity to arrange hidden states into groups. This capability was motivated in §5.1.2 by
situations in which an object has been viewed from at least two separate sets of viewpoints,
but thus far there has been no meaningful visual observation of the object transitioning
between these two sets of viewpoints. The BD-IHMM would have no reason to associate
these separate viewpoints with the same object, but the SS-BD-IHMM can use appearance
similarity cues to determine that they are in fact experiences of the same thing.
This appearance-based grouping is supplemental to the way in which both BD-IHMM and
SS-BD-IHMM inference use the inferred transitions between hidden states to determine
likely groupings. In fact, for this task, transition dynamics offer no clues about which
hidden states belong together. We consider a circumstance where observations are 2-D real
vectors drawn from spherical multivariate normal observation models associated with a
Markov process operating over 40 hidden states. These observation models are arranged
in four separate clusters as shown in the example below, hence the mildly more vivid “four
mounds” name used for this section:
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Ten hidden states appear in each cluster. Transition probabilities between each of the hidden states do not reflect the clustering arrangement. Below, the green dots show a sequence of 400 observations sampled from the same example model whose observation
model means are shown above. Both magenta and black dotted lines connect the samples
in sequence:

In the above, magenta lines mark transitions between hidden states in different clusters,
while dotted black lines mark transitions between states in the same cluster. The latter are
difficult to make out, partly due to the nearness of states in the same cluster and partly
due to the considerable number of inter-cluster transitions in the data. As hinted earlier,
the dynamic structure in this data is utterly independent of the cluster membership of the
hidden states, so the frequent inter-cluster transitions is not surprising.
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This subsection uses the word “cluster” to refer to semantically useful groupings of hidden
states. The term “block”, used in most other parts of the thesis, means exactly the same
thing. We use the new term here to emphasize how the primary evidence for grouping in
this section—the spatial clustering of hidden states—is different from the dynamics-based
evidence we’ve considered in the past.
As an analogy for object learning, this task could be said to represent an extreme case of the
imagined circumstance at the beginning of this subsection, where no meaningful transition
is observed between collections of views of an object. Each 2-D observation gives a glimpse
of what one of the “mounds” (c.f. objects) is like, but since the next observation is equally
likely to come from any mound, the succession of inferred “mound views” (c.v. object
views) is uninformative about the underlying grouping arrangement. In this sense, there
are no meaningful transitions to observe. Four mounds datasets are thus akin to viewing
a randomly shuffled collection of pictures of four different objects—the sequence of the
photos offers no information about which photos belong to the same object.
Since the BD-IHMM can only use dynamics-based evidence to identify hidden state groupings, it is not surprising to learn that this model never manages to correctly identify the
four hidden state clusters in “four mounds” datasets. Nevertheless, there is another point
in comparing the BD-IHMM and the SS-BD-IHMM at this task. By expressing a more
structure-rich prior on the observation model parameters—the only functional difference
between the BD-IHMM and the SS-BD-IHMM in this task—the SS-BD-IHMM may be able
to infer observation models that do a superior job of describing test set data. We evaluate
this hypothesis in the following experiment.
¶ Data generation — The artificial data generating process for this task involves sampling
a Markov model, then sampling a sequence of observations from that model. The Markov
model has 40 states, ten in each block. Observation model means for the first ten states
are drawn from a spherical multivariate normal distribution (σ = 5) with mean [0, 0]> .
Observation model means for the next three blocks of states are drawn from this same
distribution shifted to [0, 40]> , [40, 0]> , and [40, 40]> respectively. As mentioned before,
observation models themselves are unit spherical multivariate normal distributions centered at these sampled means.
To generate the 40 rows π m of the transition matrix π, we draw from a Dirichlet distribution with uniform parameters:
π m ∼ Dir

α α
α
, ,...,
,
40 40
40
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with α = 4 for this experiment.
Finally, we draw hidden state trajectories and observations in the usual way for HMMs
given a transition matrix and observation models. Each experimental run executed this
entire generative procedure anew to control for variation in artificially generated data.
¶ Evaluation methods — We compare BD-IHMM and SS-BD-IHMM inference results in
two ways: by computing the likelihood of test set data given a finite HMM derived from
posterior SS-BD-IHMM and BD-IHMM samples, and by observing how well both models
segregate hidden states into blocks. For this problem, the hidden state partitioning results
are clear enough to obviate the need for sophisticated analytical techniques.
¶ Experiment — We compare the SS-BD-IHMM and BD-IHMM on 264 separate datasets.2
For each dataset, we sampled transition matrices using the above procedure and generated a sequence of 11,000 observations. The first 1,000 observations were used as training
set data; the final 10,000 were used to evaluate trained models in the manner described
above. For the BD-IHMM and SS-BD-IHMM, our inference sampled means for unit spherical multivariate normal observation models. The SS-BD-IHMM also sampled means for
spherical multivariate normal observation model generating distributions (σ = 5). For
these, we specified a spherical multivariate normal prior centered at [20, 20]> , σ = 100.
In the BD-IHMM, meanwhile, all observation models were drawn from a fixed, shared,
vague spherical multivariate normal observation model generating distribution centered
√
at [20, 20]> , σ = 1002 + 52 . This σ parameter comes from convolving the two normal
distributions involved in SS-BD-IHMM observation model generation, which we believe
√
yields the fairest comparison between both models; this said, both 100 and 1002 + 52 are
really quite close to one another.
¶ Results — The test-set likelihood results for each of the 264 datasets appear in Figure
6.10. A majority of runs (157 out of 264) show a higher test-set likelihood for models
inferred by the SS-BD-IHMM than by the BD-IHMM. This improvement is statistically
significant (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p = 1.4 × 10−5 ), albeit faint: the mean ratio of
BD-IHMM to SS-BD-IHMM test-set log likelihood scores is 1.003 (σ = 0.011); the median
ratio is only slightly smaller. Nevertheless, it seems safe to assume that overall, the more
elaborate observation model generation structure in the SS-BD-IHMM can infer slightly
more accurate models than the BD-IHMM can.
2 We had originally planned to use fewer datasets, but added additional runs to achieve statistical significance in the test-set likelihood comparison. There is no significance to our using 264 additional runs, other
than this was the number completed when we examined the new results.
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F IGURE 6.10: Test-set log likelihood results for the 264-dataset “four mounds” experiment
of §6.3.1. At left, test-set log likelihoods for the SS-BD-IHMM (red dots) and the BDIHMM (blue circles), sorted in increasing order of SS-BD-IHMM log likelihood for clarity.
Black dotted lines connect SS-BD-IHMM and BD-IHMM results for the same dataset. At
center, the difference between the SS-BD-IHMM and the BD-IHMM test-set log likelihood
values for the 264 datasets (unsorted). Values above zero indicate better performance for
the SS-BD-IHMM. At right, the ratio of BD-IHMM test-set log likelihood values to those
from the SS-BD-IHMM for the 264 datasets (unsorted). Values above 1.0 indicate better
performance for the SS-BD-IHMM.

Figure 6.11 shows histograms of the number of hidden state partitions inferred by the SSBD-IHMM and the BD-IHMM for the 264 experimental datasets. A visual inspection of
the individual SS-BD-IHMM partitionings (not shown) reveal that those identifying four
clusters of hidden states did so by correctly associating each partition with one of the four
mounds; by contrast, those few BD-IHMM samples with more than one partition showed
no meaningful relationship between partition structure and the hidden state mound arrangement.
So far, the description of this experiment has not mentioned the base measure modification
function specified for the SS-BD-IHMM prior. We did specify a modification function for
this task—in fact, the same one used in the next experiment (§6.3.2)—but since there is no
structure in the hidden state transitions, we should expect the modification function to be
deemed more or less irrelevant during inference. Satisfyingly, this seems to be the case:
the median ξ value inferred for SS-BD-IHMM models is 0.001, while the largest is 0.15.

6.3.2

“Twin waffles”

Our second task is designed to show benefits from using the more general base measure
modification in the SS-BD-IHMM to closely match the dynamic structure of a particular
problem setting. We consider a circumstance where observations are 2-D real vectors
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F IGURE 6.11: Histograms of the number of hidden state partitions inferred for the 264
“four mounds” experiment (§6.3.1) datasets for BD-IHMM (left, red) and SS-BD-IHMM
(right, blue) models. The correct number of partitions is four; the BD-IHMM typically
“undersegments” the hidden states since it cannot use the spatial layout of the states to
make partition decisions.

drawn from two grid-like arrangements of spherical multivariate unit normal distributions whose means are laid out in the pattern shown below:

States whose observation model means are red belong to one block; those with blue means
belong to the other. The two grid-like patterns inspire the name “twin waffles” for this
task. Below, the green dots show a sequence of 400 observations sampled from the model.
Both magenta and black dotted lines connect the samples in sequence:
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Here, black dotted lines show transitions between states in the same block; magenta lines
show transitions between the two blocks. The dotted black lines are much more numerous, indicating that the process generating the data does indeed have block structured dynamics. What may be less obvious is that within-block transitions tend to occur between
nearby states; jumps from one side of a “waffle” to another are very rare. Thus, in addition to the block-structured dynamics just mentioned, the within-block transitions exhibit
a proximity-based dynamic structure. The SS-BD-IHMM can express this new structure;
the BD-IHMM cannot.
In terms of object model inference, the point of this experiment is to test a prior for HMMs
that explicitly encodes the smoothness property described in the beginning of Chapter 5,
which we related there to the Gestalt principle of continuity. The fact that an observation
on one side of a “waffle” seldom follows an observation on the other side resembles the
way our visual perception of an object is also continuous—we seldom see an object rotate 180◦ or undergo other drastic appearance changes in an instant. Nevertheless, our
visual system’s comprehension of how objects change over time allows us to derive a unified understanding of how an object looks, even when two object appearances are usually
separated in time by numerous intermediate appearances. We shall see that a similar comprehension is necessary to infer an accurate model of “twin waffles” data.
In the last section, we learned that the more elaborate block-specific observation model
generating distribution scheme in the SS-BD-IHMM can confer a slight advantage in model
inference over the simpler approach used in the BD-IHMM. To control for this effect and
evaluate the benefits of added structure in transition probability priors exclusively, we
introduce in this section the BD-IHMM*, an augmentation of the BD-IHMM that adds
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the SS-BD-IHMM’s block-specific observation model generating distributions to the BDIHMM, but leaves the transition structure prior the same. Equivalently, the BD-IHMM* can
be said to be an instantiation of the SS-BD-IHMM with a very simple similarity function:
Sm(θm ; θn ) = 1.
Despite of this generous gesture to the SS-BD-IHMM’s competitor, the substantial overlap
between the “waffles” make it unlikely that block-specific observation model generating
distributions will be especially helpful to either approach.
¶ Data generation — Let us briefly specify the artificial data generating process for this
task. There are 50 states in total, 25 in each block. Their observation models are spherical
unit multivariate normal distributions. Their means are provided explicitly: for the first 25
states,


θi =

 

θi,x
15((i − 1) mod 5)
=
.
θi,y
15b(i − 1)/5c

The second 25 states are shifted copies of the first 25:

θi,x + 1.5 · 15
θi =
.
θi,y + 0.5 · 15


Block labels z assign hidden states to the two blocks as described above:

zi =


1

if i ≤ 25,

2

if i > 25.

Subsequently, we sample a transition matrix for transitions between the hidden states using a procedure that resembles the structure of an SS-BD-IHMM generative process. We
start with a uniform β vector: β 1 = β 2 = . . . = β 50 = 1/50, then specify a modification
function based on the proximity of argument observation model means:
1 (θn,x − θm,x )2 + (θn,y − θm,y )2
Sm(θn ; θm ) = exp −
2
182
Probabilities π m for transitions emanating from row m are drawn as
π m ∼ Dir(α0 β∗m1 , α0 β∗m2 , . . . , α0 β∗m50 ),

!
.

(6.3)
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where the modified β∗m values are computed as
β∗mn

βn
=
1+ξ

ξ Sm(θn ; θm )δ(zm = zn )
1 + 50
∑ j=1 β j Sm(θ j ; θm )δ(zm = z j )

!
.

We use parameter values α0 = 4 and ξ = 10 when generating data for our experiments.
∗
This graphic depicts the modified β38
vector for transitions out of state 38 (the center of
∗
the upper right “waffle”); larger circles correspond to larger values in the β38
vector. As

described, nearby states within the same block are favored.

Finally, hidden state trajectories and observations are drawn in the usual way for HMMs
given π and θ. Each experimental run executes this entire generative procedure anew to
control for variation in artificially generated data.
We stress that the variables in the expressions listed above are used strictly to generate
the input data for experiments and are not supplied to the BD-IHMM* or SS-BD-IHMM
inference machinery in any way. This said, the similarity function Sm(·; ·) in Equation 6.3
is considered to be known a priori and is therefore used directly within the SS-BD-IHMM.
This thesis does not explore methods for inferring attributes of SM-IHMM modification
functions; we defer study of this worthwhile capability to future work.
¶ Evaluation methods — We employ the same evaluation methods used in the prior experiment (§6.3.1).
¶ Experiment — We employ the same multiple dataset, 1,000 time step training set/10,000
time step test set experimental schedule used in the prior experiment (§6.3.1). In this case,
we achieved statistical significance with 40 datasets.
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F IGURE 6.12: Test-set log likelihood results for the 40-dataset “twin waffles” experiment
of §6.3.2. At left, test-set log likelihoods for the SS-BD-IHMM (red dots) and the BDIHMM* (blue circles). Black dotted lines connect SS-BD-IHMM and BD-IHMM* results
for the same dataset. Two results for “difficult” datasets with very low log likelihoods
are not shown, which prevents awkward graph scaling; no results are missing from the
other two plots. At center, the difference between the SS-BD-IHMM and the BD-IHMM*
test-set log likelihood values for the 40 datasets. Values above the dotted blue zero line
indicate better performance for the SS-BD-IHMM. At right, the ratio of BD-IHMM* testset log likelihood values to those from the SS-BD-IHMM for the 40 datasets. Values above
the dotted blue 1.0 line indicate better performance for the SS-BD-IHMM.

¶ Results — The test-set likelihood results for each of the 40 datasets appear in Figure
6.12. For all but two, the SS-BD-IHMM performed better, that is, the test-set likelihood
was higher. Perhaps unsurprisingly, this improvement is statistically significant (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, p = 3.8 × 10−10 ).
Given the similarities between this task’s data generating process and the internals of the
SS-BD-IHMM, perhaps it is no great shock that this model performs well in comparison to
the BD-IHMM*. What may be more surprising is that both models diagnose different types
of block structure in the data. As shown in Figure 6.13, the SS-BD-IHMM tends to infer the
correct structure, while the BD-IHMM* oversegments the blocks—it partitions the hidden
states into more than two sets. There is a sensible reason for this: breaking the “waffles”
into distinct subregions is the closest thing the BD-IHMM* can do to creating a model with
a genuine tendency for transitions to occur between states with near-adjacent observation
models. Nevertheless, these oversegmented blocks are not the partitioning answer we are
looking for.
Figure 6.14 shows histograms of the number of hidden state partitions inferred for SSBD-IHMM and BD-IHMM* models. The SS-BD-IHMM rarely fails to produce the correct
hidden state partition; all of the SS-BD-IHMM posterior samples that allocated two blocks
for inferred hidden states inferred the “twin waffles” arrangement used to generate the
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F IGURE 6.13: Hidden state observation model means inferred by the SS-BD-IHMM (left)
and the BD-IHMM* (right) for one of the 40 datasets in the “twin waffles” task of §6.3.2.
Marker colors indicate the block membership of the hidden states. The BD-IHMM* must
“oversegment” the hidden states to approximate the data generating process’s tendency
to sample transitions between nearby hidden states, but the SS-BD-IHMM, which encodes
this tendency in its prior, partitions the states correctly.
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F IGURE 6.14: Histograms of the number of hidden state partitions inferred for the 40
“twin waffles” experiment (§6.3.2) datasets for SS-BD-IHMM (left, blue) and BD-IHMM*
(right, red) models. The correct number of partitions is two; the BD-IHMM* typically
“oversegments” the hidden states.

data. We conclude that the additional “smoothness” structure incorporated into the prior
we used with the SS-BD-IHMM in this task confers a decisive advantage in the inference
of sub-behavior structure.

6.4

Visual object data

At long last we approach the problem that motivated the entire development of the models
described in this dissertation: unsupervised learning of view based object models from
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F IGURE 6.15: 640 × 480 pixel still image from the raw video data collected for the visual
object task dataset. The object, a stuffed Tigger doll in this case, attaches to the six degreeof-freedom robot (bottom right) via a green fabric-clad mount and apron, which helps
in frontal views to correctly limit the object mask region derived by color keying. During
data collection, the robot moves objects smoothly between a series of random orientations,
which can vary in pitch, roll, and yaw. More details appear in §6.4.1.

videos of moving objects.

6.4.1

Data preparation

We perceive our visual world as containing numerous varied, independent, freely moving
objects. To produce a dataset at least somewhat relatable to our experience of these objects,
we collected a number of common household items and placed them on a six degree-offreedom industrial robot arm positioned in front of a green fabric screen (Figure 6.15). The
robot arm moved the objects through a wide range of angular orientations, with considerable variation in pitch and yaw (rotation about the vertical and lateral axes about the
object; angular ranges were about 320◦ and 90◦ respectively) and moderate variation in
roll (rotation about the longitudinal axis; angular range was between 30◦ and 90◦ depending on how the object was mounted). These orientations were achieved by locking the
number 2 (“shoulder”), number 3 (“elbow”), and number 4 (“forearm”) joints of the arm
in a “crouch” pose (see figure) and varying the angles of the number 1 (“base pivot”) and
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number 5 and 6 (“wrist”) joints. Some objects were held from the side as shown in the figure; others were supported underneath in a manner similar to a waiter supporting a tray
of food.
The orientation trajectory for the object was generated by sampling points at random
within the three dimensional space of permissible base pivot and wrist joint angles. The
robot control software directed the robot to rotate the joints smoothly and linearly between
these angles in sequence, where “linearly” means that the joint angles of the robot configuration trajectory between the sampled orientations were determined via linear interpolation. Rotational speed and acceleration were not linear and were determined in part by the
robot control software, though a unitless speed control parameter was adjusted to produce
rotational speeds ranging between around 30◦ and 120◦ per second.
Lacking statistical data on the orientation behavior of everyday objects in natural visual
experience, and constrained in part by the kinematic limitations of the robot arm, we
resigned ourselves to designing a simple orientation trajectory sampling procedure that
yielded a plausible distribution of orientations and rotational motions. For each point, the
base pivot joint angle was sampled uniformly from the range of valid joint angles within
70◦ of the previous base pivot angle. The wrist joint angle that most significantly determined object pitch, meanwhile, was sampled uniformly from the valid angle range for that
joint. Finally, because we tend to see or interact with many objects while they are in an upright orientation, the wrist joint angle that most significantly determined object roll was
sampled such that near-upright orientations were most likely. For objects supported from
underneath, the angle was drawn from a distribution derived from a mixture of normal
distributions, in which one component’s standard deviation was half the valid angular
range and the other’s was 20% of this range, and where both were summed with weights

[0.5, 0.5] before the resulting mixture was truncated to the valid angular range. Objects
supported from behind are naturally biased toward upright orientations due to the physical layout of the robot, where true roll can only occur through the combined actions of
both wrist joints; thus, roll angles under this circumstance were drawn from a normal distribution whose standard distribution was half the valid angular range, truncated to this
angular range.
Lastly, to avoid overrepresenting slow or near-stationary motions in our dataset, new orientations were only added to the trajectory if the combined pitch and yaw angular distance
from the last orientation exceeded 10◦ . The slower motions that would arise from smaller
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changes in orientation are already well-represented by the slow motions in the acceleration and deceleration phases at the beginning and end of each rotational move between
orientation trajectory points.
We recorded five-minute videos of each object in our collection undergoing the random
robotic rotation related above. Our recording apparatus was a small video camera built
into an Apple MacBook Pro laptop computer manufactured in November of 2006. This
camera produced 640x480 pixel color videos at variable frame rates near 30 frames per
second. A third party software program3 was installed to clamp the camera white balance and exposure settings to a preset value; review of videos post-recording, however,
revealed that this program allowed occasional automatic, inadvertent changes in these
settings throughout our recording days. These changes were seldom enough that they did
not affect most of the recorded object videos; those that were adversely affected by abrupt
setting changes were discarded from the dataset.
When recording was complete, we processed the videos in Apple, Inc.’s Final Cut Express,
a commercial video editing software package. We first re-encoded the videos at the NTSCstandard fixed frame rate of 29.97 frames per second, then used the built-in color-keying
functionality of the software to create a second “matte video” with white pixels in locations
in the original video whose color diverged from the green screen background, and black
pixels everywhere else. Since items besides the target object (e.g. the robot) also show up
in the matte video, we touched up the matte video with a custom program that isolated
the single connected region of white matte pixels in each frame that overlaid the actual
object. Portions of video where this was not possible (e.g. where the object occluded the
robot, causing their matte regions to merge) were discarded from the dataset.
Our final data preparation step combined the information from the object and matte videos
to create a collection of low-resolution “input movies” suitable for use as input data for the
inference system. The process of creating a frame of an input movie is as follows. First,
both the object movie and matte movie frames are cropped such that the object is centered
in the smallest possible square frame that contains all of the object pixels. The cropped
frames are then rescaled to 30 × 30 pixels, and pixels in the object movie frame that are
not white in the matte movie frame are set to black. These processed frames are combined
into a single four-channel input movie frame, with the first three channels the red, green,
and blue color channels, and the fourth channel an alpha channel containing the matte
data. Finally, we reduce the frame rate in input movies to allow the algorithm to process
3 iGlasses

by Ecamm Network, LLC, http://www.ecamm.com/mac/iglasses/.
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F IGURE 6.16: Input movie stills from four separate input movies. From left: a Scotch tape
dispenser, a stuffed toy panda, an iron, and a toaster. The alpha channel information in
the input movie has been applied so that only object pixels are shown.

more input data, and to eliminate temporally adjacent frames which, at the 30 × 30 pixel
resolution, are largely redundant. The experiments described in this subsection employ 2
frame per second input movies. Examples of input movie frames appear in Figure 6.16.
Once converted into this format, input movies are typically broken at random into clips
that are roughly 15 seconds in length. It is small unlabeled collections of these clips, intended to simulate momentary, chance encounters with objects, that make up the input
data for inference.

6.4.2

Observation model-related distributions

Summarizing from the previous subsection, our input data for this visual object data organization task is a collection of short 2 frame-per-second input movie clips, where individual frames are 30 × 30 × 4 element arrays. These arrays correspond to 30 × 30 pixel
RGB color images with an alpha (or opacity) channel, and are the observations we aim to
account for with HMMs inferred via the techniques of this thesis.
Among contemporary applications of HMM methods, 30 × 30 × 4 = 3, 600 dimensional
observations are rather sizable, and naive approaches to inferring observation models,
or even computing the likelihood of an observation given an observation model, can be
computationally taxing. For this reason, rather than drawing observation models from
a distribution over a continuous space (e.g. drawing a 3,600 dimensional multivariate
normal observation model mean from a 3,600 dimensional multivariate normal posterior),
we maintain a finite library of candidate observation models derived from the input data.
Observation models associated with hidden states during inference are therefore sampled
from a distribution over all of the models in the library.
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This approach has one very compelling advantage: costly computations like observation
likelihoods can be computed beforehand and stored in large tables—inference code need
only look up or sum the appropriate table values to compute likelihoods, marginals, and
so forth. A secondary advantage is that the relationship between the observations and
the observation models is extremely simple to understand, in contrast to other tractable
but more sophisticated representations (e.g. linear or non-linear projections of the image
data onto a low-dimensional space)—this simplicity makes it easier to reason about the degree to which the SS-BD-IHMM and the other tested approaches contribute to the results
described below. There are disadvantages as well. First, there is no assurance that any
one of the candidate observation models in the library is the “best” for describing a given
collection of input movie frames (indeed, the “best” model is almost certainly not in the
library). Next, having a finite collection of candidate observation models does not seem
to jibe well with the idea of building HMMs with (conceptually) countably infinite hidden
states. Eventually, some states must draw the same observation model from the library.
In practice, however, the finite collection of hidden states associated with the input data is
much smaller than the number of candidate observation models in the library, and circumstances where any of these states have the same observation model are rare. Furthermore,
even if two states do have the same observation model, it is not the case that they have
identical semantics. The states could be in different blocks, for example; more subtly, differing patterns of transitions into and out of the states can help the model encode specific
dynamic behaviors that would be lost if the states were somehow merged together. In any
case, we are confident that this approach can yield useful, descriptive models, and that the
considerable computational efficiencies it affords are worth pursuing.
In this task, candidate observation models in the library are rather straightforward, being
3,600 dimensional multivariate normal distributions with a fixed spherical covariance. Expressing this algebraically, the probability of observing a particular input movie frame yt
given parameters of an observation model θm copied from the library collection is
3,600

p(yt | θm ) =

∏
i =1

(yt,i − θm,i )2
exp −
2σθ2
2πσθ2
1

q




,

written here as the equivalent product of 3,600 independent univariate normals, with the
standard deviation σθ shared among all dimensions and among all observation models.
This model ignores important traits of the observations: in our data, for example, pixel
values never take on values outside the range [0, 1], while the support of this model spans
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F IGURE 6.17: Input movie still frame of an iron (left) blurred by a Gaussian kernel (σ = 4)
to produce a candidate observation model mean (right). The large black blob at the center
of the iron is the power cord, which has been secured beneath the handle for the iron’s
ride on the robot.

R3,600 . What’s more, the model does not attempt to capture any correlations between image pixels, neither obvious ones (e.g. the correlation in R, G, and B intensity values for the
same pixel) nor the richer and more complex inter-pixel correlations that are the subject
of much current research (e.g. [110]). On the bright side, these distributions are simple
to work with, and the logarithm of the above expression can be interpreted as a scaled,
shifted sum squared difference between the observation and the observation model mean.
Moreover, since the observation models are always selected from a fixed library of models derived from the data, there is no chance that the generous support of these models
will result in a θm sample whose mean contains out-of-range or otherwise bizarre pixel
values—all θm will “look like” object views.
To generate the candidate set of observation models, a large number of frames are selected at random from the input movies. Each of the color/alpha channels is subjected to
a Gaussian blur operation employing an isometric kernel with a fixed standard deviation
(c.f. Figure 6.17). The resulting blurred image becomes the mean of one of the candidate
observation models.
As mentioned previously, once the candidate observation models have been generated, it
[c]

is easy to create a lookup table containing p(yt | θm ) for any observation yt and any candi[c]

date observation model θm (the [c] denoting candidate). Computing marginal observation
probabilities is also straightforward, with
p(yt | φk ) =

∑
m

[c]

[c]

p(yt | θm ) · P(θm | φk ),

with φk some observation model generating distribution, on which topic we will now
proceed.
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In general, observation model generating distributions reflect some commonality among
the observation models they generate. In the first artificial data task (§6.3.1), these distributions indicated that the parameters of observation models for states in the same block
tended to cluster around specific locations in R2 . Observation models describing different
views of the same object certainly have many things in common—color, shape, texture, and
so forth—but mainly for simplicity’s sake we elected to have our observation model generating distributions deal exclusively with color. Different views of the same object should,
according to these distributions, have the same color; put slightly differently, given an object, its object model generating distribution indicates what color will tend to predominate
in specific object views. Thus, although it is only one of the general object traits that we
might have chosen, overall color is a useful tidbit of global information about an object,
and one that could conceivably be helpful for object model inference.
The “candidate library” approach to observation models makes the necessary calculations
for observation model generating distributions relatively straightforward. First, for each
of the candidate observation models in the library, we derive an RGB “global observation
model color” as a weighted average of the colors of the 30 × 30 pixels in the observation
model mean. The weights for averaging come from the corresponding observation model
alpha channel values; in this way, pixels that are not part of the object image do not contribute to the color associated with the observation model.
Let θm,R̄ , θm,Ḡ , and θm,B̄ refer to the weighted average red, green, and blue intensity values
for a particular observation model θm . An observation model generating distribution φk
has three parameters: φk,R̄ , φk,Ḡ , and φk,B̄ , and has the following proportions:
3



(θ − φk,R̄ )2 + (θm,Ḡ − φk,Ḡ )2 + (θm,B̄ − φk,B̄ )2
 exp − m,R̄
P(θm | φk ) ∝  q
2σφ2
2πσφ2
1

!
,
(6.4)

or, in other words, a 3-dimensional spherical multivariate normal distribution with standard deviation σφ2 , centered at the parameters. We specify a proportion because the equation above is normalized over all observation model candidates in the library; that is,
[c]

∑m P(θm | φk ) = 1, with m iterating over all the candidates.
Although there was not as pressing a need for it in this circumstance, we chose to adopt
the “finite library” approach to observation model generating distributions as well. We
generated our library by drawing many random RGB triplets from the unit cube—usually
around 2,000 of them. We specified a uniform prior over these triplets. Once again, this
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approach offered efficiencies by allowing us to cache probabilistic computations needed
[c]

[c]

for inference, such as P(θm | φk ), and recover their values later through rapid table lookups.

6.4.3

Modification function

Unsurprisingly, we specify a spherical Gaussian kernel for the intra-block transition similarity function Sm(θn ; θm ):
3,600

Sm(θn ; θm ) =

∏
i =1

(θn,i − θm,i )2
exp −
2
2σmod

!
.

(6.5)
[c]

[c]

Here, too, we achieve efficiencies by precomputing a lookup table containing Sm(θn ; θm )
for all pairs of candidate observation models. Our similarity function in this case is symmetric, so it is not necessary to store the entire table.

6.4.4

Experiment 1: few objects, many runs

Our first experiment compares the relative performances of four separate models related
to the BD-IHMM on the problem of learning view-based object models from short video
clips. These models are
1. The BD-IHMM (Chapter 3),
2. The full SS-BD-IHMM (Chapter 5),
3. The BD-IHMM*, a variant of the BD-IHMM with a hierarchically-structured prior on
observation models borrowed from the SS-BD-IHMM (§6.3.2),
4. A fourth model with the structured transition dynamics prior of the SS-BD-IHMM,
but the simpler “single-layer” prior on observation models borrowed from the BDIHMM; in other words, the prior on observation model parameters is shared across
all hidden state blocks.
These four approaches determine what effect, if any, the two enhancements of the SSBD-IHMM over the BD-IHMM have on the discovery of object models in object video
clips, separately or together. To be able to discern such effects with statistical certainty,
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F IGURE 6.18: Still images from input movies taken for the 25 objects used in the object
model learning experiment in §6.4. A number of objects are visually quite similar at certain
aspects, including frisbee readme and megaphone superbowl party (a toy megaphone,
here viewed down the “barrel”) in these images, along with flowerpot small and bucket,
and other pairings under different viewing circumstances.

we must perform object model learning several times over different datasets; to achieve
the necessary statistics in a limited time frame, we therefore restrict these datasets to only
three objects. These three are drawn randomly from a library of 25 objects shown in Figure
6.18.
To save time on software implementation and minimize the chances of creating new software errors, we elected not to implement the four models considered in this experiment
themselves but instead to make very close approximations of the models by adjusting the
settings of the various SS-BD-IHMM parameters described in §6.4.2 and §6.4.3. As the σmod
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σθ
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

σφ
100
0.25
0.25
100

σmod
1000
15
1000
15

TABLE 6.2: Observation model hierarchy and modification function parameters for the
SS-BD-IHMM in the experiments of §6.4.4. Large values (100 and greater) effectively “disable” the related functionality of the SS-BD-IHMM in this task, allowing this model to
emulate the other three models listed in the left-hand column. There is no significance
to large values being either 100 or 1000; mainly, they reflect when we got tired of typing
zeros. Other values were derived manually from limited experiments on a fixed dataset
comprising clips of the first three objects shown in Figure 6.18; inference of parameters
like these remains a subject for future investigation.

value increases, for example, the similarity function Sm(θn ; θm ) in Equation 6.5 approaches
the Sm(θn ; θm ) = 1 function entailed by the BD-IHMM. Likewise, a large σφ value reduces
draws from the observation model generating distributions described by Equation 6.4 to
the uniform draws from the RGB triplet library (c.f. §6.4.2) that the BD-IHMM would use.
Table 6.2 shows the SS-BD-IHMM observation model hierarchy and modification function
parameters used to approximate the four models targeted by this experiment.

6.4.5

Examining an object learning result

Here we take a look inside one of the SS-BD-IHMM object model learning results that we
will be compiling by the hundreds in our experimental performance evaluation in §6.4.6.
We ran SS-BD-IHMM parameter inference on a dataset identical to those used in the §6.4.6
experiments; that is, one comprising a small number of short video clips of three objects.
In this case, the objects happened to be a Hello Kitty toy, a flowerpot, and a Tigger stuffed
animal. These objects are fairly distinct, so the SS-BD-IHMM has no problem telling them
apart; fortunately, we test more challenging datasets in the actual experiments.
Figure 6.19 shows an inferred hidden state transition matrix and the mean of the observation models (or, object views) associated with each hidden state. In a practical sense, these
are the object models learned from the data. To help convince ourselves that these models
are encoding meaningful dynamic relationships between the object views (that is, short of
actual testing), we show in Figure 6.20 the most probable trajectories through each object’s
hidden states. Identifying this path is an instance of the classic traveling salesman problem, but with nine states to consider at most, complexity is not an issue. The trajectories in
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F IGURE 6.19: A visualization of a truncated (c.f. §6.1.2) transition matrix derived from
inferred SS-BD-IHMM parameters for the model examined in §6.4.5. Rows are sorted
in the order in which hidden states are first visited in the inferred training set hidden
state sequence v. Colored squares highlight transitions between hidden states with the
same block assignment; there are three blocks here, corresponding to the three objects
in the training set data. Observation model means for each state are also shown. This
transition matrix shows some of the same structured preference for transitions between
similar-looking object views built into the prior, particularly in the high probability of
self-transitions.
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F IGURE 6.20: A visualization of the highest probability trajectories through the hidden
states that make up each object in the model examined in §6.4.5. Each trajectory, shown
in order from left to right, transitions smoothly through its object’s hidden states without
jumps between visually disparate object views. At bottom, the three leftmost views have
the Tigger toy facing left; the three rightmost views have it facing right.
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F IGURE 6.21: Left: inferred hidden state trajectory (v) of the model examined in §6.4.5.
Blue dotted lines show boundaries between video clips. The order of the clips is not
significant—they are treated as separate inputs to the inference system. That said, the
first six clips contain video of the Hello Kitty toy, the next six show a flowerpot, and
the remaining six show a stuffed Tigger doll. For this dataset, the inference system has
correctly allocated distinct object views for each object—that is, no single view is assigned
to data from more than one object. At right, the block (i.e. object) index assigned to each
frame, as derived from the inferred hidden state trajectory v and hidden state block labels
z. This labeling of the training set data happens to be perfect.
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F IGURE 6.22: A 16-second, 32-frame excerpt of one of the input data sequences (y) used
as training data for the model examined in §6.4.5, along with the inferred hidden state
trajectory (v) and the observation model means associated with each hidden state. There
are 32 observations in total, shown in row-major order from left to right, top to bottom.
For ease of comparison, observation model means are displayed again whenever a hidden
state recurs in the trajectory.
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F IGURE 6.23: Box and whisker plots (left) and scatter plots (right) with mean values (blue
lines) of adjusted Rand indices for the four test conditions in the first object model learning
experiment (§6.4.4). As detailed in the text, SS-BD-IHMM object organization performance
is significantly better than the “fourth model” and the BD-IHMM.

Figure 6.20 show smooth transitions through the hidden states corresponding to plausible
physical object motions.
Further visualizations appear in Figure 6.21 and 6.22, which respectively show the inferred
hidden state trajectory and block labels for the training set and a detail of an inferred hidden state trajectory respectively. These figures are not intended to make any particular
point, but instead to offer further visual guidance to the reader on the nature of the inference task.

6.4.6

Results of Experiment 1

We conducted 336 runs of the experiment as described, with each of the three objects’
training data comprising six input movie clips of about fifteen seconds in length.4 These
clips made up 30 percent of the available input movie data for each object; remaining data
were used for the test set.
Figure 6.23 uses the adjusted Rand index to compare the four models’ abilities to organize
the training data into object models. The SS-BD-IHMM, with a median adjusted Rand index of 0.944, performed significantly better than the “fourth model” (Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, p = 1.7 × 10−12 ) and the BD-IHMM (p = 1.6 × 10−18 ) on the same training data. Performance was not significantly better than the BD-IHMM* (p = 0.09), although we suspect
that further runs might yet yield this result. Both the BD-IHMM* and the “fourth model”
4 There is no particular significance to conducting 336 runs—the experiment was merely left running unattended during the Christmas holiday.
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F IGURE 6.24: A visual comparison of the test set likelihood performance of the SS-BDIHMM, the BD-IHMM*, and the “fourth model” against the BD-IHMM. To interpret:
Points above 0 indicate performance gains over the BD-IHMM. If y is the y-coordinate
of a point and p is the likelihood of the test set data according to the corresponding complex model (not shown), then the BD-IHMM likelihood for the test set data is pexp(y) .
Grand differences in likelihood are not uncommon in HMM settings. Blue lines indicate
the scatter plot means: 0.2113, 0.0616, and -0.0813 from left to right. As detailed in the text,
SS-BD-IHMM model test set data likelihood performance is significantly better than the
“fourth model” and the BD-IHMM.

were also significantly better than the BD-IHMM (p = 3.1 × 10−13 , p = 0.004 respectively).
We conclude that the additional structure in all three complex models yield better performance in unsupervised categorization of the training data, and that more structured transition dynamics priors (“fourth model”) and and inclusion of appearance-based grouping
cues (BD-IHMM*) independently yield improvements in this task.
Figure 6.24 compares the test-set likelihood performance of models inferred by the SS-BDIHMM, the BD-IHMM*, and the “fourth model” with models inferred by the BD-IHMM.
Here, too, the SS-BD-IHMM performed significantly better than the “fourth model” (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, p = 0.006) and the BD-IHMM (p = 0.008), but not significantly better
than the BD-IHMM* (p = 0.13). No other model shows significant performance gains over
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the BD-IHMM, suggesting that appearance-based grouping and structured transition dynamics priors have complementary benefits in producing models that predict the future
appearance and behavior of visual object data.
We interpret the outcomes of this object model learning experiment as reflecting the successful realization of the “prior we were waiting for” in §5.1.2. An approach that both
explicitly captures global appearance traits of an object and uses view similarity to inform
inference of its dynamic behavior creates better view-based object models than one that
lacks these capabilities.

6.4.7

Experiment 2: many objects, few runs

Having evaluated the experimental performance the SS-BD-IHMM and related models on
limited dataset, we now wish to place the model to the test for which it was originally
designed. In this experiment, our input dataset makes use of all 25 objects at the same
30% training set/70% test set ratio employed in the previous experiment. Since there is
considerably more data in this experiment, running times for inference are longer, and
there was not time to collect the same quantity of performance statistics for this task that
there was with only three objects in the training data. Our examination of the results of
this experiment will necessarily be more qualitative in nature.

6.4.8

Results of Experiment 2

To offer some visual insight into the performance of the SS-BD-IHMM on this larger dataset,
Figures 6.25, 6.26, 6.27, and 6.28 display various object model learning results from a single SS-BD-IHMM posterior sample. These visualizations show clear identification of object
models and the relationships of their object views. A few mistaken judgments appear—
the image captions describe them in more detail—but these can typically be attributed to
several of the objects looking very similar.
To show that the performance in these four figures are not a lucky fluke, Figure 6.29 displays block label assignments for the training data in eight separate SS-BD-IHMM inference runs; seven in addition to the one shown in Figure 6.25. Given the similarity of these
results, it seems safe to conclude that the SS-BD-IHMM can derive meaningful object models from the 25-object video dataset.
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F IGURE 6.25: Trajectory of the input data through the inferred hidden state blocks for a
particular run of the SS-BD-IHMM on all 25 objects (see §6.4.7). The input data consists
of numerous short clips, each showing a single moving object. Clips themselves are independent of each other; they do not have an order. In this figure, however, they have been
concatenated so that clips showing the same object are contiguous. Boundaries between
separate clips are not shown. A perfect trajectory for this clip ordering would resemble
a staircase with 25 distinct steps; this trajectory, while still quite good, has some flaws.
Green squares indicate where two similar-looking objects were grouped together in the
same object; the blue square shows where one object was modeled partly by “its own”
states and partly by those inferred for another object. More visualization of this learning
result appears in Figure 6.26. The adjusted Rand index for this partitioning of the input
data is 0.88.
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F IGURE 6.26: Means of the observation models associated with hidden states in each of
the 23 objects inferred in the same run of the SS-BD-IHMM depicted in Figure 6.25. Means
are presented in the “most probable trajectory” order described in §6.4.5 (also used in Figure 6.20). Overall, the model has done a decent job of identifying and capturing the visual
variation of the different objects, with some obvious blunders. Objects 2 and 3 spuriously
combine pairs of similar-looking objects; object 23 needs only two states because (as Figure
6.25 shows) the SS-BD-IHMM inference procedure chose to assign a significant number of
observations of this paper holder to object 6. Finally, the stuffed animal captured by object
12 appears to be occasionally confused for other objects. At bottom, the inferred means of
the object model generating distributions described in §6.4.2, showing the inferred global
traits (i.e. color) associated with each object.
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F IGURE 6.27: Visualization of the matrix of transition counts c derived from the hidden
state trajectory v inferred in the 25-object SS-BD-IHMM run also examined by Figures 6.25
and 6.26. Transitions between states belonging to the same inferred object appear within
solid or dotted-line colored boxes; a few wrongly inferred transitions between objects
(such transitions never occur in the data) appear outside of the boxes.

6.4.9

Experiment 3: SS-BD-IHMM versus simpler hacks

This thesis takes great pains to develop a fairly complicated probabilistic model for describing time series. It is worthwhile to determine whether a simpler approach might do
as well or better at a real-world task than a more complex system. To this end, we perform
a new experiment nearly identical to the three-objects-at-a-time experiment in §6.4.4, but
this time with the SS-BD-IHMM competing with several similar, simpler models. These
models are cobbled together from existing techniques and have no principled basis for the
way they integrate transition dynamics or appearance-based clustering into their inference
decisions, but perhaps this extra effort is not really necessary.
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F IGURE 6.28: The hidden state trajectory for the 25-object input data, inferred in the same
SS-BD-IHMM run also examined by Figures 6.25, 6.26, and 6.27. Clips are sorted as described in Figure 6.25, and the blue and green boxes identify the same errors described
there. Off-block-diagonal dots indicate places where the inferred trajectory has incorrectly
associated input data with hidden states in the wrong block. There are 127 hidden states
in all.

¶ Competing models — We will consider six competing models that are simpler than the
SS-BD-IHMM. These models are still somewhat sophisticated—for starters, all make use of
Bayesian nonparametric methods, mainly so that they can have some means for inferring
the number of hidden states and blocks necessary to describe the data.
Our first three competitor methods have a common beginning: rather than paying any attention at all to the dynamic nature of the data, they simply cluster the observations using
a regular Dirichlet process mixture model (DPMM, §2.2.4). The mixture components and
their parameters are exactly the same as the observation models in the SS-BD-IHMM, and
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F IGURE 6.29: Hidden state block label trajectories for multiple SS-BD-IHMM runs on 25object datasets. At bottom right, the same run as shown in Figure 6.28. Plot titles show
K, the number of objects inferred from the data, and aRand, the adjusted Rand index for
the depicted labeling of the training set data. While the technique was never able to tell
the flowerpot small object from the extremely similar bucket object (c.f. Figure 6.18), no
other such failure to disambiguate is general to all of the runs.

the usual vague gamma hyperprior is expressed on the hyperparameter modulating clustering behavior (α). The Chinese restaurant process (§2.2.5) is used for DPMM inference,
while hyperparameter inference takes place in the customary way (c.f. §3.4.8, [1]). Simply
by assigning the observations to mixture components, the DPMM inference “infers” a hidden state trajectory, although this understanding of what are actually cluster assignments
is applied post hoc.
With the hidden state trajectory and observation models inferred, our next step is to group
the hidden states into blocks. We proceed in three ways, which yields the first three models:
• The first uses the DPMM to cluster states into blocks based on the similarity of their
observation models. Here, the same color-based observation model generating distributions that were used in the SS-BD-IHMM and the BD-IHMM* (§6.4.2) are now
used to cluster the inferred hidden states into blocks.
• In the second method, clustering is based on the transition dynamics—specifically,
on the transition counts matrix c derived from the inferred hidden state trajectory.
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This approach compares the patterns of state transitions into and out of individual states to determine which states have similar transition dynamics—and therefore deserve to be clustered together. This Chinese restaurant process-based approach is essentially the same as the “two-state-restricted Chinese restaurant process” that forms part of the proposal distribution for BD-IHMM split-merge trajectory sampling (§3.4.6; Equation 3.17), except now the number of available tables is
unbounded, the Context operator simply returns counts of transitions into and out
of individual states (i.e. for a given state m, it returns the vector sum of the mth row
and mth column of the transition matrix) and the probabilities of hidden state observation models given their block assignments (that is, observation model clustering;
c.f. the second term of Equation 3.17) are ignored.
• The third method combines the cues used in the prior two: transition dynamics and
observation model similarity. The marginal probability of a state’s observation model
given those of other states present in a block is not ignored as in the second method,
but is factored into the Chinese restaurant process probability for that block assignment.
The next three competing models also have a common beginning: instead of the Dirichlet
process mixture model, the Infinite Hidden Markov Model (IHMM, §2.4) infers an HMM
without blocks to describe the input data. In reality, as in the first experiment (§6.4.4), we
do not implement the IHMM but instead approximate it via special SS-BD-IHMM parameter settings—specifically, adopting the same settings used for the emulated BD-IHMM in
the first experiment, with the ξ hyperparameter fixed at the value 0 (preventing any modification function from having any effect on the base proportions β) and hidden state block
label (z) sampling disabled for good measure.
From here, these models group inferred hidden states into groups, using the same three
methods employed by the previous three models. In sum, two means of inferring hidden state trajectories and observation models, times three means of inferring hidden state
blocks, yields six separate models.

6.4.10

Results of Experiment 3

For 158 randomly sampled three-object datasets, the same kind as those used in Experiment 1 (§6.4.6), we generated view-based object models using the SS-BD-IHMM and the six
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F IGURE 6.30: Box plots and scatter plots of adjusted Rand index scores for the 3-object
model learning task achieved by the SS-BD-IHMM and the several DPMM and IHMMderived “hack” models described in §6.4.9. Scores are compiled from 158 randomly drawn
datasets. The SS-BD-IHMM has decisively better performance at partitioning the training
set data than the other models.

“hacks” described above. Figure 6.30 reveals decisively better sub-behavior identification
performance for the SS-BD-IHMM. The nearest competitor is the approach that uses the
IHMM to allocate a set of hidden states to the data, then clusters the hidden states based
on their appearance characteristics alone. This approach is labeled “DPMM + appearance”
in Figure 6.30; the performance advantage for the SS-BD-IHMM is significant (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, p = 4.4 × 10−16 ). The scatter plot for this approach shows a large clump
of adjusted Rand index scores around 0.57; curiously, a smaller clump appears in the SSBD-IHMM plot, and indeed in the results of the first object learning experiment shown in
Figure 6.23. For three-object datasets, adjusted Rand scores like these are associated with
models that mistakenly group two of the objects together into a single object. A visual
examination of the results reveals that of the 61 datasets where the “DPMM + appearance”
model generated a training set labeling with an adjusted Rand score between 0.51 and
0.63, 53 clearly exhibited the mistake of combining two objects into one, with the others
showing different kinds of labeling problems. By contrast, the SS-BD-IHMM only made
this mistake six times for the same 61 datasets, with an additional 11 notably erroneous
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F IGURE 6.31: Symmetrized transition counts matrix (made by summing the transition
matrix to its transpose) whose rows are used as clustering input in the “hack” (§6.4.9) approaches to dynamics-based sub-behavior discovery. The scale at right gives a sense of the
counts value of each matrix entry. Rows of this matrix are too distinct for effective clustering using Dirichlet process mixture models with categorical distribution observation
models.

labelings due to other problems (usually oversegmentation).
It seems fair to conclude from this that information about the dynamic relationships between the inferred hidden states is useful for inferring view-based object models from
data—this is the advantage that the SS-BD-IHMM has over the “DPMM + appearance”
approach. Four of the “hacks” described in §6.4.9 do try to group hidden states based on
the information contained in the inferred transition matrices. Figure 6.30 makes it clear
that this method is unhelpful,5 and Figure 6.31 helps explain why: the rows are simply too
diverse to support clustering via the proposed method; instead, massive oversegmentation
of the hidden states occur. A variety of concentration parameter values were attempted for
this clustering method, but none avoided overclustering.
One final training set labeling result that deserves elaboration is the performance differences between approaches that derive hidden states via DPMM clustering and approaches
that use the IHMM for this. IHMM approaches tend to derive more hidden states, since
the input observation dynamics provide a useful cue that discourages two similar-looking
object views from being clustered together. Having more object views greatly decreases
the chances that a single view will be associated with observations from multiple objects,
which explains why the “IHMM + appearance” model beats the “DPMM + appearance”
5 We SS-BD-IHMM inventors could perhaps be accused of coming up with a bad straw-man to pit against
our fancy model; honestly, we thought it would do a lot better!
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F IGURE 6.32: A visual comparison of the test set likelihood performance of the DPMM
and IHMM-derived models against the SS-BD-IHMM. To interpret: Points about 0 indicate performance gains over the SS-BD-IHMM. If y is the y-coordinate of a point and p
is the likelihood of the test set data according to the corresponding DPMM or IHMMderived model, then the BD-IHMM likelihood for the test set data is pexp(y) . Blue lines
indicate the scatter plot means: -1.70 and 0.074 from left to right. As detailed in the text,
for these trials, the SS-BD-IHMM performs significantly better than the DPMM-derived
model but not the IHMM-derived model.

approach. On the other hand, more object views increases the opportunities for oversegmentation based on the dynamics, which explains why “DPMM + dynamics” and “DPMM
+ both” beat “IHMM + dynamics” and “IHMM + both” respectively.
Figure 6.32 compares test set likelihood scores for models inferred by the SS-BD-IHMM
with those created by DPMM and IHMM-based methods. These comparisons come from
the same 158 datasets and models for which sub-behavior identification performance was
measured and discussed above. Recall that all three DPMM-derived models start out the
same way—they construct an HMM based on the DPMM clustering results—and so even
before sub-behaviors are identified, the parts of the models relevant to predicting future
data are already learned. The same can be said for the three IHMM-based approaches—
just replace “DPMM” with “IHMM” in the previous statement. For this reason, we can
group DPMM-derived models together and IHMM-derived models together in this comparison.
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We see first that DPMM-derived models are vastly worse than SS-BD-IHMM-inferred
models at predicting the test set data, a significant result (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p =
1.1 × 10−16 ). IHMM-based models fare better than we might have expected—over the 158
datasets, there was no significant difference between SS-BD-IHMM test set log likelihood
scores and those of the IHMM-based approaches (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p = 0.25). To
look at Figure 6.32, it might even be the case that the IHMM-based models are doing even
slightly better.
Is this a concern for the SS-BD-IHMM? Probably not a great one. The SS-BD-IHMM is
a considerably more complicated model than the IHMM, and perhaps it should not be
entirely surprising that it could overfit the data just slightly. Another explanation could
be that because the SS-BD-IHMM and the IHMM were given the same number of Gibbs
sampling iterations to infer their parameters from the data, the simpler IHMM received
more training relative to its own complexity than the SS-BD-IHMM did. Either way, the
sub-behavior identification performance of the SS-BD-IHMM is far better than that of the
IHMM-based method.

6.4.11

Experiment 4: grayscale data

So far, our view-based object model learning experiments have used color object video
data. Color is a distinctive cue for object recognition, and while our results have already
shown that the structural assumptions expressed in the SS-BD-IHMM prior are beneficial
for this dataset, some readers may be concerned that color makes objects “too easy” to discriminate in our data. In this section we repeat our first object model learning experiment
(§6.4.4) with a grayscale object video dataset created by averaging the color channels in
our color object video dataset. Figure 6.33 shows still images from this new dataset.
The observation model schema and parameters (§6.4.2) are left unchanged from the experiments on color data, save for the fact that images and observation models in the new
data are now 1800-dimensional (30 × 30 pixels of intensity data and alpha mask each), and
observation model generating distributions are now single-dimensional (one dimension
for intensity). The modification function parameter σmod (c.f. §6.4.3 and Equation 6.5) was
changed to 12.8, the value we determined would make the modification function for the
grayscale data be as similar as possible to the modification function for the color data.
We arrived at this number by creating candidate observation models from frames in both
datasets, then finding the σmod that minimizes the least squares difference between (a) the
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F IGURE 6.33: Still images from input movies taken for the 25 objects used in the grayscale
object model learning experiment in §6.4.11. These movies were created by averaging
the color channels in the data used for the other object model learning experiments—by
removing color, the intention is to create a more difficult dataset, with objects that are more
difficult to distinguish. Readers who are viewing this document in color may compare the
still images above with their color counterparts in Figure 6.18.

sum of the exponents in Equation 6.5 for the color data and (b) the sum of those same
exponents for the grayscale data. All other details of the experiment were left unchanged.

6.4.12

Results of Experiment 4

We conducted 335 runs of the experiment as described, employing the same training and
evaluation procedure as Experiment 1 (§6.4.6).
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F IGURE 6.34: Box and whisker plots (left) and scatter plots (right) with mean values (blue
lines) of adjusted Rand indices for the four test conditions in the fourth (grayscale) object
model learning experiment (§6.4.11). As detailed in the text, SS-BD-IHMM object organization performance is significantly better than the other models. Two scores are out of the
scale of these plots: on one trial, the SS-BD-IHMM assigned nearly all of the training data
to only one object model, yielding an adjusted Rand index score of 0.005; on another trial,
the BD-IHMM* assigned the training data to only one object model, yielding an adjusted
Rand index score of 0. Note that the vertical axis scales of these plots are slightly different
than those used in Figure 6.23 to present similar results from Experiment 1.

Figure 6.34 uses the adjusted Rand index to compare the four models’ abilities to organize
the training data into object models. The SS-BD-IHMM, with a median adjusted Rand
index of 0.929, performed significantly better than the BD-IHMM* (Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, p = 0.024), the ”fourth model” (p = 8.5 × 10−4 ), and the BD-IHMM (p = 5.7 × 10−5 ).
The BD-IHMM* was also significantly better than the BD-IHMM (p = 0.02), but none of
the other result pairings were determined to be significantly different after this number
of trials. Nevertheless, we may still conclude that in the absence of a cue as strong as
color, all of the structural assumptions of the SS-BD-IHMM prior allows for better results
in view-based object model learning than models with only a subset of those assumptions.
Figure 6.35 compares the test-set likelihood performance of models by the SS-BD-IHMM,
the BD-IHMM*, and the “fourth model” with models inferred by the BD-IHMM. In contrast to Experiment 1, none of the models showed performance that was significantly
different from the BD-IHMM (Wilcoxon signed-rank test; SS-BD-IHMM vs. BD-IHMM
p = 0.94, BD-IHMM* vs. BD-IHMM p = 0.71, “fourth model” vs. BD-IHMM p = 0.64).
One reason for this result could be that because the grayscale appearances of objects are
more similar than the color appearances, the consequences of using an inappropriate observation model to describe the appearance of an object in the video are not as severe for
grayscale data as they are for color data. In terms of predicting the appearance and behavior of grayscale object video data, all four models appear to yield similar results.
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F IGURE 6.35: A visual comparison of the test set likelihood performance of the SS-BDIHMM, the BD-IHMM*, and the “fourth model” against the BD-IHMM. in the fourth
(grayscale) object model learning experiment (§6.4.11). To interpret: Points above 0 indicate performance gains over the BD-IHMM. If y is the y-coordinate of a point and p
is the likelihood of the test set data according to the corresponding complex model (not
shown), then the BD-IHMM likelihood for the test set data is pexp(y) . Grand differences
in likelihood are not uncommon in HMM settings. Blue lines indicate the scatter plot
means: 0.0501, -0.0525, and -0.0520 from left to right. As detailed in the text, none of these
models were determined to show significant differences in test set log likelihood.

Despite this similarity, the SS-BD-IHMM’s significantly better results for identifying the
distinct objects within the video data, even in the absence of color, a very useful cue for
this task, give us continued confidence that the additional prior structure within the SSBD-IHMM is beneficial.

6.4.13

Conclusions

This section has explored the suitability of the SS-BD-IHMM for deriving view-based object models from videos of objects, the task for which the model was originally conceived.
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In basic terms, we can deem the model a success: the experiments show that the SS-BDIHMM does identify distinct objects in video, and that it can do so when there are numerous objects. There is a more subtle conclusion as well: with the experimental results in
§6.4.6, it is evident that a model with a more finely structured prior than the BD-IHMM’s
basic preference for block-diagonal transition matrices achieves performance gains. It also
seems plausible (although it was only demonstrated to statistical significance for grayscale
data) that a model facilitating both visual similarity-based transition dynamics and grouping through appearance cues is better at delimiting objects in videos than a model with
only one or neither of these properties. Finally, we determine that the SS-BD-IHMM is
better at this same task than a number of obvious, simpler approaches.
These specific conclusions about the SS-BD-IHMM and other BD-IHMM-derived models
suggest a few broader, more general notions. The first is that no matter how one might
choose to derive object models from video, the idea of applying prior assumptions with
all the structure you need and nothing more is powerful. The SS-BD-IHMM learns object
models as well as it does because it omits constraining assumptions (e.g. there are exactly
20 objects) while keeping useful ones (e.g. the appearance of object views correlates with
the probability of transitions between them). A second, associated notion is that because
Bayesian nonparametric approaches to organizing information adopt so few constraining
assumptions, they are worthy of serious consideration when engineering a useful, principled system for unsupervised learning of object models.
We should be careful not to claim that this section represents a complete investigation
of the application of SS-BD-IHMM techniques to view-based object model learning. For
starters, we have not tested how suitable the learned object models are for applications
of object models, recognition being chief among these. Additional considerations that
should be addressed for practical applications include the nature of the transition similarity function—should we stick with Equation 6.5, or try something new? Should we
specify parameters like σmod beforehand or learn them? It is also likely that the image
patch exemplar-based observation models described in §6.4.2 are not the most suitable for
practical applications—what should we use instead?
Indeed, some considerations for practical object model learning are not even addressed
in the SS-BD-IHMM framework at all. As described, the SS-BD-IHMM assumes that its
entire input consists of properly-registered, non-occluded, valid observations of objects,
one object at a time. Under the controlled conditions in which our data was acquired, this
assumption is appropriate. In settings where one wishes to “mine” the objects from a video
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(c.f. [49]), such high-quality observations will tend to be an exception rather than the rule.
If an object is somehow isolated from the video frame of a natural movie, we can depend
on incorrectly delimited object boundaries, occlusions, sub-optimal lighting conditions,
and so on. A system for learning object models in this setting must determine what of the
incoming observational data is reliable, or better yet, work in concept with the system that
derives object observations from video frames to incorporate object knowledge into the
video interpretation process.
In spite of all of this, we feel that the development of the SS-BD-IHMM efforts shown
here have some value for the vision research community. A system that learns the appearance of objects as humans and objects do will eventually need to face the problem that
the SS-BD-IHMM tackles directly—that of organizing well-structured visual object models from limited, unstructured data giving examples of how the appearances of various
objects change over time. Hopefully this section portrays a worthwhile new direction toward approaches that solve this problem.

6.5

Relational data

Our final demonstration brushes on an interesting new direction for some of the model
machinery in the BD-IHMM. Recall that in the BD-IHMM, the likelihood function for hidden state block label inference, namely p(z | v, β, ρ, α0 , ξ ), does not actually require the full
hidden state trajectory v: instead, it is sufficient to know only the number of transitions cmn
between pairs of hidden states m, n. These cmn comprise a matrix c of non-negative integer
values, and it is this matrix that the technique of Chapter 4 probes for block structure.
Non-negative integer matrices are hardly unique to hidden Markov models and time series
analysis. A much broader (although still not encompassing) class of applications can be
envisioned by imagining situations in which it is useful to count the number of times that
some event involving two distinct entities occurs. In the hidden Markov model case, the
entities are states, and the events are the transitions between them. A different application
might consider people in a social network as the entities and count the number of emails
or messages between pairs of individuals. In computer vision, we might be interested in
the number of times that pairs of image features coincide within some region of interest.
There can even be asymmetric sorts of countable relationships between different kinds of
entities: we might count the number of times that a person listens to different songs in
a music library. All of these entities exhibit some kind of countable relationship between
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F IGURE 6.36: “Segmentsylvania” map showing locations of Pennsylvania municipalities
in the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2000 daily commuter dataset [2]. Colors show vertex groupings achieved by applying the partitioning approach described in Chapter 4 to the commute graph. Nearly all groupings are spatially localized; some colors are reused or similar
due to the large number of clusters. More details appear in §6.5.

each other—transitions, conversations, co-occurrence, listenings—which suggests that a
technique for partitioning non-negative integer matrices might be a useful addition to the
growing toolbox of methods for analyzing relational data, or data that describe relationships between pairs or larger sets of entities. This is an application area which has seen
modest application of Bayesian nonparametric methods (e.g. [111]), though interest appears to be growing.
In this demonstration we consider a countable relationship between pairs of entities. The
entities are some 2,580 municipalities throughout the state of Pennsylvania, and the relation counts cmn are the number of commuters interviewed by the U.S. Census Bureau who
travel between the municipalities indexed by m and n [2]. Figure 6.36 shows the counts
matrix assembled by the Bureau, along with the partitioning results achieved on this matrix via the methods of Chapter 4. While we do not attempt to quantify here how “good”
this partitioning result is, there is a considerable qualitative appeal—for just about every
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block in the partition, the municipalities belonging to that block are geographically localized and centered around middle- and large-sized urban centers. This occurs in spite of
the fact that the algorithm makes no use of geographic information about the municipalities. Furthermore, there is a staggering disparity between the popularity of some places
(many people commute to e.g. Philadelphia; far fewer commute to Scalp Level, PA6 ), and
yet meaningful clusters emerge. We believe that this result should motivate further investigation into applications of BD-IHMM derived models toward relational data.

6 An

unincorporated community southeast of Johnstown, PA, in case you had wondered.

Chapter 7

Concluding Notes
Having commented on the outcome of our motivating experiment in §6.4.13, and having
used up over two hundred pages besides, we think it best to conclude with just a few
remarks on future directions.
First, as §6.5 suggests, the model and inference machinery we have developed for our
unsupervised method for learning hidden Markov models may be useful for additional
problem settings not related to time series. This may merit further investigation.
Next, although Chapter 5 introduces a more general framework for flexible structural
modification of hierarchical Dirichlet process-derived hidden Markov models, we have
not investigated the problem of inferring the specifics of any structural modification besides blocks of hidden states. The SS-BD-IHMM experiments in §6.3 and §6.4 use Gaussian kernel-based modification functions with fixed σ parameters, and these remain fixed
throughout inference. A useful new direction would be to infer the correct σ value, perhaps even separate σ values for different blocks or states. More fundamentally, an investigation into inferring modification functions generally would likely increase the flexibility
and descriptive power of our technique in useful ways.
Although in this thesis we adapt an approach based on the hierarchical Dirichlet process,
there is not necessarily an inherent advantage to using this model as a foundation for flexible hidden Markov model inference over other Bayesian nonparametric methods. The
recent explosion in new approaches for dependent random measures (c.f. §1.3) now offers a number of promising new models that beg to be adapted to this end. We find the
technique described in [84] to show particular promise.
219
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Finally, we believe the motivating problem we have confronted in this thesis—distilling
arbitrary numbers of discrete object models from our visual experiences of objects over
time—has not been satisfactorily addressed by the neural computation literature. Central
to our concern is the lack of attention paid to how the visual system might deduce whether
an object present in the visual field is novel or familiar—and thus whether the visual experience should be used to create a new object model or refine an existing one. We do
not claim that Bayesian nonparametric methods are the secret to how the visual system
solves this problem, but we propose that some of the flexible prior modeling assumptions
that may be achieved through these methods have analogs in neural systems. Whatever
the case, we eagerly await advancements in our understanding of how the brain organizes
complex, high-level information.
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